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MAKE HISTORYI 
"Anchor of the Soul" is 
a documentary in 
search of docu-
ments about the 
history of African 
Americans in 
Maine. Are they 
hiding in your 
attic? page 15 
the -bottle 
Local communities can't 
find a market for recycling 
plastics. So they aren't 
recycling - and it's the 
plastics industry's fault . 
• By Paul Karr and Hawley Truax 
• CBW photos by Colin Malakie 
Once upon a time, not so very long 
ago, Greater Portlanders could separate 
as many as a dozen kinds of plastic 
from their trash and bring them to 
recycling bins scattered around the 
region. Regional Waste Systems (RWS), 
Greater Portland's quasi-municipal 
waste agency, would send the jugs, 
bottles, tubs and yogurt containers to 
recycling plants in Maine, New Hamp-
shire and Massachusetts. 
Then two things changed. The price 
of raw plastic sank, thanks to overpro-
duction, low oil prices and a recession. 
And the bottom began falling out of the 
market for recycled plastics. Today, a 
pound of recycled plastic costs a 
manufacturer about triple what a 
pound of raw plastic costs. 
So last April, RWS .made a very 
unpopular decision. It instructed its 31 
member communities to stop collecting 
all plastic recyclables except soda 
bottles - which are usually redeemed 
for deposits at stores· instead - and 
milk jugs. RWS now bums all the other 
plastics it collects in its waste-to-energy 
incinerator. 
The story is the same elsewhere. 
Mainers and Americans bum or landfill 
most of the plastics they consume. 
Recycling programs are being dumped. 
And the few Maine companies that 
want to use recycled plastic packaging 
instead of raw material must truck it in 
from the Midwest at higher cost. 
Meanwhile, the plastics industry's 
heaviest hitters'are going on the 
offensive, pumping money into a public 
relations blitz and paying consultants to 
defeat laws that would reduce plastic 
packaging. 
"The plastics folks are blowing 
smoke [about recyclingJ," said Eric 
Root, RWS director of material recov-
ery, "and if the public gets the notion 
that the industry is blowing smoke, it's 
going to be a real hard sell for us to start 
recycling up again later." 
Continued on page 8 
portlanders drop their recyclables In 
the collection bin on portland's Baxter 
Boulevard across from Shop 'n Save. 
BULK RATE 
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2 Ozsoo &y Wakly 
Meet Portland Author Monica Wood 
at Bookland. 
Monica Wood will be 
reading from her novel 
SECRET 
LANGUAGE' 
Saturday, february 6th 
1:00 to 2:30 pm 
Greater Bookland, Mall Plaza, 
South Portland 773-4238 
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LEARN TO SCUBA DIVE 
rJ! Yk ... 
• An organic spa facial 
Relaxing and Restorative 
Two masques composed of ingredients like 
lavendar. echinacea & blue com meal. 
Hand massage with the aromatic oil of 
your choice and a bit of acupressure facial 
massage to soothe and release tensionl 
• A massage oil, custom blended 
with your own choice of aromas 
Distilled from the flowers, leaves, stems, roots 
and barks of the most superior. aromatic . 
plants found throughout the world. Try jasmine~ 
bergamot, or rose ... 
• An organic hair coloring with 
cut for a winter pick-me-up 
This is your alternative to synthetic hair color 
or henna. This color provides stunning shine 
and condition for the hair - and it contains 
only organically grown flora . 
GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE 
FOR VALENTINE'S DAY! 
773-4457 
We're Maine's onlyAVEDAconcept salon . 
ON lHE CORNER OF MIDDLE & EXCHANGE STREETS 
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CoLor Your Life with Flowers 
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Cathey Butts: M(Before designing lobby displays) I didn't realize that almost any subject In the world Is represented on stamps and how artfully they're done." 
A conversation with Cathey Butts 
Cathey Butts has worked for the United States 
Postal Service at Portland's main post office for]O 
talk 
years. Her official job 
title is Letter Sorting 
Machine Operator, 
but she has carved 
another niche for herself as a postal illustrator. 
Working in what looks like a basement boiler room, 
with a tangle of air ducts and water pipes overhead, 
she creates lobby displays promoting the issuance of 
new stamps. Her latest is on Elvis Presley. 
Are you an Elvis fan? 
Well, I jOined the True Fans for Elvis fan club 
initially under false pretenses - to have access to 
some things for this display. I bought some of his 
music to inspire me and I started appreciating him 
more while I made the paintings. 
I guess I'm a born-again Elvis fan. Other people 
have been sending out letters with the Elvis stamp 
on them, intentionally misaddressing them, so they 
would be sent back [stamped] "Return to sender." 
Why do you do this? 
When people see that there is something you can 
do artistic in the post office, maybe there is a way to 
use art in other occupations as well. There are 
opportunities for creativity in any work. 
Do you have any training as an artist? 
No, I don't. I credit the freedom I was given [by 
supervisors] to take chances, and [ was able to stretch 
my limits and see what I was capable of doing. 
How did you start doing the displays? 
There were no art materials or anything. To paint 
[my first display], I went to the paint lockers and got 
house paint they used to paint the buildings, the blue 
paint used for the mail boxes, the yellow paint they 
use to mark off areas, and I jJst mixed my own 
colors and painted on a piece of sheetrock. Little by 
little, I started working with real art supplies. 
Is there anything else we should know about? 
I'm going to work with VISTA (Volunteers in 
Service to America) a year from this summer .... I've 
always had a latent interest in American Indians, but 
what really sparked my interest was working on the 
Indian headdress stamp display. 
I started reading a lot about native American 
history, and finding out about the living conditions 
of the people who were here before [Europeans] took 
over this land. I looked into VISTA as a possibility 
because they do a lot of projects on I'ndian reserva-
tions and it made me want to do something, to make 
some contribution in my life to help balance the scale 
a little bit. 
Interview and photos by Tonee H~rbert 
The Body FirmJ Inc. Hebron Academy Open House 
Sunday, February 14,1993 
In Our 3rd Year of Operation 
Does lr Work? I'm 49 . 
lsi plact 




No activity c~n more 
effectively change the 
shape of your body. 
Offer ing one-an-one 
beginning through 
advanced weight 






serving the Gnat., Porli4rrd ana 
lsi place rille holder, 
Mr. Maine 1990 
1:00-3:00 p.m. 
• 
College Preparatory Curricu'lum 
8:1 Student/Teacher Ratio • Average Class Size 12 
Fine Arts Center • Student Center 
Indoor Pool • Hockey Rink 
• 
Boarding Program for 9th Grade to Postgraduate 
with 5-Day Boarding Option 
Day Program for 6th Grade to Postgraduate 
• 
Hupper Gallery 
Hebron Academy Campus 
Route 119, Hebron 
4 a.sco &y ~k1y 
The people, places and temptations that make Greater Portland Great 
BEST PEOPLE 
Best local writer ______________________ _ 
Best local poet. _______________ --..:.. _____ _ 




Bestbartender ______________________ ___ 
Best mechanic ___________ "-____________ _ 
Most effective citizen group _______ -'--_---' _______ -'l~~_.: 
Most effective elected official ---------------------------
BEST FOOD AND DRINK 
Bestbrea~ast~int-------------------___ _ 
Best a11-nite eats_--'-_____________________ _ 
Best restaurant with entrees under $10 _______________ _ 
Best restaurant with entrees over $10 --------------------------
Bestbar ____________________________________________ _ 
Best free eats at happy hour __________________ _ 
Best mom-and-pop store __ ;--_________________ _ 
Best~ndwich~. _______________________ _ 
Best category for the Village Cafe __________________ _ 
Best beer 
Bestchowder, ______________ ~ _________ __ 
Bestpasta-------------------____ _ 
Bestpizza, ___________________________ __ 
Best burger ______________________ _ 
Besticecream ________________________ _ 
Bestcoffee ______________ ~_________ _ 
Bestdessert _________________________ _ 
Fax to 207-775-1615, mail or drop off ballot to: 
Best of Portland, Casco Bay Weekly 
551 A Congress St., Portland, ME 04101 
After you cast your ballot in the elections this past November, you probably 
thought your duties as a responsible citizen were complete. Well, you were 
wrong. It's time once again for Useo Bay Weekly's Best of Portland survey. Time 
for you, the discerning readers of CBW, to tell us who and what you love most 
about this great green region. So cast a vote that will really count (or that we'll 
really count). 
We want to know what you think represents the best Greater Portland has to 
offer. We want to kno~ so badly we're willing to bribe you - by giving away 
some great stuff! Thirty-three ballots will be chosen at random from all received 
and those lucky readers will win 20 tickets to General Cinema at the Maine Mall, 
five $20 gift certificates from Fresh Market Pasta, five CDs from Tangerine 
Records and Tapes, two tickets to ski Shawnee Peak in Bridgton, and a handmade 
Turkish kilim rug from Araby Rug Gallery. 
You tell us what's best. You don't have to have an opinion on every category, 
and you don't have to explain your choices. But do feel free to express yourself; 
responses will be considered for publication. Be creative and opinionated. Please 
keep your choices current (calendar 1993), and above all, local (Portland and 
surrounding communities). Please do not refer to places outside of southern 
Maine or events before January 1992, and do not nominate artists or personalities 
who don't live or work in Greater Portland. 
Mail, fax orhand-deliver your ballot by Tuesday, Feb. 16. The results will be 
printed in the March 1 I issue of Useo Bay Weekly. Have Fun! 
, 
BEST ENTERTAINMENT 
Best place to hear live music -----l0f-------------------
Bestlocalband ________________________ _ 
Best place to dance, _______________________ _ 
Best theatrical production _____________________ _ 
Bestbookstore _________________________ _ 
Best record store _________________________ _ 
Best movie theater _______________________ _ 
Best graffiti ____________________________________________ _ . ' Best place for a cheap date _____________________ _ 
Best use of taxpayers' money ____________________ _ 
Best abuse of taxpayers' money, __________________ _ 
Best local event of 1992 ___________________ __ 
BEST PLACES 
Best art gallery _______________ -:-_____ _ 
Best place to be seen ____________________ ___ 
Best local place for a hike _______ --'-_____________ _ 
Best place to cross-country ski __________________ _ 
Best health c1ub. _____________________ _ 
Best bank _______________________ __ 
Best historic spot------------------------
Best view --------------------------------------
Best place to have a panic attack _________________ _ 
Best clothing store ______________ -=-_______ _ 
Best thrift shop-----------------------
Best place to buy furniture __ ~ ________________ __ 
Best free parking place _____________________ _ 
Best place to kill an hour __ -----------------
BEST CBW READER 
Ittl!') :£\11 Name __________ _ 
IIM44 ~ 'ljAdd~. _____ _ 
newsreal A review of the top news stories affecting Greater Portland January 27 through February 2. 
Local hospitals might prtHmpt Portland's lawsuit to keep 
the state from releaSing patients from Augusta Mental Health Institute 
(AMHI) without proper community treatment plans. A consortium of 10 
southern Maine hospitals expressed its willingness Jan. 29 to strike a deal to 
treat AMHI patients. But details of the deal- including payment plans-
must still be negotiated, according to consortium spokesman Edward 
McGeachey, preSident of Southern Maine Medical Center. The hospitals 
want assurances from the state that they will be adequately reimbursed for 
treating patients and that uninsured patients will be covered by the plan. 
Negotiations were stalled until at least the second week of February because 
Maine's top hospital administrators had traveled to Washington, D.C., for 
the American Hospital Association's annual meeting. 
State Department of Mental Health Commissioner Robert Glover ~id he 
was "hopeful" that the hospital plan would deter Portland's lawsuit. "It's a 
potentially terrific development," agreed attorney Bob Hayes, who's lead-
ing Portland's suit. 




news real 5-6 
Al Diamon 7 
Dropping the bottle 8 
Attention shoppers 12 
snow job 12 
letters 13 
Elementary school students will be moved from overcrowded 
Portland schools under a redistricting plan unveiled by school administrators 
Jan. 27. The plan would shift 141 students from the Longfellow School to the 
Baxter, Clifford and Hall schools over the next two years. It would also require 
busing between 135 and 150 kindergarten students from the Lyseth School to 
the Riverton School. The school committee - which succumbed to pressure 
from p~re~ts. and rejected a similar plan five years ago - must still approve 
the redlstnctmg propo~l. Parents will have a chance to voice their concerns 
at public hearings scheduled for Feb. 9 at the Lyseth School and Feb. 1 I at the 
Longfellow School. Both hearings start at 7:30 p.m. 
A union movement was launched on Peaks Island by 
residents who don't want the island to secede from Portland. Sporting 
buttons that ~id "Union, not secession," the nascent group kicked off its 
campaign with a press renference Jan. 27 that was attended by five Portland 
city councilors. 
Anti-secessionist Annie Romanyshyn said the group wants to give a voice 
to those who are concerned that an independent Peaks Island won't have the 
resources to provide "essential public services ... without overburdening its 
residents." Romanyshyn also stressed that some islanders want to 
maintain their historic ties with Portland. 
"1 get the feei.J1g we're like a pet rock," countered seces-"What's important are the demands of the hospitals ... the consortium 
is insisting that community servic~ be in place to permit proper care 
and that is the gospel of Portland vs. McKernan." 
..c...--\-I ----1f----,/ 
\ / 
sion leader Russ Edwards. 'The city doesn't have to feed 
us, they just brag about us." The island sec~sion move-
ment has gained momentum since Long Island voted by 
a 3-1 margin last Nov. 3 to become Maine's new~t town. Mainers will drive like Callfomlans under a new plan 
geared to reduce air pollution through tough exhaust rules. The 
state Board of Environmental Protection (BEP) approved new auto 
emission standards Jan. 27 that mirror those adopted by Califor-
nia. The lowemission vehicle (LEV) program reqUires 1996-model 
passenger cars and light trucks to be equipped with exhaust-
c1eaningdevi~costingapproximately$200pervehicle,according 
to Department of Environmental Protection air quality specialist 
John Chandler. 
To cut smog - which is produced primarily when auto emis-
sions react with sunlight in the summer months - Maine has 
developed a three-pronged strategy. The state has promoted the 
~le of cleaner-burning fuel, created a tougher vehicle emissions 
inspection program and now has required that Mainers drive 
cleaner cars. 
Maine's new requirement doesn't apply to tourists, who 
contribute heavily to the state's smog problems. But the LEV 
program is part of a regional plan that 12 Eastern states, includ-
ingNew York and Mas~chusetts, are pursuing. So drivers from 
those states should also be driving cleaner cars in the future, 
Chandler ~id. 
The auto industry is expected to lobby the Maine Legisla-
ture to overturn the state's new standards. "They're 
contending that it will cost $1,000 per vehicle," Chan-
dler ~id, "but California is finding the cost to be 
around $200." 
\ 
Local Junk mall may be recycled ifa test 
program run by Regional Waste Systems (RW5) is 
successful. RWS, Greater Portland'squasi-munici-
pal waste agency, has begun collecting junk mail 
from South Portland, Cape Elizabeth and North 
Yarmouth for a six-month pilot program. Two Maine paper mills have ex-
pressed interest in using paper recycled by the program. 
Residents of the three communities can bring any kind of opened junk mail 
except brown envelopes to recycling bins at the South Portland public works 
department, Cape Elizabeth transfer station and North Yarmouth Town Hall. 
RWS officials estimate that its member communities dispose of 35,000 tons of 
junk mail each year. 
Ross Perot's United We Stand Is divided In Maine. On the 
eve of Perot's visit to the state, the government watchdog group he founded 
is squabbling over ideology. One group of Perotistas, headed by Lloyd Wells 
of Falmouth, ~ys United We Stand's Dallas-based board of directors has too 
much power. Wells wants local chapters to playa bigger role in decision-
making. The other side of the di vide is based in Bangor and en~ys the official 
blessing of Perot's national organization. Its head, Stephen Bost, ~ys Wells' 
charges are hogwash. 
Wells' group has registered the "United We Stand - Maine" name with the 
secretary of state, but Bost claims he has more supporters and is organizing 
Perot's visit. Perot is scheduled to stop Saturday at Portland's Holiday Inn by the 
Bay at 6:30 p.m. in what is being billed as the start of a national tour. Maine gave 
Perot 30.4 percent of its vote last November, his ~t showing nationwide and 
enough to edge out Kennebunkport resident ("1 actually live in tax-free Texas") 
George Bush for.second place. 
/ 
The competing camps on Peaks Island both have bills 
filed with the Legislature aimed at boosting their efforts. 
The sec~sionists are seeking the Legislature's ap-
proval of a referendum on sec~sion. The unionists 
are hoping that a bill filed by the Casco Bay Island 
Development Association will allow the city to 
create a special tax district for the islands, 
which pay more in tax~ than they receive in 
city services. PI eAse D6P05,T 
FouR Mill,o,,", 
DoIIAR5 
Romanyshyn ~id the union movement has 
not decided whether to join the secessionists in 
calling for a referendum to decide whether Peaks 
should become independent. "Many of us are not 
opposed to the idea of a referendum, but before we 
can form an opinion, we need to know the particulars 
of the bill [which would set the terms of secession] and 
assess its consequences," she said. 
THANK yo ~. --
The state owes a $4 million phone bill, 
but New England Telephone doesn't plan to shut off 
the service of its largest customer in Maine. The phone 
company wants its money, however. So auditors and 
accountants from the state and NET are trying to figure 
out just how much the state owes and how it will pay 
its bill. 
The state racked up the bill mainly by replacing old 
equipment, including rotary phones, with newer 
systems and through accounting changes that let 
state agencies go without paying phone bills for 
months, according to Arthur Henry Jr., director of 
. the state Bureau of Information Services. Henry 
~ld some of the outstanding charges will be rebilled to those state agencies. The 
state phone bill ranges from between $600,000 and $800,000 a month, he added. 
Loons will replace lobsters on Maine license plates if a plan by Gov. 
John McKernan flies with the Legislature. McKernan proposed that the state 
start issuing new "environmental" license plates that would cost $25 more than 
regular plates, which cost $22. Revenue from the plates - which McKernan 
pegged at $500,000 to $2 million - would go to land conservation and wildlife 
protec.tion efforts. Ata press conference onJan. 27, sample environmental plates, 
fea~nng a loon, a moose and a chickadee were unveiled. If approved by the 
Legtslature, the state would start issuing the plates in 1994. 
Central Maine Power posted Increased earnings in 1992. The 
state's largest utility reported that its annual earnings climbed 7 percent last 
year, from $59.1 million in 1991 to $63.6 million. Owners of the company's 
common stock earned $1.85 per share compared with $1.82 the previous year. 
The. company's profits were bolstered by cost-cutting moves, including job 
reductions and deferral of maintenance projects, according to CMP spokesman 
Clark Irwin. "It was not a great year," Irwin said. Residential CMP customers-
whose rates increased by 7 percent in 1992 - would probably agree. 
Reported by Allan Dowd, Pgul Karr, Frgnk Spurr, Bob Young and 
The Associated Press; illustrated by John Bowdren. 
,. 
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YOU'll. FIND YOUR 
HEART'S DESIRE AT 
MATERIAl. OBJEClS. 
afforcIabIe handcrafted j4!:wdy 
unique vintage ties 
luscious linen dresses 
tuxedos & gowns for 
<1:\ftTfRlftL O~JfCTS 500 CONGRESS ST., PORTlAND 17+1241 MON.-SAT. 10:15-6:00, SUN. 12-5 
For all those funny 
Yalentines ... 
'WufwJ-
by CItrU Ger'l"est 
A 3-dimen-
sional wire 
sculpture on a 
wood heart 
base - S46. 
It's affordable arl to 
inspire your love. 
e~ 
CLOTHI~ COMPANY 





Open daily 10-6, 
Fri 10-7:30 • Sun. 12-5:30 
COOKIN' 
KATAHDIN . 
Last Saturday night our friend Leo came to Katahdin at 
10;30 for dessert. Well; the only thing left at that hour was 
chocolate ice cream. 
Being that he's just a little on the pushy side, (you 
know, one of those type A, I want it 10 minutes ago 
personalities), Ken and Julie argued in the waiter's station 
about who would have to break the news. Ken lost. He got 
an earful from Leo, and so did Gretchen and I on Sunday 
night. 
We need to explain to everyone how we feel about 
dessert. We both think it is one of the most important things 
in life. John comes in the early afternoon and makes 
cobbler, chocolate pudding cakes, cheesecake, carrot cake, 
caramel custard and the infamous chocolate mountains. He 
makes a limited amount of each because they are incredibly 
great warm from the oven-the fruit in the cobbler is juicy, 
the crust is crispy and buttery. If we made more and let 
them sit around for days on end, they wouldn't make you or 
us happy. Therefore, sometimes on busy nights, the popular 
dessert choices are all gone quite early. 
So, the only solution we can think of is to inquire 
about desert the minute you arrive here and stake your 
claim for one of John's great desserts. Because life without 
dessert would be bleak and meaningless. Be selfish. Let the 
people across the room be the ones to hear the bad news . 
By the way, Leo-being forced to eat homemade chocolate 
ice cream is not the end of the world! We should all have 
your problems. 
774-1740 • SPRING AND IDGH STREET 
MOt\'-TIIURS 5PM - lOPM • FRI AND SAT 5PM - llPM 
Let the negotiations begin 
Portland city councilors had no 
problem selecting a train station site, 
but now they have to figure out what 
the station should look like and how 
to pay for it. 
In a Feb. 2 vote, city councilors 
agreed with the recommendations of 
city planners and Amtrak that the 
First Atlantic Corp. property at 222 St. 
John St. was the best site for a station. 
None of the councilors backed the 
other potential site in the running, an 
adjacent 
Ii t411't1t:}i1 I ~~~t 
Umon 
Station Plaza. And the two sites the 
city had originally pegged for consid-
eration - one at the southern end of 
St. John Street and the other on 
~ommercial Street near the Interna-
tional Marine Ferry Terminal-
weren't even mentioned. Both had 
been quietly dismissed as too costly 
and fraught with other problems such 
as hazardous waste. 
Only Ted Rand dissented in a 7-1 
for the First Atlantic site. (Peter 
O'Donnell was absent.) 'Td be very 
happy if we let South Portland build 
[the station]," Rand said. "I don't 
think taxpayers of Portland brought 
this forward and I don't think they'll 
be the beneficiaries of it." 
But other councilors stressed that 
restored passenger service between 
Portland and Boston - slated to start 
in late 1993 with three daily runs-
could provide an economic boost to 
the city. 
"Studies probably don't indicate 
the potential of the service over the 
next 10, 20 or 50 years, but it lends 
great hope to me," Anne Pringle said. 
"1 know 1'd use it to go to Boston, 
New York and Providence, where my 
family is." 
Room to move 
During the public hearing and City 
Council debate leading to the train 
station vote, no one suggested that 
Portland should build anything as 
grand as the city's old Union Station. 
In fact, the City Council vote only 
authorized City Manager Bob Ganley 
to start negotiating with First Atlantic 
Corp. on the design and cost of the 
station. 
While the Union Station Plaza site 
had the nostalgic advantage of 
standing on the same spot as the old 
Union Station, which was demolished 
in 1961, it was derailed by its short-
comings. 
The plaza plan called for placing 
the station at the southern end of the 
shopping center in the space now 
occupied by Spot Shot Billiards. But 
city planners said the site didn't 
provide enough parking, and would 
create conflicts among delivery trucks 
and shoppers and train passengers. 
They also said the site would give 
passengers an unattractive view of the 
back of the shopping center and the 
new Cumberland County Jail on the 
other side of the tracks. 
On the other hand,·the First 
Atlantic site offered abundant parking 
with 200 spaces. It also provided 
passengers and visitors convenient 
access to the station. Most important, 
it offered ample space f0r the station 
to become a transportation center 
with buses and taxis, and shuttles to 
the ferry terminal and the jetport. 
Amtrak wants the station to be 
built right next to the tracks. And 
Amtrak wants the city to build a 
station containing at least 50 seats, 
restrooms and a ticket office. Beyond 
those requirements, the city can 
spruce up the station any way it 
wants. 
First Atlantic had offered to locate 
the station in the rear comer of its 
existing building on the site - which 
once housed Maine Central Railroad 
offices. But Amtrak rejected the idea 
because the building was several 
hundred feet from the track. 
TrainRiders Northeast chairman 
Wayne Davis agreed that the distance 
between the handsome brick building 
and the tracks was too far for comfort. 
"It's a long way if you're lugging 
suitcases in the rain or snow and 
dodging cars right through the center 
of the parking lot. A lot of us looked 
at the building and fantasized about 
what it could become, but it's not 
user-friendly," Davis said. 
Problem or opportunity? 
City councilors stressed that 
selecting the station site was just the 
first step in the process of designing a 
station. They also agreed that Port-
land taxpayers shouldn't foot the 
entire bill for the station. 
Tom Allen urged the city to tap 
federal and state funds to help build 
the station. And Mike Murray, the 
state's director of rail transportation, 
said it's "certainly possible" the state 
could provide Portland with finandal 
aid . 
First Atlantic's proposal called for 
spending $1.69 million to develop a 
station. Based on that figure, city 
transportation director Tom Valleau 
projected the station would cost the 
city between $174,000 and $181,000 a 
year to operate and maintain. 
Councilors urged Ganley to 
bargain hard to bring down the price. 
And First Atlantic Corp. Vice Presi-
dent Dan Hourihan said he was 
"confident that costs can be cut." 
But Ganley said councilors must 
first decide in upcoming workshops 
what the station should look like, 
which amenities it should contain and 
whether to build a temporary station 
to meet the late 1993 target date for 
restored service. If the service proves 
successful, he said, then the city could 
consider more ambitious plans for a 
permanent station. 
"We need to find out what's 
acceptable to Amtrak and the state 
and what's affordable to us, so we can 
get service up and running. But if 
we're looking at building another 
Union Station for $5 million, that's a 
long-term decision that can't be done 
in the next year," he said. 
While Davis said he was pleased 
with the council's vote, he observed 
that the city still seemed to be treating 
the station as more of a problem than 
an opportunity. 
"I am personally enthusiastic," 
responded Allen. "1 think a lot of 
councilors are. But we still have to 
solve practical problems. And we're 
not raising problems that don't exist 




• By Al Diamon 
Automatic for the people? 
One major casualty of the ballot 
tampering scandal, besides assorted 
political careers, could be Maine's law 
allowing hassle-free voter registration 
on Election Day. Republicans have 
complained for years that same-day 
registration eliminates safeguards 
against people voting more than once, 
and opens the door for organized 
campaigns to import phony voters to 
precincts where close elections are 
expected. 
The GOP rushed poll watchers to 
Portland in 1990, claiming supporters 
of Democratic gubernatOrial candidate 
Joe Brennan were hustling loads of 
questionable residents to City Hall on 
Election Day. 
The Republicans promised to 
challenge the new registrants in court 
or before the state ethics commission, 
but after Gov. John McKernan won the 
election, they lost interest. 
A little GOP persistence back in '90 
might have uncovered the sloppy 
procedures that almost certainly 
contributed to unseemly ballot shuf-
fling in '92, but it's a political axiom 
that winners are the folks least likely to 
want to rehash an election. 
In 1992 Republicans discovered 
their mistake when the ballot tamper-
ing scandal broke. Some GOP officials 
had the chutzpah to raise the phony 
voter issue again, but reporters, 
remembering the Republican's lack of 
persistence in the past, dismissed the 
claims as another round of crying wolf. 
Too bad, because this time the GOP 
might just be right. 
The League of Women Voters has 
cited Maine as having one of the best 
voter registration systems in the 
country, but the league's assessment is 
based almost entirely on how easy it is 
to get a name on the voting list. 
In Maine, it's damned easy. Poten-
tial voters can use almost anything to 
prove where they live. Registrars in the 
more populated communities will 
accept an envelope mailed to the . 
person at a local address as proof of 
reSidency. In the last-minute crush 
before elections, even that flimsy 
requirement is routinely waived. 
Efforts to increase the voter turnout, 
such as Secretary of State Bill (Gone 
Home Early) Diamond's campaign to 
register the homeless, don't make the 
situation any easier. And municipali-
ties add to the problem by failing to 
purge the voting lists of those who 
expire or move. Consequently, the 
roster of registered voters has swelled 
with the quick, the dead and the 
fictional. Portland, a city with 63,000 
residents, has a voting list in excess of 
53,000 names. Best guess by election 
officials is that 15,000 to 20,000 of those 
voters dpn't live here anymore, if they 
ever did. 
In 1992, 69 percent of Portland's 
registered voters went to the polls, 
some 36,500 people. If the estimate of 
excess names on the roles is accurate, 
that means virtually every real voter in 
Portland turned out last November. Or 
the estimate amid be wrong, and the 
city has an unusually high number of 
registered voters. 
Or Portland's.voter turnout figures 
had the benefit of anywhere from a 
few hundred to a few thousand 
phony votes. 
Statewide, the November turnout 
was 73 percent. If the same situation 
exists in other large and medium-sized 
municipalities (small-town clerks 
generally know who lives where, and 
adjust voter lists accordingly), there's 
almost no election result that couldn't 
be called into question. 
Peter Jacobs, the Portland attorney 
who oo-chairs Secretary of State Bill 
(Not My Fault) Diamond's special , 
commission stud ying election prac-
tices, said the group will take "a hard 
look" at same-day registration. 
"We'll be asking whether the 
opportunities are there to an unreason-
able degree to have irregularities and 
improprieties in the voting process," 
he said. "The greater the ... .opportuni-
ties to provide for checks ... the better 
the system is going to function." 
Jacobs admits there's "tension" 
between those who favor making it as 
easy as poSSible for people to vote and 
the need for security in the election 
process. But he expects the commis-
sion to recommend changes tha t 
could mean an end to the last-minute 
rush at the voter registration office on 
Election Day. 
"Somewhere," he said, "a line has to 
be drawn." 
You dream too much 
The clerk of the Maine House of 
Representatives, Joe Mayo, has pointed 
out a problem with a redistricting 
scenario put forth in this column 
0.14.93 and 1.21.93). A recent constitu-
tional amendment prevents 
redistricters from chopping a munici-
pality up and dividing it among 
several adjacent cities and towns. The 
law limits the number of House or 
Senate districts that can cross the town 
line to one per municipality. 
That shoots down my fanciful 
concept of Portland being cut into 
three state Senate districts with 
Westbrook, South Portland and 
Falmouth. It leaves intact my vision of 
a Senate seat covering the northern 
two-thirds of the city, and another 
encompassing the peninsula and a 
chunk of South Portland. 
On the same subject, state Rep. Fred 
Richardson of Portland argues it's 
highly unlikely he'd be redistricted into 
the seat now represented by fellow 
Democrat Jim Oliver "unless someone 
were deliberately out to get me." 
'Nuff said. 
It's the gossip, stupid. Help us focus like a 
laser beam on the tawdry side of politics by 
sending unsubstantiated flapdoodle to this 
column, care of Casco Bay Weekly, 551A 
Congress St., Portland, ME 04101. Or call 
775-6601 . 
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Truck driver Dennis Cummings dumps a load of waste plastics at Regional Waste Systems (RWS) In 
DROPPING THE BOTTLE 
Continued from front page 
When markets for waste plastics like styrofoam and 
plastic bags began sagging in 1990, RWS dropped all 
plastics from its recycling program except milk jugs. RWS 
crushes the jugs, which are made from a kind of high 
density polyethylene (HOPE) that is still in high demand, 
and then pays a Lewiston company to haul them to Enviro 
Plastics, a huge plastic recycling plant near Worcester, Mass, 
The decision to burn other plastics set off waves of 
resentment and lit up the RWS switchboard for months with 
angry phone calls. Even the head of the state's Waste 
Management Agency sharply criticized RWS, 
"They.always shoot the messenger," Root said. "People 
see plastic as a symbol of everything that's wrong, an 
example of overconsumption and use of nonrenewable 
resources that's not essentiaL They're not wrong. But if 
we're going to try to recycle those things, the only way to do 
it is to pay people to do it." 
But right now, what RWS must pay is prohibitively 
expensive. So RWS won't collect plastics again until there 
are stable markets, and that could take years, Root said. 
''We made a commitment early on to recycle everything 
that has a market," he said. "It's cheaper to recycle papers 
and magazines than bum them. So you do it no matter 
what. It's also cheaper to take glass and make it into 
glassphalt than to bum it. It's even cheaper to bundle up tin 
cans and send them to Pittsburgh [to be recycled) than to 
bum them." 
But it now costs much more to recycle most kind s of 
plastic than to bum them. Colored HOPE plastics like 
detergent bottles are a good example of what's been hap-
pening recently in the recycling market. Demand for colored 
HOPE has fallen off so sharply in the past several years that 
RWS, which can sell a ton of baled milk jugs to Enviro 
Plastics for approximately $80, loses as much as $30 on each 
ton of detergent bottles it sends to the Massachusetts plant. 
Even then, Root said, the plastic's fate is far from certain. 
"I remember hearing one woman who worked for a 
plastic recycler in California standing up and saying that 50 
percent of the plastic the recycling industry got, it 
landfilled," he said . '1t costs us a lot of money to sort it, to 
bale it, to haul it [to Massachusetts). If we don't even know 
that stuff is truly being recycled, it seems to me that this is 
truly a bad deaL" 
Maine communities have reached the same conclusion 
RWS did: that it's just too expensive to keep recycling most 
plastics right now. 
Brunswick, the first Maine community to embrace aggres-
sive recycling goals and ordinances, requires residents and 
businesses to separate reeyclables from other rubbish. The 
town recycles about two tons of "lear and colored HOPE each 
month at the plant in Massachusetts. But efforts to recycle 
other kinds of plastics weren't successfuL 
"When we first started out, we had a market for mixed 
plastic," said David Lane, deputy public works director for 
Brunswick. "Unfortunately, the place we were taking it to 
went out of business." Northeast Plastics, located nearby in 
Lisbon, was taking a mixture of all kinds of hard-to-recycle 
plastics, then washing and grinding the material and 
reprocessing it into marketable pellets. Since the company 
folded, the town buries most plastics in its landfill on 
Graham Road. 
Cumberland, another local community that picks up 
recyclables at curbside, took the same step last year after 
RWS stopped accepting most plastics. The town no longer 
accepts most plastics either. 
''We did try continuing on our own for a little while," 
said Shelley Doyle, an assistant in the Cumberland town 
office. "But it cost more to get them [to a recycler) than to 
just bum them. Recycling makes sense no matter what, but 
you still have to have some fiscal reasoning." 
The town of Freeport recycled 50 percent more HOPE 
plastic during the last fiscal year than it had the previous 
year. But the town's recycling director'isn't happy with the 
total cost of doing it - more than $200 per ton, according to 
a study - and she's going to recommend to.town officials 
that Freeport stop recycling plastic. 
"It's an emotional issue for a person in my position," said 
Cynthia Kimball-Strout. "I'm not anti-environmental, not at 
all. But I don't want to be paying 5200 a ton for handling it. I 
mean, it's the most environmentally unsound stuff to 
recycle. We sort through it, then hand-sort it, bale it and 
compact it. That takes water and electricity. Then we use gas 
to haul it down to Massachusetts." 
Instead, said Kimball-Strout, industry and consumers 
must choose better packaging. "[ mean, if we want to reduce 
our use of petrochemical products, why don't people ask 
Oakhurst to go back to glass bottles? Or buy paperboard 
cartons or glass bottles instead of plastic ones?" she asked. 
''We do have a choice." 
So why hasn't a Portland dairy or a Falmouth shopper 
exercised their choices? Because the biggest chemical 
corporations in the country are spending millions of dollars 
to make sure they don't. 
Can't join 'em? Beat 'em. 
Three days shy of Easter 1991, the high priests of plastics 
packaging gathered to present their own version of the 
resurrection story. Stung by environmental criticisms of 
their industry, they proclaimed that milk jugs, foam cups 
and egg cartons would no longer remain entombed in 
landfills for centuries to come. Instead, plastics packaging 
would rise again through the modern-day miracle of 
recycling, 
"Nationwide plastics recycling will be second nature to a 
majority of Americans in only a few short years," said John 
Pepper, president of Proctor & Gamble, as he unveiled a 
"Blueprint for Plastics Recycling" at a press conference 
convened in the nation's capitaL 
"By 1995, 25 percent of all plastic bottles and containers 
will be recycled," promised Ed Woolard, chairman of Du 
Pont, at the briefing. 
But even as they made these bold public pledges, the 
plastics gurus privately knew they were facing their last 
stand on recycling. 
Their trepidation dated from November 1990, when fast 
food giant McDonald's abruptly caved in to public pressure 
and decided to replace its trademark polystyrene foam 
clamshells with laminated paper wraps. 
The new wraps couldn't be recycled 
Fortune 500 list. Backed by these deep pockets, P3 spent an 
astonishing $SO million in its first year of existence. 
And that money isn't being spent to research new 
markets for recycled plastics. Instead, shortly after last 
November's elections, the group - now festooned with a 
new, third name, American Plastics Council (APC) - began 
saturating television airwaves with the first assaults in an 
$18 million, multimedia ad campaign built around the 
theme, "Take Another Look at Plastic." 
Take another look? 
While the commercials roll, the facts about plastics 
recycling remain grim. 
''We're almost halfway there," said Roger Hirl, CEO of 
. Occidental Chemical Corporation and chair of P3's board, in 
a press conference last June. Hirl was putting the best face 
possible on the dismal 11 percent recycling rate of plastic 
bottles and containers. Hitl also pointed 
with pride to the 2,300 communities 
either, but McDonald's realized a huge 
public relations bang from the move. 
To the plastics industry, however, it 
was more than just a bang. It was a 
bomb. 
McDonald's had planned to expand 
its budding polystyrene recycling 
program to all 8,500 McDonald's in t~e 
United States, making it the hig!'test-
profile plastics recycling program in the 
world. Now, suddenly, plastics-
already suffering from an increasingly 
Nearly half of the Americans 
polled believed plastiC was 
as frequently recycled as 
glass. In fact, only 4.5 
percent of plastic packaging 
Is recycled, compared with 
22 percent of glass and 53 
that include plastics in curbside 
recycling programs, and the opening of 
new recycling plants capable of pro-
cessing up to 40 million pounds of 
plastics. 
But he also left a lot out: 
• As the recycling of plastics slowly 
rises, so does production. One report 
estimates that demand for the .six most 
widely used plastics will increase from percent of aluminum. 
p~r publiC image - had lost its biggest hope for redemp-
tion in the public eye. 
A year-and-a-half later, the industry's worst fears have 
come true. All over America, communities like Freeport 
and waste agencies like RWS are dropping plastics from 
their collection programs and bailing out of the plastics 
recycling business while stockpiles of the stuff languish at 
recycling centers. 
''The ind ustry will fall painfully short of its 25 percen t 
goal," said Resa Dimino, campaign coordinator for the 
Environmental Action Foundation's (EAF) Solid Waste 
Alternatives Project, "unless it makes dramatic, immediate 
investments in building markets for recycled plastics, and I 
see no evidence that they are willing to take that step." 
Instead, the plastics industry has embarked on the most 
ambitious public relations blitz in its SO-year history to 
convince consumers that plastics make their lives better. 
Gone is the group that developed the blueprint for 
plastics recycling. In its place came, first, the Partnership for 
Plastics Progress (also known as P3). The new group's 
members were the giant American corporations that 
produce the petrochemical-based resins used to make 
plastics. They are some of the most powerful industrial 
conglomerates in the world; 10 of P3's founding members 
rank among the top 20 companies on the most recent 
45 billion pounds in 1991 to 59 billion 
pounds in 1996; less than 4 percent of 
all that plastic will be recycled in 1996. 
• Earlier this year, Du Pont and Waste Management Inc. 
quietly abandoned an ambitious joint venture to set up a 
string of giant recycling facilities across the country. The 
companies cited high costs and insufficient demand for the 
recycled materiaL 
• The industry has failed to design packaging with 
recycling in mind. A recent Environmental Action Coalition 
survey of supermarkets and drugstores in New York City 
found that most product packages on the shelves couldn't 
be recycled. 
• Most producers have refused to use recycled plastics, 
forcing prospective recyclers to stockpile plastic - or ship it 
overseas. According to a recent report from Greenpeace, 
more than 200 million pounds of plastic waste were ex-
ported by the United States in 1991, much of it to Asia. 
There, it is either processed by workers in unsanitary 
conditions, or simply dumped in landfills. 
And plastics recycling could soon collapse altogether, 
because recyclers are hanging on by their fingertips, unable 
to compete with the low price of raw plastic. Wellman Inc., 
the nation's largest plastics recycler, stopped recycling milk 
jugs last May. "The people who don't know anything about 
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Collaton. "It's difficult to figure out why 
the [industry] would embrace a practice 
as fundamentally unsustainable as 
burning plastic as part of its 'product 
stewardship' campaign, unless they are 
hoping to promote it as an alternative to 
recycling." 
Healthy profits, unhealthy 
workers and world 
RWS, Greater Portland's incinerator, 
bums tons of waste plastic each year. But 
there isn't any additional toxic risk to the 
environment, said Eric Root, because the 
amount burned is always tiny compared 
with the total quantity of rubbish 
burned. In addition, RWS carefully 
controls the temperature in its furnaces. 
"The way you control toxics is good 
combustion," he said. 'That minimizes 
your toxics. The addition of a couple 
hundred pounds of bypassed waste from 
our recycling program doesn't make a 
significant difference, even if it's plastics." 
But incineration isn't the only prob-
lem with plastics about which 
environmentalists are worried. Mount-
ing evidence suggests that the production 
of plastics creates a wide range of serious 
environmental and health problems. A 
three-year study of packaging conducted 
by the Boston-based Tellus Institute, for 
instance, found that the environmental 
damage caused by most plastic 
packaging's production dwarfed the 
risks involved in its disposal later. 
Chris Jordan (left) and TIm McDougall marshall plastiC Jugs up the conveyor belt 
to the compactor at RWS. 
That's because plastics are made from 
petrochemicals - essentially, crude oil. 
Oil alread y contains toxic substances to 
begin with; when it is heated, treated and 
mixed with other chemicals (some of them 
DROPPING 
THE BOTTLE 
Continued from page 9 
the business are getting in with a lot of enthusiasm," said 
Dennis Sabourin, a company vice president in Plastics Nl:Uls. 
'The ones who know the business are getting out." • 
50 far Enviro Plastic, which handles Maine's waste 
plastic, is holding its own, said Tom Whitcomb, a general 
partner in the company. "We're running at capacity. 
Demand for our products is high," he said. But the selling 
price for the plastic it produces is lower than it's been in 12 
years, Whitcomb admitted, and there's no improvement 
expected in the near future. 
Yet despite these deep problems, the industry's public 
relations strategy seems to be working. In a Roper report, 
nearly half of the Americans polled believed plastic was as 
frequently recycled as glass. In fact, only 4.5 percent of 
plastic packaging is recycled, compared with 22 percent of 
glass and 53 percent of aluminum. 
While the plastics ind ustry' s ad wizards succeed in 
confusing the public about plastics' recyclability, they're 
also working to make alternatives like incineration more 
acceptable. 
"Promoting public acceptance of solid waste incineration 
has jumped to the top of the [plastics industry's] agenda," 
warned EAF Policy Analyst Lisa Collaton. 
Art Mszanski, a "communications specialist" at Du 
Pont, has admitted as much. "Recycling alone is not going 
to solve our solid waste capacity problem," Mszanski said. 
"Europe thinks of plastics.as ... white coal, because it 
provides such excellent fuel for waste-to-energy incinera-
tion." In a mailing to industry members last summer, APC 
listed public acceptance of "energy recovery" (incinera-
tion) as a top priority. 
"Incineration is a major source of harmful air emissions 
and a waste of nonrenewable resources," shot back 
also toxic), the result is a health hazard. 
In one EPA ranking of the 20 chemicals whose produc-
tion generates the most total hazardous waste, five of the 
top six were chemicals commonly used by the plastics 
industry. 
Workers in plants that produce polyvinyl chloride (PVC) 
- a very common plastic used in everything from 
pipes to landfill liners - face tremendous risks, to cite just 
one example. Studies have shown that workers at PVC 
plants are 11 to 16 times more likely to develop liver cancer 
than the average American, and four times more likely to 
develop brain cancer. 
Besides the direct exposure that workers in a plant risk 
daily, emissions from chemical and plastics plants can also 
be dangerous, both to production workers and to people 
living near the plants. It has been shown, for example, that 
people who live within two miles of a PVC plant have an 
increased risk of cancer because they breathe emis~ons of 
vinyl chloride, a byproduct in the chemical process. 
Plastics industry retrenches 
Despite recycling's sagging fortunes, the plastics 
industry continues to claim that a 25 percent recycling goal 
is within reach. 
"Not on the ladder they're climbing," said EAF's Resa 
Dimino. "It's patently clear that plastics recycling won't 
succeed unless manufacturers create a sufficient demand 
for the stuff by using recovered materials in their prod-
ucts .... The level of commitment isn' t anywhere near 
where it should be." 
Meanwhile, the entrepreneurs who make up the backbone 
of the plastics recycling business are running out of time. 
"By the time a lot of these good things happen, it will be 
too late for us," said Marty Forman, president of Poly-
Anna Plastics, which makes products out of recycled 
plastics. "I read an article the other day that said plastics 
recyclers are going out of business in America at the rate of 
one every week, and I'm doing my damndest not to 
become a part of that club." 
Ignored by the industry, plastics recyclers and their 
customers have begun to organize. Last August, Forman 
and other boosters of plastics recycling formed the Asso-
ciation of Post-Consumer Plastics Recyclers (APR). At its 
t • " "'~I ." • ......., 
first meeting, APR endorsed the use of recycled plastic in 
products wherever possible, including "minimum content 
legislation" - a law requiring a certain amount of recycled 
plastic in some plastic products. Remarkably, the statement 
was approved by representatives from three plastics 
manufacturers in the group, Hoechst Celanese, Union 
Carbide and Occidental Chemical. 
'There has to be some formal content mandate for 
recycling to succeed," said Occidental Chemical's Bob Elcik. 
Historically, plastics manufacturers have opposed this 
approach, and - at least officially - they still do. "We do 
not support, even in concept, minimum content standards," 
said APC spokeswoman Susan Moore. 
Instead, APC has actively fought grassroots efforts to 
legislate better plastics recycling and packaging reform. 
Here in Maine, industry lobbying last spring helped post-
pone a state ban on plastic six-pack rings, which choke 
marine life and degrade very slowly. In Massachusetts last 
November, industry members contributed heavily to a $5.5 
million campaign that helped defeat a ballot referendum 
requiring more recycling, reuse and the use of more re-
cycled content by packaging manufacturers. 
In Ohio, industries spent $2.7 million to easily defeat 
another November referendum that would have required 
plastics manufacturers - and any other company using 
chemicals that cause cancer or birth defects - to label their 
products and notify nearby residents about the chemicals. 
The industry won, observers said, by framing the issue as a 
choice between jobs and the environment. 
"Their agenda is simple," said Forman. "Any bill ... that 
in any measure would diminish or restrict the use of plastics 
will be targeted as something that is going to take your job 
away as a person working for plastics." 
Last summer, before the referendum votes in Massachu- . 
setts and Ohio, the APC stepped up this theme when it 
wrote letters to plastics manufacturers charging that 
"crippling regulation or ballot initiatives can shut down 
small businesses just as surely as a ban on the products they 
manufacture." 
Finding plastics a home 
In the face of this well-financed agenda, most environ-
mentalists agree there are only two ways to get plastics 
recycling back on its feet: by passing laws mandating 
recycled content in packages, and by creating markets. 
Both strategies are beginning to attract grassroots citizen 
support. 
'The situation is not dissimilar to what you had with 
newspapers three years ago," recalled Root of RWS. 'The 
difference is that publishers, in response to the Council of 
New England Governors (CONEG), voluntarily adopted a 
minimum content rule of 40 percent recycled content. And 
immediately, these recycling mills began coming on line." 
But, he said, there is no such voluntary agreement in 
sight coming from plastics companies. 
"Many of us in state and national environmental groups 
have started to realize that we had been chasing the plastics 
recycling tiger for two years and have little to show for it," 
admitted EAFs Lisa Collaton. 50 they have begun to press 
for tough federal laws. 
"What we have now are laws that focus on putting 
recyclables out on the curb and not buying them back 
again," said Waste Management Inc. Vice President Jane 
Witheridge. "If there is not the same focus on buying it back 
again - on the use of that material - then there is no point 
in picking it up and processing it." 
Attempts to pass a national minimum content law last 
year, however, floundered when they ran head-on into 
opposition from both environmentalists - who thought the 
bill was too weak - and manufacturers, who thought it 
was too tough. "That bill will be back this year, and it will 
do better," predicted Root. 
In the meantime, a few local companies are doing their 
best to create new markets for recycled plastics. Last 
summer Bob Carter, treasurer for Down East Sunsprouts in 
Scarborough, swi tched to a plastic package for his 
company's sprouts that is made from 100 percent recycled 
plastic. Each package, manufactured in Minnesota and 
trucked to Maine, costs his company about 25 percent more 
than a non-recycled product would. 
"The only reason 1 switched was because of the recy-
cling," Carter said. "There's been a good response. And it's 
a nicer container, really." 
But ironically, Carter - and anyone else who wants to 
switch - must purchase recycled plastic products out of 
state because there isn't a plant any closer. (The nearest 
recyclers of plastic bags, for instance, are located in New 
Brunswick and upstate New York.) 
Maine is presently trying to lure a firm to come and set 
up a plastics processing plant. And a newly formed coop-
erative of Maine communities may also be able to peddle 
more of the state's plastic waste, said Jody Harris, director 
of the Maine's recycling office. 
But that will take time. Meanwhile,local consumers will 
continue to bu y plastic goods they believe they can recycle-
and the stuff will head straight to incinerators and landfills. 
"I think the plastics industry did us a disfavor," said 
Kimball-Strout, Freeport's recycling director. "The [numeri-
cal] codes on the bottom of [plastic] containers don't mean 
they can be recycled, they only identify the kind of plastic it 
is. They got us thinking it could be recycled. But it can't. " 
Paul Ktlrr is Casco Bay Weekly's resident environmental snoop. 
Hawley Truax writes for the Environmental Action Foundation's 
newsletter Environmental Action. 
Bales of compressed plastic Ju&s await shipment from RWS to a recycling facilIty In Worcester, Mass. Each bale weighs 
approximately 1,800 pounds • 
/ 
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No More Excuses! 
So you want to get in shape -
let us help you reach your goals 
with a special February discount. 
Offer endS:.2~(2;::;8/9~3. _____ -t 
Women's~ 
Fitness Studio 
(rear) 170 US Rt I, Falmouth, 781·4502 
SAVE TIME ... 
COME HERE 
FIRST! 
Lately, a lot of our 
new customers 
have said to us ... 
they wished that 
they had come to 
Hard Cider Fann first; 
it would have saved 
them a lot of time. 
Isn't it about time 
for you to Discover ... 
"The Maine Source of 
Oriental Rugs"f>? 
A broader selection and 
unbeatable prices since 
1974. Not only will 
you save time, 
but money, too. 
.. 
HARD CIDER 
FARM Oriental Rugs 
45 Middle Rd., Rt.9 
Falmouth, Maine 04105 
Appointments: (207) 775-1600 
In Maine 1-800-660-RUGS 
Nationwide: 1-800-346-6617 
Hours: 10-5 Thes.-Sat. 
:' 
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Attention, shoppers: Boycott plastics! 
What's wrong with the picture to the right? Just this: Every single plastic 
package depicted cannot be recycled, even though many are marked with recy-
cling symbols on the bottom identifying the type of plastic used . But those 
symbols are an industry ploy. As this week's cover story points out, only one kind 
of plastic - the kind used to make milk jugs - can l:.I ! rr ( ] ~ ~ 11 currently be recycled in most Maine communities. t' : But the plastics industry is throwing jugfuls of 
green at us to whitewash the truth. 
The truth is that plastics make up about 20 percent of America's garbage. Their 
production and disposal involves the creation and emission of toxic hydrocarbon 
compounds. Workers at plastics plants are more likely to contract liver and brain 
cancers than the average person. And there is almost no demand for recycled 
plastic, so most communities around the country have stopped collecting it. Instead, 
it's buried or dubbed "white coal" and burned to feed hungry incinerators. 
But while recycling plants go out of business and workers develop cancer, the 
plastics industry continues to push its products in record quantities. And it's our 
fault. Because we're the ones who buy plastic detergent bottles, plastic Teenage 
Mutant Ninja Turtles, plastic videocassettes and all the rest. 
The key to breaking the plastics addiction lies beyond merely carting our 
recyclables to the bin every month - although that's an essential step. What we 
must do next is work to reduce our consumption of plastics in the first place. 
Here are four ways to begin: 
Pass tough laws to require reuse of plastics. The state Legislature has already 
caved in once on plastics, when it delayed enforcement of a ban on the ubiquitous 
six-pack yokes that hold together soft drinks and beer. 
Buy products pack-
aged In recycled plastic 
whenever possible. It 
won't be easy, but there 
are such products on the 
shelves. Supporting them 
adds stability to the 
flagging market for 
recycled plastic. Look for 
assurances on the label 
that a product is made 
from 100 percent post-
consumer (used) plastic. 
Boycott plastics. Best 
of all, simply refuse to 
purchase products 
packaged in or made of 
plastics not currently 
being recycled . That 
doesn't mean we have to 
go without groceries. 
Instead, we can buy our 
orange juice, ketchup and 
peanut butter in glass 
con tai1:lers. Glass is 10 
times more likely to be 
Put a referendum question on the state ballot requiring that all plastic packages 
sold on Maine shelves be reusable or at least made with some recycled plastic. Big 
money defeated such a citizen initiative in Massachusetts last November, but 
we're betting Mainers won't swallow the industry'S propaganda. 
Here today, here tomorrow. Photo illustrlltion/OJlin MIlI"kie recycled than plastic, and 
its production creates far 
fewer health hazards. Cutting down on our consumption of plastic packaging is 
the single biggest step we can take to protect the environment. 
Go on the offensive. Whenever you buy a product that's packaged in non-
recyclable plastic, mail the plastic straight to the manufacturer's horne office. 
Address it to some high-ranking executive, if possible. Alternatively, when you 
buy a product in a store, simply return the plastic at the checkout counter (this is 
an accepted practice in Germany). The store - and hopefully the manufacturer-
will get the m~ssage. 
Although the plastics industry is spending $18 million to convince us other-
wise, America is drowning in a sea of plastic. And it's plastic that w on't break 
down naturally. Burning it can produce toxic residues. Making it kills people. 
It's time for us to take another look at plastic - and stop using it whenever 
possible. (PK) 
Snow job: shoveling embodies classical conflicts 
• By David Medaris 
Some people look to cold, gray winter skies and 
are moved to complain. Others see the promise of 
snow. I count myself in the latter group - not 
because I'm a skier but because I like to shovel. 
With a cold winter rain falling outside my win-
dow, I feel cheated. This morning's weather report is 
tracking a front that's dumped up to 10 inches in 
parts of Maine and is headed this way. 
I am being teased. 
There has been no snow to shovel since the 
season's first decent storm dropped six inches on my 
walk and drive. That was four weeks ago. Since then, 
I've sustained myself with anticip,?tion. Indeed, 
recent years have been lean ones for scraping a 
shovel across concrete. There has been ample time to 
reflect on the glory storms of my youth, when I 
would clear a path through a foot of snow for the 
family's Chevrolet and then proceed down the block, 
soliciting assil'llments from the neighbors. I'd walk 
horne tired an. with a couple bucks in my pocket, 
representing four driveways at 50 cents a pop. Even 
then I understood that the reward wasn't in the cash 
but in the texture and mass of the work. 
That was nearly ~wo decades and more than 50 
pounds ago. Now, in what passes for adulthood, 
shoveling returns me to my youth, though my only 
remuneration is physical- and more profound. 
'if 
Shoveling snow is a simple pleasure: I have 
invested it with simple meaning, and it returns 
simple sensations. The sound of shovel blade 
pushing snow across a surface breaks the muffle left 
by a good storm. It's like music: The first movement 
is dominated by the short bursts required to clear a 
width of sidewalk, and then, after a pause, corne the 
longer rhythms of the driveway. The music leaves 
citizen 
patterns, little trails of 
powder that fall off 
the shovel blade and 
look, when the music 
stops, like 200 denatured lines of coke from a dream 
of Hollywood Babylon. 
The simplest sensations, however, flood the 
body's largest muscle groups. It's in the legs and 
back that the effort of shoveling is most eaSily 
measured: If they feel pleasant! y tight, the snow is 
light and dry; if they ache with fatigue, clearing the 
snow has been wet and heavy work. I don't mind, 
either way. 
For me, shoveling contains an element of atone-
ment. It mitigates the narcissistic hours I spend in the 
gym. I'm not a contractor. I'm not a road-builder. But I 
have an appetite for hard physical labor. Shoveling 
" snow is one way to apply the artificial strength that 
comes from lifting weights and the insular fitness that 
comes from climbing 100 flights on a Stairmaster. 
I think of myself as young and well conditioned, 
with a heart like a lion and a good buffer between 
me and a cardiologist. Nevertheless, I stop for 
regular breaks in the hour or 90 minutes it takes me 
to clear the paved portions of our property. It's then 
that I ponder the classical conflicts embodied in 
shoveling snow: man vs. nature, man vs. himself. A 
block or two away, a snowblower motor kicks up, 
a!,d I think about man vs. technology. 
'if 
There are many people for whom snowblowers 
are a good tool - people with bad backs or bad 
hearts or the frailties that accumulate with years, 
people with driveways too wide and long for a 
shovel, people who live in neighborhoods where 
there are no entrepreneurial youths with shovels and 
energy for hire. 
Still, the snowblower is a problematic machine. I 
don't like its aestheticS. It leaves behind pavement 
that's too neatly cleared for my tastes, and its 
industrial roar is an affront to the blizzarded land-
scape. There is only one thing I like about 
snowblowers. They reinforce my appreciation for 
shovels. 
As a writer, I work with tools - computer 
hardware and software - that, increaSingly, require 
an investment of time and effort great enough to 
make me doubt that the tool is a tool after all. The 
shovel holds no such ambiguity. It's simple, readily 
functional and requires only a good grip. 
The shovel also stands in defiance to a second, 
more ominous trend: the premature introduction of 
tools. One has only to peruse a Hammacher-
Schlemmer catalog to see that many tools are created 
before a true need exists for them. Only after their 
introduction are their niches carved - and even 
then, their niches are mirages of marketing. 
It's impossible to imagine the shovel in such a 
context. First came the need to dig, then the inspira-
tion to create a tool that would make digging more 
efficient, then other applications for the tool. The 
shovel is classic. It's enduring - as enduring as my 
passion for shoveling snow. 
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A modest proposal 
Let's get employees' cars off downtown streets 
It's been said countless times that downtown Portland's biggest liability is its lack 
of street parking for shoppers and visitors. And this problem has prompted all kinds 
of suggested remedies, ranging from narrowing the sidewalks to turning Congress 
Street into a pedestrian mall. 
It's time for a more modest proposal- from those who actually contribute to 
Portland's parking problem. We have pockets and pocketbooks and change pouches 
full of coins for the meters. We raid the company's 
l OT ! Ft ( ] 5 £ 11 petty cash supply for quarters. We pester local 1 ~ U ., q merchants for quarters. Every day, we race to meters 
faithfully, yet invariably arrive too late to thwart the 
ticket-givers. Still, we must drive for one reason or another. We live too far to walk. 
METRO doesn't run near our homes. We need our cars during the day. We keep 
weird late hours. 
There's got to be a way to keep our cars out of the precious street spaces down-
town. And indeed there is. Congress voted last October to increase the tax· free mass 
transit and parking benefits that employers can provide for their employees. 
The new law raises the benefit for mass transit to $60 per month. This means 
employers can offer employees vouchers, tokens and fare cards for up to $60 a 
month, and that amount is tax deducbble for employers and not counted as 
income for employees. (METRO's monthly pass provides unlimited rides and costs 
$30 per month.) 
Employers may also offer employees up to $155 per month in parking benefits, 
with that amount also tax deductible and exempt from income taxes. According to 
Dan Hogan, a garage operator and the Downtown Improvement District's parking 
expert, there's an abundance of spaces in lots and garages to accommodate down-
town employees. 
This is the first time Congress has limited what was previously an unlimited 
parking benefit, and we applaud their effort to encourage public transit. 
We encourage employees to make their employers aware of these benefits. And we 
urge employers to take ad vantage of them. (BY) 
A taxing lesson 
I would never suppose that anything 
that Gov. McKernan did would find favor 
at CBW, so I was not upset at your editorial 
screed (jock ought to be strapped for this 
budget: 1.21.93). I can even understand 
your unhappiness with the governor's 
proposals; all the things you mention are 
among the more important parts of the 
social engineering agenda so dear"to your 
hearts. 
But you still don't understand about 
taxes, do you? Leaving aside the desirabil-
ity of creating an ever larger dependency 
class, destroying initiative and human 
dignity, your suggestions of tax increases 
show your continued confusion of taxes 
with revenues. 
Taxes, of themselves, pay for nothing; 
the revenues they Jaise are what pay for 
your favorite programs. To put it another 
way, it i~ not the price of advertising space 
in CB W that gives you your income, but the 
fact that somebody pays you. If your 
ad vertising revenues were too low, it 
would not be enough simply to Jaise the 
rates; you would have to look for an 
increase in revenue, which is not the same 
thing. The price (or tax) charged is not the 
same as the revenue received. 
Is anyone hurt by another penny on the 
sales tax? Yes indeed. When the consumer 
goes elsewhere (perhaps New Hampshire) 
to make a purchase, or even defers that 
purchase, the business that supplies that 
product or service and the state that taxes 
that purchase both lose money. Ditto for 
'1ifting exemptiOns," as if this were not a 
new tax. 
Yes, we could increase taxes on one of 
the highest taxed groups of people in the 
country; there is no guarantee that all of 
them will hang around to pay those even 
higher taxes. And then who will pay for 
your progressive agenda? 
U Etd" -Daniel B. Eddy 
Portland 
Don't park community 
gardens at Uncoln Park 
We could not help but notice the 
suggestion that Lincoln Park be converted 
to community gardens (UNew ideas for a 
new year," 12.31.92). The movement to 
develop community garden plots on 
municipal or public land has certainly had 
much success in cities nationwide. The 
most successful seem to be those that have 
come into being in the midst of the 
residential neighborhoods that utilize them 
and where attendant consideJations of 
parking, security, compost piles, etc., are 
more easily handled. 
Lincoln Park was Portland's first public 
recreational area and is one of five historic 






Although portions of the park were taken 
by the city for the construction of a fire 
station in 1923 and the widening of 
Franldin Street in the 1960s, Lincoln Park's 
major architectuJaI and landsca pe design 
elements remain. The open space -
though deteriorated and in need of more 
plantings and care than current city 
budgets allow - still dramatically sets off, 
in all seasons, the Cumberland County 
Courthouse and other public buildings in 
the area. 
There's no question that Lincoln Park 
continues to be, along with other parks in 
Portland, a lost opportunity for the city. 
There really needs to be a master plan for 
all five parks listed in the National Register 
that could develop appropriate current 
uses yet retain a historic context. 
While we think community gardens for 
Portland are a great idea, we urge that 
another site be found. There may be 
smaller plots of underutilized municipal 
land in various parts of Portland more 
easily accessible to neighborhood residents 
that might be used on a ternPOJary-
though multi-year - basis. We feel the 
Friend of the Parks Commission is the most 
appropriate body to identify such spaces 
throughout the city. 
~r.~ 
Eleanor G. Ames, President 
Maine Olmsted Alliance 
Ca.co Bay Weekly welcome. you, 
lette". P/ea.e limit you, thought. to 
300 word., Include Ii daytlme phone 
number and addle" to: Lettel'S, Ca.co 
Bay Wflflkly, 55.1A Congre .. St., 
Portland, ME 04101 









31 Market St, Portland 
In the Portland Regency 
500/0 OFF 
EVERYTHING! 
At the Cuetdledown warehouse we've 
overstocked our inventory and we 
need to clean the shelves. 
Fabric by the yard, cotton sheets, wool 
& cotton blankets, quilts, pillows, 
comforters, comforter covers and much, 
much more! 
Saturday, February· 6th & Sunday, 
February 7th, from 9arn - 3prn, 
312 Canco Road in Portland, (next to 
the new Motor Vehicle Department) 
Cuddledown of Maine 
Manufacturing Quality since 1973 
14 Casco Bay Weekly 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • 
A gift that will make your Valentine 
feel good long after they've opened it. 
• • • • • • 
1h~1 · 
The original comfort shoe ..... 
Gift u rtificalc.l available. 
Imagine the look on your Va lentine 's ~cc when the~ slip into a pair of Birkenstocks.® 
With a contoured fit and shock absorbmg sole, they re enough to make anyone smile . 
:t' 1993 Birkcnstock is a fegblered trademark. . • • 
1"~~1'­
Y#alltabout 
563 Forest Ave. ' Portland. ME 04101 • 207-773-6601 
• • • • • • • • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
..• & get a second 
loaf of your 
choice for 
only 99~. 
205 Commercial St./773~2217 • 263 St. John St./773~5466 
Inc. 
• • - ~ ~ c 
~ -
::, • ••• .... lets ~ 
~$13.95 per gram ~ 
~ ~ 
~ c 
::, Portland, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Lewiston ~ z z 
~ 498 Con ess St. Portland, ME 04101, 772-3932 c: 
• ANTIQUES. TV'S. TOOLS. SILVER • GOLD· CAMERAS· SILVER 
:~ 
Looking for that unique 
gift for your Valentine? 
Florishing Garden 
Baskets. Victorian Garden 
Wreaths. or a Bouquet of 
lush freeze-dried garden 
roses. 
~~ This exclusive St. Valentines 
line by Country Meadows is made up of the 
finest in dried and freeze-dried products for 
everlasting memories in years to come. 
Order early to insure availability and recieve a free _ '. ,} ' 
gift with purchase of $25 or more. ..- ~ . 
Choose from our Valentines selection or let us .' ,~  
create a one of a kind piece for you! 
~~~ 38 Cushman Street, Portland 761-8019 
Invitations 
• Favors & every-
day items 
• Office parties 
• Weddings 







633 Warren Ave. 
Portland 774-2261 
Buy that Special Valentine's Gift from 
FOUR SEASONS ~ " 
CRAFTERS' OUTLET 
A Year-Round Craft Show 
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Jesse Haynes, member of the Green Memorial AME Zion Church on MunJoy Hili, pauses In the pews before being Interviewed. 
"Anchor of the Soul" 
, 
A documentary searches for documents 
• By w.o. Cutlip 
• Photos by Colin Malakie 
Every so often a project comes along that 
galvanizes the imagination of the thinking publiC, 
while eliciting a certain amount of general 
astonishment. Take, for example, "Anchor of the 
Soul," a documentary-in-progress that relates the 
history of African Americans in Maine. The project 
has received extensive support from both the 
academic community and the local mediavolk - and 
rightly so. It is an admirable undertaking, a silence 
that begs to be broken. 
As you reflect upon the merits of such a 
documentary, you may begin to wonder (as many 
people have): Why hasn't someone done this 
before? 
There are a number of reasons, not the least of 
which is: You haven't done it. Or, to be more 
_____ .. _ .. ___ ...... _ ... _ .. __ -.._.. .. __ ...... _ .............. ." ...... ~ « " ...... c ... , ~ •• 
precise, you haven't been involved in the process. 
And where do you come in? 
"Anchor of the Soul" is a documentary in search 
of documents (photographs, portraits, letters, what 
have you). And without those documents, "Anchor 
of the Soul" will not be complete. 
A sad prospect, to be sure. Fortunately, you still 
have time to make history. 
Art & Soul continued on page 20 
16 Casco Bay Wukly 
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screen 
Aladdin The animated tale of a poorteenage boy who 
wins the loW of the sultan's beautiful daughter with 
the help of a genie (the voice of Robin WIlliams). 
Features six new songs from the late Howard Ashman, 
Academy Award-winning composer of "Beauty and 
.the Baast." 
AllY. An airplane carrying a Chilean rugby tea-n 
crashes In the remote, snow-rovered Andes moun· 
talns. Survivors are forced to eat the dead to remain 
alive and, even worse, climb ""er a 13,OOO-foot 
mountain. Based on the non-fiction bOOk by Piers 
Paul Read. Starring Evan Hawke and Vincent Spano. 
Hannibal Lechter, eat your heart out 
Aspen Extreme Two young. good-looking men ~ 
corne ski Instructors In Aspen, Colo., In this season s 
most politically Inoorrect mindless movie. 
Becoming Colette Director Danny Huston explores 
the life of the writer Colette, from her youth as a 
countly girl through her metamorphosis Into the 
sophisticated writer of 30 n""els, who purportedly 
had enough lovers to change them n ightiy for a 
decade. WO«. 
Bodya-d Whitney Houston, In a daring casting 
m""e, stars as a popular singer whose life Is being 
threatened bya aazedfan. Nottoworry, she hires an 
ex.secret service agent (Kevin Kostner) to ensU re her 
physlcalwel~belng. They fall In love. Bad movie, nloe 
clothes. 
Body of EvIdenC. Madonna stars as a femme fatale 
accused of murdering her I""er. Wlilem Dafoe stars 
as the lawyer who sets out to pr""e her Innooent and 
ends up In her bed, compromising both their ethics. 
I don't think you know what pain Is. 
.nom Stollet'. DrIlC." A vampire (Gary Oldman) 
joumeys from Transylvania to London, drawn by an 
Innooent young woman (WInona Ryder) who Is the 
spitting Image of t~e love he lost four oenturles 
earlier. The fate of mankind - not to mention that of 
WInona - Is In the hands of one man, Dr. Van 
Helsing (Anthony Hopkins), a va-nplre slayer. Also 
stars Keanu Reeves. Directed byFranc\s Ford Coppola. 
Great special effects. 
Children of tile Com, p8ft II A band of satan Ic 
children sow seeds of terror In an Iowa town. Unlike 
Part I, Part II did not germinate InthemlndofS~phen 
King. 
The Cryln, a_ A BrItish soldier (Forest Whitaker) 
Is kidnapped by the IRA bUt manages to befriend one 
of his captors. The captor beoomes obsessed with 
the soldier, and later, the soldier's lover. Directed by 
Nell Jordan (" Mona Lisa"). Also stars Miranda 
Richardson. Sex, loyalty, betrayal and unexpected 
love: WhO oould ask for anything more? 
DMne,. Stephen Fleming (Jeremy Irons) Is a conser· 
vatlve member of Parliament who has everything: a 
smart and attractive wife (Miranda Richardson), two 
nloe children a beautiful home and a faithful dog. 
Then he m~ts her (Juliette Blnoche) - his son 's 
fiancee - and they begin an obsessive affair. His life 
self-destructs In an uncharacteristic act of passion. 
Based on the novel by josephine Hart Directed by 
Leuls Malle. 
A Few Qood M .... When two Marines are court· 
martlaied for murdering a fellow oorpsman, the 
govemmentenllsts NavyLt. J.G. Kaffee(Torn Cruise) , 
a slick Harvard lawyer known for his plea bargaining. 
He, In tum, Is bUllied Into tlylng to discover the truth 
by another officer (Oeml Moore), who suspects a 
OOY8Hlp. Jack Nicholson gives an Incandescent 
performanoe as a sincere but Irrevocably oorrupted 
colonel. Rob Reiner directs. 
FO_V ..... Mel Gibson stars as a daredevil test 
pilot who volunteers to be cryogenically preserved 
after he loses his true love. Aftyyears later a couple 
of kids dethaw him, setting him adrift In a strange 
new world. Elijah WOOd , the child star of Barry 
Levinson's "Avalon," gives a wonderfully expressive 
performanoe. Jamie Lee CUrtis also stars. 
aroundilol Day Bill Murray plays an egotistical weath-
erman who Is forced to pay the "karmic price for his 
self-centeredness" when he Is sent to Punxsutawney, 
Pa., to oover Groundhog Day. Once there, he gets 
stuck In time so that every day Is Groundhog Day. 
Needless to say he beCOmes a shadow of his former 
self. Also stars Andie MacDowell and Chris Elliot 
Directed by Harold Ra-nls. 
~ Alone 2: Loatln NewVOIIICareless Kevin's at 
Itagsln. This time he loses his family at an airport and 
ends up alone for the holidays In New York City, with 
only his dad's credit cards to keep him warm. By a 
remarkable ooincldenoe he runs Into the two Inept 
bUrglars he thWarted two Christmases ago. Stars 
Macaulay Culkin, Joe Pescl, Daniel Stem and 
Catherine O'Hara. 
H_III Bound A dog, a puppy and a cat, known 
to their closest friends as Shadow, Chance and 
Sassy, are Inadvertently left home alone when their 
owners move. In an attempt to be reunited with their 
lost. If forgetful, family, the animals take It upon 
themselves to make the long journey across the 
perilous Sierras, during which they encounter grlz· 
zlles, cougars and nasty men (but not any Inept 
bUrgIars). 
l.oIIded WMpon I Wes Luger (Sa-nuel L Jackson) Is 
a by-the-bOOk police veteran. Just days away from 
retirement he's forced to team up with a new partner 
_ a bu~t detective named Jack Colt (Emilio 
Estevez). See the men grow to respect one another 
while killing a lot of people In countless amusing 
ways. Seethe men argue adorably about who 's going 
to drive. In case you haven't guessed, the film Is a 
National Lampoon parody of action genre films, a la 
"48 Hours" and "Lethal Weapon." Also stars Jon 
Levitz and Kathy Ireland. 
LorenZo'. 011 Nick Nolte and susan Sarandon star as 
the devoted parents of a boy stricken with a fatal 
nerve disorder. WIth no formal training they circum· 
vent the slow-paoed medical establishment In thelf 
search for a cure. Based on a true story. 
The M8tch Fectory alrl A young woman works In a 
match factory by day, replacing the labels that fall off 
finished match boxes. At night she goes home to her 
parents' apartment. where she pays rent to sleep on 
the oouch. All this changes when she buys a red 
dress. 
M.tIM8 Two young outcast brothers newly arrived In 
florida become enchanted with an extravagant film· 
maker (John Goodman) , who has come to Key West 
to preview his latest chiller, "Man!" -HalfMan, Half 
Ant, All Terror! Meanwhile, the antes are also being 
raised In the real world, as the United States and 
Soviet Union beCOme embroiled In the Cuban Missile 
Crisis. 
Now ... " to Run JeaM:laude Van Damme stars as a 
hardened criminal who breaks out of prison and 
hides out In the wine countly of Northern Califomla. 
He falls In love with a widow (Rosanna Arquette) with 
two children and helps them fight developers. 
The PI-ret Insider HollywoOd satire about a m""le 
exec suspected of having murdered a saeenwrlter. 
(Doesn't happen often enough .) Starring Tim Robbins 
and Whoople Goldberg, with cameos by half the big 
names In Tinseltown. 
Scent of. W ...... n AI Paclno stars as a blind, retired 
veteran who rebels against the small·town life pre-
salbed for him. WIth the help of a 17·year-old prep 
student, who's been hired to take care of him, he 
escapes to New York City. Directed by Martin Brest 
("Midnight Run"). 
Snl ..... A veteran Marine sniper (Tom Berenger) and 
his untried new partner (Billy Zane) are ordered to kill 
a renegade general leading a bloody reslstanoe 
movement , and before you can say "Heart of Dark· 
ness" they're sent Into the Panamanian outback to 
find him. 
_by In this remake of "The Return of Martin 
Guerre," a man (Richard Gere) returns to wife (Jodie 
Foster) and ch ild after having abandoned them to 
fight In the Civil War. He Is so Impr""ed In I ntell~ 
gence, character and bearing that even his most 
enraptured supporters, Including his wife, think he 
may be an Imposter. 
Toya A toy manufacturing tycoon dies and leaves his 
bUsiness to his brother. a general (Michael Gambon). 
who wants to retool the factory to manufacture 
weapons. The deceased's son (Robin Williams) f'llhts 
to save the cherished toy factory from his demented 
uncle's clutches - so that there can be peace, 
harmony and "squeezable fun for everyone" in the 
world once more. Don't bother; even Wlllia,T1s can't 
save this one. Directed by Barry Levinson . Also stars 
Donald O'Connor, Joan cusack and Robin Wright 
UMd PeopI. On the day of her husband's funeral , 
Pearl , a 56-year-old jewish mother from Queens 
(Shirley MacLalne), finds herself being pursued by a 
love-crazed elderly Italian man (Marcello Mastroianni), 
who 's been Infatuated with her for 23 years. Also 
stars Kathy Bates and jessica Tandy. 
TheV.nlahlnlA young man (Kiefer Sutherland) loses 
his girlfriend when she enters a gas station min~mart 
to buy a drink and never oomes out. (Is that what 
happened to Julia?) Not surpnslngly, he becomes 
obsessed with learning her fate. Also stars Jeff 
Bridges and Sandra Bullock. 
I\afI8 Follows the rise and fall of teamster boss 
- Jimmy Hoffa (Jack Nicholson), beginn\nllin 1935 as 
Hoffa tries to entice a truck driver (Danny DeVIto) to 
join the teamsters and become his rlght·hand hench-
man and ending In 1975 with Hoffa's mysterious 
dlsa~ance. NIchOlson's performance Is riveting, 
but David Marnet's screenplay blurs the line between 
fact and fantasy to a disturbing extent, a-nong other 
inadequacies. Directed by Danny DeVIto. 
what's 
where 
OWing to scheduling changes after C8W 
goes to press, movie goers are advised 
to confirm times with theatres. 
General Cinemas 
Maine Mall 
Maine Mall Road,- S. Portland 
774-1022 
Dates effective Feb 5-Feb 11 
No Feb 6, 6:50 or Feb 7, 12:30 showing 
of Aladdin 
Homeward 80und shows Feb 6-7 only 
Aladdin (G) 
12:30, 2:40, 4:45, 6 :50, 9 
The Bodyguard (R) 
4:15,7:05 
Scent of a Woman (R) 
12:30, 3:45, 7, 10 
Used People (PG-13) 
1:35, 4:20, 7, 9:35 
Children of the Com, Part II (R) 
1:20, 9:50 
Matinee (PG) 
12:40, 2:55, 5:10,7:25,9:45 
Damage (R) 
12:45, 3, 5:20, 7:40, 10 
Sommersby (PG-13) 
1:15,4,7:35,10 
HOIMWard Bound (G) 
Sat 7; Sun 12:30 
Hoyts Clark's Pond 
333 Clarl<.'s Rd., S. Portland 
87~1511 
Dates effective Feb 5-11 
No Feb 6, 6:30 showing of A Few Good 
Men 
.Groundhog Day plays Feb 6 only 
Sniper (R) 
1:30,4:10, 7:40, 10 
A Few Good Men (R) 
12:30, 3:20, 6:30, 9:20 
Forever Young (PG) 
1 ;20,6:50 




Aapen Extreme (PG-13) 
1,3;50,7:20,9:50 
Lorenzo's 011 (PG-13) 
12:40, 3:30, 6:40, 9 :30 
The Vanishing (R) 
1:10, 4, 7:30, 9 :55 
Loaded Weapon (PG-13) 
1:40,4:30,7,9 
Groundhog Day (PG) 
*7 
The Movies 
10 Exchange St., Portland 
772-9600 
Matinees Sat & Sun 
Becoming Colette (R) 
Feb 3-9 
Wed-Tues 7, 9; Mon-Tues 7, 8 :45 
The Match Factory Girl 
Feb 10-14 
Wed-Fri 7,8:30; Sat-Sun 1, 7 
Nickelodeon 
Temple and Middle streets, Portland 
772·9751 
Dates effective Feb 5-11 
.Second shOWS Sat·Sun only 
The Crying Game (R) 
1:20,4:20*, 7:10,9:50 
Bram Stoker'a Dracula (R) 





Home Alone 2: Lost In New Yorl< (PO) 
1:30,4*,6:50,9:10 
Body of Evidence (R) 
1:50,4:30*, 7:20, 10 
The Player (R) 
1:10,3:50*,7,9:40 
Art & Soul continued on page 21 
Banff Film Festival brings the 
world's great mountains to Portland 
• By Wayne Curtis 
Seventeen years ago a handful of indigent filmmakers, 
woolly adventurers and local free spirits carne together in 
Banff, Alberta, high in the Canadian Rockies. They drank 
beer. They watched a few films about mountain expeditions. 
:mey went home. 
From these humble origins emerged the Banff Festival of 
Mountain Films, one of the premier events for mountaineers 
and independent filmmakers. The three-day Banff gathering 
is now among the most prestigious in the global mountain 
film fest circuit (yes, there is such a thing), which includes 
annual events in France, Switzerland, Italy, Colorado and 
Japan. The 1992 festival, held last November, attracted more 
than 5,000 alpine enthusiasts who swapped tales, attended 
workshops and viewed some 35 exceptional films culled from 
among 140 entries. 
Happily for those of us who can't afford the air fare to 
Banff, the organizers have taken some of the festival 
highlights on the road. For the last six years, cities large and 
small throughout the West and Midwest have hosted mini-
Banff festivals, usually showing six to eight of the better-
received Banff films. With showings this winter in Portland 
and other Eastern cities for the first time ever, Banff has 
finally reached the Atlantic. 
Festival highlights vary from city to city, with the selected 
films tailored to the audience and the sponsor. The Portland 
screening, held as a benefit for the Breakwater School, 
features eight extraordinarily diverse films, providing a rich 
sampler of the somewhat esoteric and iII-defined genre of 
"mountain film," Films selected for Portland run the gamut 
from a chronicle of a full-fledged lunatic endeavor in New 
York to an extended visual poem on the subject of 
biodiversity. The films range from seven to 28 minutes in 
length, with a total running time of two hours and 46 
minutes. 
Any fear that the popularity of the festival has led to slicker 
and more commercial films should be quickly put to rest. If 
anything, the festival has become more eclectic over the years. 
Expedition films dominated the festival's early days with 
frostbitten chronicles of climber vs. mountain on the likes of 
K2 and Annapuma. Today, films about new and 
nontraditional sports tend to share the spotlight. 
"Free Falling:' for instance, is one of the 1992 festival's 
showstoppers. This film chronicles a small but historic step in 
the annals of base jumping. Base jumping, for those 
screen 
Banff Aim Fest shows 
Sunday, Feb. 7, at 3:30 p.m. 
In Portland High School 
Auditorium. Tlx are $6 
adults, $3 children under 12 
In advance; $8 and $3 at the 
door. 772-8689 or 772-0913. 
unfamiliar wi th the term, is a 
fairly simple sport You climb 
a high object. You don a 
parachute. You leap off. This 
17-minute video (now 
transferred to film) depicts an 
oddly obsessed man named 
John Vincent as he finagles 
his way on to the roof of New 
York's World Trade Center 
and hurls himself off. The entire production cost director 
Larry Locke less than what most Hollywood producers spend 
on lunch: $118.36. 
Three other films focus on more traditional mountain 
sports. "La Escoba de Dios" (The Broom of God) follows the 
trials and tribulations of four climbers as they attempt the first 
ascent of the east face of Cerro Catedral, a fearsome technical 
climb in Patagonia. "Jungle Kayakers" tracks a team of crack 
whitewater boaters through the tumultuous waterfalls and 
shadowy river caves of Mexico's Rio Azul. "Round Trip," a 
perennial favorite recycled from the 1988 festival, is a short 
(seven-minute) and entertaining tale that boils down to some 
guys, some skis and a glacier. 
Coincidence or not, the three films that focus less on 
adventure and more on mountain 
en vironmen ts are all fonlign. 
Perhaps the most memorable is "Le 
Seigneur des Aigles," a haunting 
French film set in rugged Kazakistan. 
The 28-minute production 
documents the relation between a 
herdsman, his son and a mighty 
eagle, which the pair releases after a 
decade's captivity. The film, by 
Frederic Fougeau, was the winner of 
Banff's best film on mountain 
environment award. It also took the 
grand prize at last year's Trento 
mountain film festival in Italy, the 
granddadd y of the international 
mountain film circuit. 
Another French film, "net aux 
Parapentes," is about a young boy 
named J annick and his first contacts 
with paragliders who appear in the 
skies above his lush tropical island. 
. The film is beautifully set on the 
island of Reunion, near Madagascar 
- which, it should be noted, visually 
shares very little with Maine in 
February. This is not the case with 
"Glace et Ocre," a lyrical 26-minute 
film about ice-climbing. 
A skier Jumps an Ice cliff high above the Palisade Glacier In "Round Trip," by 
Finally, the 20-minute "Anima 
Mundi" is from the same team that 
brought you the highly acclaimed 
"Koyaanisqatsi (Life out of 
Balance)." Filmmaker Godfrey 
Reggio set a series of images to an 
original score by Philip Glass, 
celebrating both the diversity and 
unity of nature in music and image. 
This may sound a bit hokey, but after 
a couple of hours of leaping off 
buildings and plunging over 
waterfalls, you'll be ready for 
something to take you down a notch 
or two before you return to the 
streets. ClW Michael Graber and Gordon Wiltsie. Photo/Gordon Wiltsie 
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Toys 
(9 Tales 
48 Main St .. Kennebunk, ME 985-8555 
Mon. - Fri. 9 :30 - 5:30 
Sat 9:30 - 5:00 
Come In and Shop for What 
Your Little "Heart" Deserves! 
Imaglnat1ve Playthings • Best In 
Chlldren's LIterature. 
Audio &. Video. Parenung Resources 
AlMOST FREE~ 
2 Dinners ~ 
for $9.95 
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday & Thursday 
Seroillg Greek Specials Friday & Saturday Nile-
GOOD THROUGH FEBRUARY 
:rhe Good Table Restaurant. 
.servlng breakfast, lWlcb & dinner; Sun brwlcb I 
I Rt, 77 Cape EHzabeth • 799·(;000 • 
• •••••••••••••••••• 
, [i] ,Fr,' 
G 
On Thursday, Feb. 11111, 1-3 pm my show, 
"lorenzo's Emotionally Bankrupt" Morally in 
Dabt" will have its final broadcast and will then 
be on hiatus until Fall '93. To celebrate the past 
four and a half years, I plan to have a special 
show with lots of surpriS!ls. The most important 
part of the program, you, the listener can 
participate in one of five ways: 1) listen! 2) drop 
by the studio (92 Bedford St.) 3) call 780-4909 






GWENDOLYN L. O'GUIN, D.O. 





222 St. John St., Suite #322 






Life of the Spirit 
In 




302 SLevens Avenue, 
Portland, ME 04 103 
207-772-8277 
Worship: lOam Sunday 




• Stuck in the middle with you: Professor 
Mahmud Faksh discusses "The u.s. and 
the Middle East: Challenges in the 19905" 
tonight from 5-7 at St. Luke's Cathedral 
Parish Hall, 143 State St., Portland. This is 
the first part of the World Affairs 
Council's Great Decisions series. Dr. 
Mahmud Faksh, USM professor and 
Middle East expert, will discuss foreign 
policy choioes regarding the volatile 
situation in the Gulf, Syria and Israel. If 
you're in the mood for the "Middle" class 
it'll cost you $5, unless you're a student, 
WAC member or St. Luke parishioner -
in which case it's free. 780-455l. 
• Another opening. another show: Be 
part of opening night excitement when 
Portland Stage Company presents Paula 
Vogel's Obie award-winning comic 
fantasy, 'The Baltimore Waltz," at 7:30. 
Anna, a young elementary school 
teacher, contracts a life-threatening 
We've committed more murders 
than the Boston Strangler. 
Eat, Orin k & Be 
Perry (Mason, 




served by the 
suspects 
themselves. 
$29.95 or $34.95. 
Dinner & Show. 
TWO NEW HILARIOUS 
COMEDY WHODUNNITS 
MURDER AT PROM '63 
WII.,. tit. Cr.w"/ltl o( 1M O .... 1t I .... tit • ••• ,. 1M ••• O#till' 
DEATH WITH FATHER 
MURDER IS M.WAYS ON THE MENU 
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT 
Sonesta Hotel. Portland 
No Tomatoes' Auburn 
Red Jacket. No. Conway 






& stay amused. 
illness. Doing what anyone with a proper 
upbringing would do in this situation, 
she travels to Europe in search of sexual 
fulfillment - and a cure for her disease. 
Her brother Carl tags along and gets 
embroiled in a mysterious intrigue with 
the sinister Harry Lime and a stuffed 
rabbit. 
"The Baltimore Waltz' is not only a 
powerful response to AIDS and our 
country's health crisis, it's also a stirring 
response to the death of a loved one, to 
accepting one's own mortality and to 
saying goodbye," according to PSC 
Artistic Director Greg Learning. 
PSC offers post-perfonnance discus-
sions after matinees Feb. 7 ("AIDS and 
the Community") and Feb. 14 ("AIDS and 
Our Culture"). Proceeds from the Feb. 14 
evening perfonnance go to the Names 
Project/Maine &: Portland's AIDS Project. 
Tix are $19.50 for tonight's dance, $14.50 
if you're a student or senior. You'll have a 
ball - at Portland Performing Arts 
Center,25A Forest Ave. 774-1043. 
THE THEATER PROJECf 
January 28th - !,~~~a~y'! 
starring LEE K. 
directed by BRIAN P. ALLEN 
Thursday - Sunday, Curtain 8:00pm 
(Sunday Matmee only at 2:00) lix $8 and $10 
For information and (e The Theatre Project 
reservatiOns 14 School Street 




As iI writer , 
she wu to become 
hmous. 
AI it lover, 
she w,n to become 
a legend. BECOMING 
C:~~D..-
A hi", b\f OMIII,/ Hwon 
friday 5 
• A fiesta for your eyes, ears 
and feet: Dance'your winter 
blues away when Portlanders 
Against U.S. Intervention in 
Central America (PAUSICA) 
presents its ninth annual Fiesta! 
fund raiser. 




from recording artists 
Hor de Cana, winner 
of the 1990 Boston 
Music A ward for 
"Outstanding lAtin Act." 
If you don't feel like dancing, you can 
bid yOUT time away at a silent auction, 
where a variety of high-<:]uality stuff and 
servioes will be available. So beat your 
Latin feet to Zootz tonight at 8 p.m. Tix 
are $7 and all funds will benefit a day 
care center in Matagalpa and "La 
Primavera" land claims project in 
Nicaragua, which helps peasants acquire 
title to cultivable land. 761-0973. 
saturday 6 
• Get a bookie: The Portland Public 
Library holds a book sale today from 9 
a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Rines Room at 5 
Monument Square, Portland. This 
biannual event will have 1,500 to 2,000 
titles from the adult collection for sale at 
50 cents apiece. 
'They're deals," said Suzanne Thomp-
son at the library. All proceeds from the 
sale will go toward the purchase of 
encyclopedias. So check it out. 871-1725. 
• Metal in your kids lives: Bates College 
is offering a two-hour sculpture work-
shop for creative kids and their parents (if 
they've got the mettle). Children and their 
significant older others will build 
sculptures similar to Petah Coyne's 
suspended woven metal works now on 
exhibit at the Bates Museum of Art. So if 
your kids are into heavy metal, bring 
them to the Olin Arts Center at Bates 
today at 10 a .m. It's free, but early 
enrollment is recommended. 7SM>158. 
When they've burned down the house, 
they'll burn the garden - Thursday, 
Feb. 11.. Photo/Dll1Iiel CoTTigRn 
Opening 
of 
Free Street Taverna! 
A little bit of Athens in Portland 
Serving from 11 till close 
128 Free Street Portland 
774-1114 
_ .. - .. _ .. _ .._ .._ .._ .. ...., 
HARBOR HOMEBREW! 
& WINE SUPPLY 
BREWERS' SPECIALS 
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sunday 7 
• A range of mountain films: It's that 
time of year again - time for the annual 
Banff Festival of Mountain Hlms. See 
films on mountain environments, 
mountain sports and mountain adven-
tures at 3:30 p.m. in Portland High School 
Auditorium, 284 Cumberland Ave., 
Portland. You'll laugh, you'll cry, you 
might even get a nosebleed. Tix are $6, $3 
for kids under 12. CalI772~. See 
Screen, page 17. 
mondayS 
• Meet a very becoming woman: 
Director Danny Huston explores the life 
of the writer Colette, from her youth as a 
country girl through her metamorphosis 
into a writer of 30 novels, in the film 
"Becoming Colette." 
chea thrill 
When not poising her pen, Colette 
dabbled in the other arts, ventured into 
business, modeled for renowned painters, 
endorsed products and purportedly had 
enough lovers to change them nightly for 
a decade. Whew! Talk about your 
overachievers. Mathilda May stars as 
Colette. Supporting players are Virginia 
Madsen, Klaus Maria Brandauer and Paul 
Rhys. See it at The Movies on Exchange 
Street, tonight at 7 or 9. m-9600. 
tuesday 9 
• Software is child's fare: The Children's 
Museum holds Pre-School Computer 
Workshops, a variety of computer 
software learning packages for pre-
schoolers and parents to share, including 
programs such as Designasaurus, Reader 
Rabbitt and Easy as ABC. The workshops 
take place Tuesdays through Feb. 23, 
from 10 a.m. to noon, at 746 Stevens Ave., 
Preston the flesh 
What's the difference between pornography and 
erotica? Author and activist John Preston 
argues there's none in his latest book, 
-Resh and the Word: An Erotic Anthol-
ogy." But you can decide for yourself 
Feb. 11 at 7 p.m., when Preston dis-
cusses gay male erotica and its place in 
his work at Portland Public Library in Rines 
Auditorium. 
The former editor of The Advocate (the 
largest gay and lesbian magazine in the 
United States), Preston has written and 
edited over 40 books, including MFranny the 
Queen of Provincetown, H the Alex Kane 
adventure series and (the notoriously erotic) 
"Mr. Benson." Preston is also a columnist 
for Lambda Book Report, and contributes 
to a wide range of gay and literary 
publications. 





So take this opportunity to hear the 
words and press the flesh of one of 
Portland's most controversial resi-
dents. The talk is free. Call the 
Matlovich Society at 773-1209 for 
more info. 
,..-. .. _ .. _ .._ .. _ .. _ .._ ..- .. 
Protective Systems 
(207) 797-7799 
USM's Luther Bonney Auditorium 
SA T FEB 13th 8 pm 
ReservationslInformation: 173-9549 
• 24 Hour Central Station 
• Burglar Alarms 
• Fire Alarms 
$2 Discount With this Ad! 
Good only on One $10Regular Admission 
~ Union Station 







Best Beds In Town~ 
• CClV 
• Access Control 
~ .. - .. - .. - .. - .. - .. - .. - .. 
11Ie rabbit doesn't die; will the humans be as lucky? Rnd out Thursday, Feb. 4. 
Portland. All the programs cost $2, $1 for 
members. Pre-registration is required; 
call 797.5483. 
wednesday 10 
• Have a taxing morning: He's the tax 
man,oh yeah, he's the tax mannnn. 
Retired Federal Internal Revenue 
Service Agent Michael J. Maroon 
explains tax benefits you may be 
missing and discusses oft-<>verlooked 
tax advantages and deductions today at 
10:30 a.m. at Ocean View, 52 Falmouth 
Road, Falmouth. 
And Maroon knows taxes. He spent 27 
years as a senior revenue officer with 
the IRS and 12 more years in a private 
tax practice. So get informed before you 
fill out your forms. It's free, so it won't 
tax your budget. 781-4460. 
thursday 11 
• Even prettier than Madonna: Arson 
Garden, a five-piece band that's sort of a 
cross between Sonic Youth, Galaxy 500 
and Mazzy Star, fills Granny Killam's 
~'BETrER -DAYi'~ 
I r;,·t;'rJ(C4l[·]l',liJ·$" I 
I BY OC}M) [ffi'iffi • DIlEClID BY MKWaIWKlN I 
I FEBRUARY 4 - Z8 I 
I ZFOR1 THURSDAYS I 
I FEB. 4nt &. 11nt I 
I I 
1 2 1 
I H4.fF~ I 
L BOX OFFICE: 797-3338 .J ---------
tonight with their melodious, hypnotic 
grunge rock. Lead singer April Combs-
who resembles Madonna but whose 
musical proclivities would send the 
Material Girl right over the borderline-
is known for her stage presence and 
haunting. moaning delivery. (Can grunge 
rock be haunting? Can beauty be 
abrasive? Check out these strange but not 
impossible concepts tonight at 55 Market 
St.) 761-2787. 
friday 12 
• Hot sounds from Iceland: Bassist Skuli 
Sverrisson brings his New York-based 
trio Smash and Grab to cafe no tonight at 
9. The trio also features Jim Black, 
considered by many to be the up-and-
coming jazz drummer in the country; and 
saxophonist Chris Speed, one of the 
founders of the quartet Human Feel. 
The trio plays "straight-ahead post-bop 
jazz, with great soloists and exhilarating 
ensemble work," according to no owner 
Paull,ichter. Smash and Grab will be 
playing mostly original tunes and some 
jazz standards. So grab $6 and go to 20 
Danforth St. for a good time. 
• great music m . great food • great beer & wine 
TIwrs 214 From R",,1.on 
KIlAISE FOUR-
l'h 215 From Rool.on &0 New York 
& Sat 216 TIlE ALAIN MALLET QuAlUET 
feal.urlng Buslst BEN STREET 
T"" 219 Open Poetry Reading 
Wed 2110 Vlnt. Rep. Company'. 
·SEXUAL PERVERSITY 
IN CHICAGO· 
reoervat.lono _Ioome • cl-.l mondaY" 








A comprehensive acting class for 
performance of Shakespearean Text. 
For information call 871 ·9325 
saturday 13 
• Ditties for kiddies: Folk singer and 
songwriter Tom Paxton has been 
perambulating the globe since the '60s, 
singing songs inspired by topics such as 
homelessness, AIDS, plans by the post 
office for post-nuclear mail delivery and 
over-zealous vegetarians. 
Paxton's also created six songbooks, 32 
albums and seven children's books. He'll 
gear his 3 p.m. concert today to younger 
attention spans, performing such kiddie 
favorites as "My Dog's Bigger Than Your 
Dog" and "Are We There Yet?" Tix are $5 
for big and little people; get them at 
Buckdancer's Choice in Portland or at 
Bowdoin College, where Paxton will 
perfonn on campus in Pickard Theater. 
He'll also perfonn in Pickard at 8 p.m. in 
a show for adults, for which tickets are 
$10 in advance, $12 at the door and $8 for 
students &: seniors. Both shows benefit 
Amnesty International. 832-6863. 
$v"".., ..... fw Em."."",." "'eeIcIy HCfIGn8 
...... t be -*veil ", wrftfnt .... floe 11 .. "..,., ""'" 
to pwbllc«lolt. !HIIHI yow C.,."., .. d LJatiIWa 
'1IfomMtion to EIIH UbIIIt, c.co s., "'eeIcIy, 
551A c~ St, PoItI .. d, ME 04101. 
For Your Valentine ..• Flowe ... , Chocola\A)8, Wine 
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YARMOUTH MARKETPLACE 
• 24 US Ilt l.\b"mouth · _11 . ()pon Iloil'. loan to 1OJ;rn • 
Picture yourself in a small, 
intimate cafe enjoying a 
delicious, homecooked meal 




98 PORTlAND STREET. PORTLAND. ME • 773-2091 
20 OIscc Bay Wuldy 
APRIL 17, 1993 DEPARTURE 
GREAT CRUISE AT A GREAT PRICE 
SAVINGS UP TO $1300 PER COUPLE 
• 7 Day Cruise 
• Round trip from Portland 
• Transfer from airport to ship 
• Cabin & meals aboard ship 
• P.O. I D.O. 
• Limited availability 
Young Travel Service 
148 High Street 
Portland, Maine 
207-774-8294 
The "AnchorW crew - (I, to r,) Shoshana Hoose, Karina Odlln and Phil Cormier -Interview Haynes, 
-' 
ANCHOR OF THE SOUL 
Continued from page 15 
N Anchor of the Soul" is the brainchild of Shoshana Hoose, 
features writer for The Portland Newspapers. 
*The seed of the idea began two years ago," says Hoose. "I was 
working on a series of stories for the Maine Sunday Telegram about 
the Talbot family, a black family that's lived in Maine over the past 
200 years. And as I was working on that project, I was really struck 
by two things. One was that almost no work has been done on black 
history in Maine - actually throughout northern New England -
and the other is that there was a really fascinating, important story 
to tell. 
'There's a common presumption that this has been a pretty 
tolerant part of the world," she says. "Maine prides itself on the fact 
that this was the home of Harriet Beecher Stowe, who wrote "Uncle 
Torn's Cabin"; there were many stops on the underground railroad 
in Maine; and Maine sent many many soldiers to fight and die in 
the Civil War. But very few people know that slavery happened 
here; that there was racial segregation here for much of the early 
1800s; and that, even as recently as a generation ago, job 
opportunities for blacks were incredibly limited. So I felt that I 
wanted to do something more, but I didn't know what." 
That "something" turned out to be "Anchor of the Soul," a 
television documentary tracing the history of African Americans in 
Maine. After she completed the series on the Talbot family, Hoose 
teamed up with Karine Odlin, an award-winning film and video 
producer. Hoose and Od1in began to lay the foundation for 
"Anchor" in the summer of 1990. 
On one level, "Anchor of the Soul" is the story of two churches: 
the Abyssinian Congregational Church, which was founded in 1827 
and closed in 1914, and the Green Memorial AME Zion Church, 
which was founded just before the tum of the century and is still 
the vibrant center of Maine's African-American culture. 
(There is a sense in which the two churches are one and the 
same, as many of the members of the new church came over from 
the old, and much of what was begnn at the old church was 
continued in the new. For this and other reasons, Hoose and Odlin 
tend to speak of both churches as "the church.") 
*The reason we chose the church," says Hoose, "is that it has 
really been the focal point of the black community. It was the first 
black church in Maine, and the only black institution in Maine for a 
hundred years or so. It was much more thim just a church in the 
religious sense. 
"In the 1800s," she says, "there were political conventions held 
in the Abyssinian Church for black people throughout Maine and 
New Hampshire. At one time there was a segregated school housed 
in the Green Memorial Church, and more recently t<i1e NAACP met 
there during the civil rights movement. So it's always been a part of 
black community life - not only in Portland, but in the entire 
state." 
H Anchor of the Soul" is also the summation of several unique life 
stories, both contemporary and historical-like that of Moses 
Green, namesake of the Green Memorial Church, who worked as a 
shoeshine at Union Station for much of his life; and Rueben Ruby, 
one of the first African Americans to take part in the California gold 
rush and the man who donated the land on which the Abyssinian 
Church was built. 
Taken as a whole, "Anchor" is a rich, many-faceted story with 
many acts and many players. After 18 months in production, the 
story is only one-third told. 
For some reason, this seems to surprise some people. 
"One of the comments I got recently: says Hoose, "and actually 
I've heard this more than once, was, 'You're doing a film about 
black history [in Maine]? That'll be a short story.' And that's 
absolutely false. It is not a short story. Black people have been in 
Maine since colonial times, and their experiences are dramatic and 
really need to be told." 
Collecting and relating those experiences has been a big job, and 
thus far, Hoose and Odlin have had no lack of human help in 
telling it - most of it voluntary. Dr. Randall Stakeman, director of 
the Afro-American studies program at Bowdoin College, has 
performed yeoman service for the documentary's production 
company, and organizations like the Maine Council of Churches, 
the NAACP and the Association of Black Professionals have 
contributed generous portions of sweat, information and expertise. 
There has also been no lack of funds - usually .the biggest 
hurdle in an endeavor like this. The project has received a major 
grant from the Maine Humanities Council. (It should be noted here 
that more money will be needed to complete " Anchor," and 
therefore donations will be graciously accepted.) 
The only thing" Anchor" lacks is archival material; in particular, 
photographs or other images of African-American life in Maine in 
bygone days. 
"When we tell people we need stuff," says Odlin, "a lot of the 
time they'll say, 'Well, did you call the Maine Historical Society?' 
Or, 'What about this museum or that museum?' Well, there just 
isn' t anything. Very very little material exists in those places. It's 
asking people to look in their attics or go over their scrapbooks-
that's how we're able to find materiaL" 
"When I first called the Maine Historical Society," says Hoose, 
"they told me they only had two photographs of black people. I've 
since gone through thousands of photos there and found more than 
that, but there are very few. 
They're not necessarily 
catalogued; some of them are 
just school pictures, and you 
don't know who anybody is. But they' re images of black people 
living and working here, and that's important." 
A Significant portion of the material Hoose and Odlin have 
collected has come from the community at large. 
"One reason this project has gathered a lot of community 
support," says Hoose, "is that everyone recognizes that there isn't 
anything out there for the general public to learn about this topic, 
and this is going to be a vehicle for that." 
Indeed it will. Hoose and Odlin want to release" Anchor of the 
Soul" for a public television debut next year, on or about Martin 
Luther King Day, and hope that it will be available for release to 
Maine's school systems for (February 1994) Black History Month. 
As stated above, this may also be the vehicle that guarantees 
your immortality. U you have access to any photographs or other 
visual images of African-American life in Maine, do not hesitate to 
send it on. All material will carefully handled, properly credited 
and returned to the owners in a timely manner. If you have such 
material. you can phone the project at 799-9639. Or you can address 
your correspondence to "Anchor of the Soul," 8 Arlington St., 
Portland, ME 04101. en 
-. 
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stage 
"The BIImmo .. Waltz· Portland Stage Company 
presents Paula Vogel's comic fantasy about a young 
elementary school teacher traveling through Europe 
wlth her brother Feb 2·21-Tues·Thurs 7:30 pm. FrI 
8 pm. Sat 5 & 9 pm. Sun 2 & 7 pm (2 pm performance 
only Feb 21). Tlx: $19.50-$28. Portland Sla8e Com· 
pany presents two post-performance programs as 
part of Its expanded humanities program focusing on 
community Issues. Dr. AnthonyMcCann and Marjorie 
Love, M.S.w .. present "AIDS and the Community" 
Feb 7 Immediately following the 2 pm matinee. Dr. 
MarvIn Ellison presents "AIDS and our Culture" Feb 
14 Immediately following the 2 pm matinee. A spe-
cial performance Feb 14 at 7 pm benefits the Names 
Project/Maine and Portland's AIDS Project. 774-
0465. 
"Better DII)"· Mad Horse Theatre Company pre-
sents a comedy about Ray, an unemployed factOl}l 
worker who receives messages from beyond from his 
TV set. Feb 4-28 - Thurs·Sat8 pm. Sun 7 pm - at 
955 Forest Ave. Portland. TIx: $16. $14 seniors and 
students . 797·3338. 
• Blithe Splrtt· City Theater Associates present this 
farce about a novelist delving Into the world of the 
occult Feb 12-28- Fr~Sat8 pm. Sun 2 pm-at 205 
Maine St, Biddeford. Tlx: $12. $10 seniors and kids 
12 and under. 282'{)849. 
"The Lion In Wlnt .. • LA Public Theater presents a 
comedy about power, greed , disloyalty and morals 
set in the 12th century Jan 29-Feb 7 - Thurs-Sat 8 
pm. Sun 2 pm - at31 Maple St. Lewiston. TIx: $10. 
$7 seniors and students . 782·3200. 
Modern Dance F ... tlval USM Theater Department 
presents a collection of newly choreo graphed dances 
by USM students and faculty Feb 10-12 - Wed-Fri 
7:30 pm - in Russell Hall. USM/Gorham. Tlx: $7, 
$6 faculty . staff & seniors. $4 students with ID. 780-
5483. 
"M ... Plggl.Wlggle· Mad Horse Theatre presents a 
delightful series of stories about a woman who lives 
In an upside down house Feb 13·21- Sat 1 & 3:30 
pm. Sun 2 pm, Wed.frl 2 pm - at Nathan Clifford 
Elementary School, 180 Falmouth St, Portland. TIx: 
$5 at door only. 797·3338. 
"Night MIlOt F .. I· The Portland Players present a 
murder mystery set In England during the 1930's In 
wh lell two women are brutally murdered by a cunn Ing 
psychopath Feb 5-6- Frl-Sat8 pm-at420Cottage 
Rd. S. Portland. TIx : $13. $12 seniors and kids. 79g. 
7337. 
"OUr T_n" The students at Waynflete School present 
their version of Thornton Wilder's classic Feb 4-6-
Thurs.frl 7:30 pm. Sat 2 pm - at the Waldron 
Auditorium, SlJIs Hall, Waynflete School, 360 Spring 
St. Portland. Free. Reservations required . 772·6832. 
"SexIIIII Perv_ny In Chl .... o· Vintage Repertory 
Theater presents David Mamet's one-act play that 
follows the relationsh ip of two couples through the 
contemporary sexual game Jan 2O-Feb 17 - Wed 8 
pm - at cafe no, 20 Danforth St. Portland. TIx: $6. 
772-8114. 
"Shirley Valenti ... • The Theater PrOject presents 
this comedy of a woman with caustic wit wry obser-
vation, earthy charm and the mlddl ..... ge blues Jan 
28.feb 14 - Thurs-Sat 8 pm. Sun 2 pm - at The 
Theater Project, 14 School St Brunswick. 72g. 
8584. TIx: $10, $8 seniors and students. 729-8584. 
"SI.t .. Mary Ignatius Explajn.1t All For You· Bates 
theater students present this biting comedy about 
pre-Vatican II parochial school education Feb &-7-
Frl-Sat 8 pm, Sun 2 pm - at the Schaeffer Theatre. 
Bates College, Lewiston. Tlx: $4, $2 students with 
ID. Advance reservation required. 786-6161. 
concerts 
friday 5 
Eliot FI.k (classical guitar) 8 pm. Portland High 
School Auditorium. 284 Cumberland Ave. Portland. 
Tlx: $20. 772·8630. 
Jal11M Wllliamo Trio Uazz) 8 pm. Corthell Concert 
Hall . USM/Gorham. Tix: $8. $4 seniors . students & 
U5M faculty/staff. 780-5555. 
saturday 6 
Rick Charette a. hi. Bubblegum BlInd (benefit for 
USM Child Care Services) 2 pm. USM Campus Gym, 
96 Falmouth St Portland. Tlx: $8, $6 children. 780-
4200. 
DI ....... lon. Saxophone Quartet (saxophone) 8 pm, 
CorthellConcertHall, USM/ Gomam. Free. 78().5555. 
Maine Sute Music ThelOtre and The Portland Sym. 
phony Orcheltra ("Evlta" concert version) 8 pm, 
Portland City Hall Auditorium. 30 Myrtle St. Portland. 
Tlx: $10. $18, $24 & $30. 773-8191 or 1·8()().63g. 
2309. 
sunday 7 
Kathy F_t .. (classical cello) 2 pm. The Center for 
The Arts at The Chocolate Church, 804 Washington 
St. Ba1h . TIx: $10. $8 seniors and students with ID. 
442-8455. 
M..... Muelc Socl.ty (Cole Porter party) 4 pm, 
Ramada Inn, 490 Pleasant St. Lewiston. TIx: $15. 
Reservations required. 
M"n. Sut. MUIIlc TIINt .. and The Portland Sy .... 
phony Orchelt .. ("Evlta' concert version) 3 pm, 
Portland City Hall Auditorium, 30 Myrtle St. Portland. 
Tlx: $10, $18, $24 & $30. 773-8191 or 1.8()().639-
2309. 
P.,_ or American Mllllc (American composers) 3 
pm. Eleanor Ludeke Auditorium. Westbrook College, 
716 Stevens Ave. Portland. Tile $3. 767-2351. 
Erlc a. Jon Strand (organ & trumpet) 7:30 pm. St 




Rail. Four Uazz - not for the timid) cafe no, 20 
Danforth st, Portland. 772-8114 . 
Bob WI .. mon lind Sonny Probe (original political 
music) Geno·s. 13 Brown St. Portland . 772-7891. 
ThIn'" to GrllYny (edgy, bluegrass progressive) 
Granny Klllam 's Industrial Drinkhouse. 55 Market St. 
Portland. 761-2787. 
Babaloot. (folk/rock/blues from Quebec) The Living 
Tree Culture Club, 45 Danforth St, Portland. 874· 
0022. 
The Bicycle Thlev .. (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market 
St, Portland. 774-5246. 
BobJr Project (rock) Old Port Tavem.11 Moulton St. 
Portland. 774-0444. 
John Gorka (folk) Raoul's Roadside Attraction. 865 
Forest Ave. Portland. 773-6886. 
La_ KarMlke with RocklOt Rusty (karaoke) Spring 
Point Cafe. 175 Pickett St, S. Portland . 7674627. 
Jenny Trio (rock) T-Blrds. 126 N. Boyd St. Portland. 
773-8040. 
Open Mic with Lou Moore a. The Skeleton Crow 
(acoustic/dead) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at Port 
Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, Portland. 775-1944. 
DeeJIIY Bob (cutting edge dance) lootz, 31 Forest 
Ave. Portland. 773-8187. 
friday 5 
RII)' Whit. (acoustic) Bramhall Pub. 769 Congress 
St. Portland. 773-9873. 
Allin MaillOt Quartet (stralght'ahead jazz) cafe no, 
20 Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114. 
_. F .... Ind BIIckwMh (original garage rock) 
Geno's, 13 Brown St, Portland. 772-7891. 
Lett ... to Cleo (twangy, folk funk) Granny KlJlam's 
Industrial Drlnkhouse, 55 Mar1<et 51, Portland. 761· 
2787. 
Dammlt Jam and X-Men (alternative rock) The LIVing 
Tree Culture Club. 45 Danforth St. Portland. 874-
0022. 
Elderberry Jam (rock/blues) Moose Alley. 46 Mar1<et 
St. Portland. 774-5246. 
BobJr Project (rock) Old Port Tavem , 11 Moulton St. 
Portland. 774-0444. 
The Rick RUII.II BInd (blues) Raou!"s Roadside 
Attraction. 865 Forest Ave. Portland. 773-6886. 
Red Ught R.vue (R&B) Spring Point Cafe, 175 
Pickett St, S. Portland. 7674627. 
P....,...·2·Peroon (rock) Hlirds . 126 N. Boyd St. 
Portland. 773-8040. 
Magic (pop) Tipperary Pub. Sheraton Tara Hotel . S. 
Portland. 775-6161. 
Styglfted (tTard roek/metal) The Wrong Brothers' Pub 
at Port Billiards. 39 Forest Ave. Portland. 77&-1944. 
saturday 6 
RII)' Whit. (acoustic) Bramhall Pub. 769 Congress 
St. Portland. 773-9873. 
Alain MIllet Quartet (stralght·ahead jazz) cafe no. 
20 Danforth St. Portland. 772-8114. 
Southp_ and Adrenalln Mother (original bootleg,' 
bar roek) Geno·s. 13 Brown St. Portland. 772-7891. 
From Good HOIMI (power acoustic) Granny Kll lam 's 
Industrial Drtnkhouse. 55 Market St. Portland. 761· 
2787. 
Tuanl. (original rock/alternative) Leo's Billiards. 1 
Exchange St. Portland. 828-1111. 
Rockln' Vlbratlolll (reggae) The Living Tree Cu~ure 
Club. 45 Danforth St. Portland . 874'{)022. 
Elderberry Jam (rock/ blues) Moose Alley, 46 Market 
St. Portland. 774-5246. 
BobJr Project (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11 Moulton St. 
Portland. 774'{)444. 
Luth .. "Guitar Junior· Johnson (Chicago blues) 
Raou!"s Roadside AttractioQ. 865 Forest Ave. Port· 
land. 773·6886. 
Red Ught Revue (R8oB) Spring Point Cafe. 175 
Pickett St, S. Portland. 7674627. 
Hot Cllerry PI. (rock) T-Blrlls. 126 N. Boyd St, 
Portland. 773-8040. 
MacIc (pop) Tlppera)" Pub, Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. 
Portland. 775-6161. 
StyJIfIed (hard rock/metal) The Wrong Brothers' Pub 
at Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, Portland. 77&-1944. 
DeelllY SM_ (wo~dbeat) Zootz, 31 Forest Ave. 
Portland. 773-8187. 
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Phoenix Studio 
Invites You to view the wo rks of 
Bill Jacobs of Westbrook 
A unique mixed media 
presentation of reverse painting 























Environmental Policy in a New Administration 
comp,/ling voic'I in Ih, mvironmml4/ debal~ 
February 11 
Energy Policy, Amory Lovins 
March 18 
Sustainable Development, Donella Meadows 
7:00 p.m., First Parish Church, Portland 
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Vice Presiden, AI Gore has been inviced [Q be ,he ,hird speaker in rhc series on March 19.1fhe 
.ccepes our invi,.don people who regis,er for ,he first cwo sessions will receive passes. O,her sots 
will be available [Q ,he general public. 
For more inform3[ion, call780-5900. Cosponsored by the USM Muskie Insd,u'e of Public Affairs 
Department of Community Programs 
A Public Service unit ofUSM 
(;) University of Southern Maine 
Last Chance for h,ve 
A Romantic Evening 
for You and Your Sweetie! 
Fax your Book of Love Valentine 
message to WCLZ the Port 
( they will send it via Cupid 
to Casco Bay Weekly). All 
notes faxed to 98.9 WCLZ 
will be eligible for a 
drawing to win a 
diamond ring from 
SPRINGERS ~, 
a sunset flight over Casco 
Bay from Echo Helicopter 
and a candlelight dinner fur two. 
Be sure to get your valentine in by the deadline -
February 9th. Listen to 98,9 WCLZ THE PORT for 
details, WCLZ THE PORT fax lj.ne is 1-725-5121. 
If you don't fax; then send your valentine to 
Casco Bay mekly, 551A Congress Street, Portland, 
ME 04101. CBW will publish your valentine FREE 
in the Book of Love on February 11th. WCLZ98,9 THE PORT 
..... 
22 CaSal Bay Wukly 
PARTY & WEDDING RENTALS 
"ALL YOLJH WEDDING NEEDS UNDEH ONE HOOF" 
l' White Wedding Tents 
l' White Wooden Chairs 
l' lClbles 
1'Linens 
l' Chafing Dishes 





l' Bridal Accessories 
l' wedding Invitations 
l' paper Products 
l' Favors, cake lbps 
& More 
Save 25% to 70% on selected paper products, 
Stock up on your upcoming wedding, shower or birthdays, 
One Stop Party Shoppe 
767-5966 • 262 Main Street. Rte. t • So. Portland, Maine· t -8()()'244-5966 
HARRIS 
HAS IT 
lIarris OOil QIompaull 
CALL 772-8304 
"We specialize in you" 
385 Main St. P.O. Box 2650 So. Portland, ME 04106 
" .; . ;:. :: . . ; ," 
• We Buy & Sell all 
Types of Cards 
• Full Line of Card 
Boxes & Supplies 
por scar s 
• Large Selection of Spons 
& Non-Spons Cards 
• Factory & Hand 
Collated Sets 
530 Main Street (Rte. 1) South Portland 0 874-0509 
Mon-Fri (11:30-8:00) • Sat & Sun (11:30-6:00) • VISA, MC, DISC 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • 
! 00 ! 
• ® • -: OFF : • • 
• WITH THIS COUPON • 
• On Our Famous • 
: 14 pt. Service : 
• Not valid with any other offer, • 
• Expires 3-31-93, • 
• I Hours: M-F, 8-5:30 • Saturday, 8-4 • 




• SPECIALS • 
• Breakfast Sandwich & Coffee $1.99 
• Cheeseburger, French Fries & 200z. Soda $2.49 
• Soup & Sandwich $1.99 
We Dellver 
- Portland -
- So. Portland -
- Scarborough -
6am -9:30pm 
• Thursday & Friday Night - Prime Rib, Choice of Potato, 
Fresh Vegetable & Homemade Bread $9.95 
And much, much more! 
Stop by Brl's - Home Cooking at it's Best! 
327 Main St. So. Portland 772-3304 • Open Daily 5am - lOpm 
IRA? 
Check with State Farm 
• Competitive Rates on Individual Reliremenl Annuities. 
• Guaranteed Lifetime Income, 
• Waiver of Premium for Disability Option, 




Call for details on coverage. 
costs, I8Strictions and renewability. STEPHEN R. TROMBLEY 
Like a QOOd OOJghbor, 
INSUlANCE 
" 
State Fatm IS there.@ 328 Main Street 
P.O. Box 2218 
So. Portland, ME 
State Farm Ute Insurance Company 
Home Office: Bloomington. Illinois 799-3321 
••• 
-COAL -HAY 
- K .. I -STRAW 
- KINDLING - FIRE WOOD 
- BLUE SEAL PET FOODS 
AND ALL YOUR HARDWARE NEEDS 
JOHN H. DORSEY, D.P.M. 
JOHN B. PERRY, D.P.M. 





Diabetic Footcare X-rays on site 
tening hours available 
1486 BROADWAY #35 u.s. ROUTE 1 
YARMOUTH, MAINE 04096 
207-846·0802 
so. PORTLAND, MAINE 04106 
207-761-3889 
offir;e hours by appointment 
~ ~ , ~ .( . t :i I. J I '. ) 
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clubs 
sunday 7 
Th. Funky BI .... t ... (funky blues) Gritty McDuffs. 
396 Fore St, Portland. 772·2739. 
Des ...... AvlOdoz FIe .... (rhythm) The Living Tree 
Culture Club, 45 Danforth St. Portland. 874-0022. 
Black a Whit. (rock) Old PortTavem, 11 Mou~on St, 
Portland. 774.Q444. 
Th. New Engl.nd electric Quintet (funky jazzfusion) 
Raoul"s Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Port· 
land. 773-6886. 
Comedy Night with Jull. Barr and Billy Wynn (com· 
edy) T·Birds, 126 N. Boyd St, Portland. 773-8040. 
SoI.Uce (acoustic and electric) Wharfs End, 52 
Wharf SI. Portland. 773-0093. 
Doelli)' Bob (request night, no cover) laotz, 31 
Forest Ave, Portland . 773-8187. 
monday 8 
Michael Whl.k.y'. Local Color (rock) Old Port Tav-
em, 11 Moulton St. Portland . 774'()444. 
So.M •• (all blues Jam) Raoul 's Roadside Attraction, 
865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886. 
Open Mlc with Ken Gnmoley (acoustic) Wharfs End, 
52 Wharf St, Portland . 77J.0093. 
Guest Doelli)' (a~ernaUve industrial grunge) lootz. 
31 Forest Ave, Portland . 773-8187. 
tuesday 9 
Stat. Street Traditional Jazz Band (New O~eans 
jazz) Cybele's Bistro, 57 Wharf St, Portl...,d. 775-
6257. 
Ramblln' D8IIStev_ (hotfinger·plclIln' Delta blues) 
Gritty McDuffs, 396 Fore St. Portland. 772·2739 . 
Open Mlc with Evadebrl. Band (b.y.o.) The Living 
Tree Cu~ure Club, 45 Danforth St, Portland. 874-
0022. 
Ume Rocket. trock) Old Port Tallern, 11 Moulton St, 
Portland. 77 4.Q444. 
Annl Clark.nd LI .. Gall.nt (folk) Raoul's Roadside 
Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland . 773-6886. 
Open MJc with Pet., G_on (b.y.o. jam) Spring 
Point Cafe, 175 Pickett St, S. Portland . 767-4627. 
Jim DUlly (acoustic) Wlarfs End . 52 Wharf St, Port· 
land . 773'()()93. 
wednesday 10 
OJ»n Mlc Night (b.y.o.) Geno's, 13 Brown St Port· 
land. 772·7891. 
No Doejll)' Ideejayless dance party) The Living Tree 
Culture Club, 45 Danforth St, Portland. 874-0022. 
a.c ... I .... ' NlglTt (topless) Moose Alley. 46 Market 
St, Portland. 774-5246. 
Ume Rocket. (rock) Old Port Tallem, 11 Moulton St. 
Portland. 774.Q444. 
Dead music (bring )'Our favorite bootlegs) Raoul's 
Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland . 773-
6886. 
Open MIc NtglTt (b.y.o.) T·Blrds, 126 N. Boyd St, 
Portland. 773-6040. 
Open MIc with One of Th .... Thtngs (b.y.o. jam) The 
Wrong Brothers' Pub at Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, 
Portland. 775-1944. 
Doejll)' t.rry (progreSSive dance. chem·free) lootz, 
31 Forest Ave. Portland. 773-8187. 
dancing 
Gott. D.nce, Inc., locations to be announced. Smoke-
and chem·free dances with swing, latin & ballroom 
music Fridays from 9-12 pm & Sundays from 3-6 pm. 
$5. 773-3558. 
TIl. Living T_ Cultur, Club, 45 Danforth St, Port. 
land. African, world beat, reggae ...,d a~ematlve 
rock. Open Tues-Sun. 874-0022. 
M.lne Ballroom, 614 Congress St, Portl...,d. Every 
Sat 9-mldnlght. Cost: $5. No reservations required . 
773.()002. 
Tho Moon, 425 Fore St, Portl...,d. Open nightly, 8 pm 
on ... Naked Thlrstdays: no cover, drinks $1.25 & 
drafts 254: Fr;'Sat until 3 am; Sun·Mon: chem free. 
Cover. $3. 772·1983. 
salut_, 20 Milk St, Portland. Open nightly until 1 
am . No cover. 7744200. 
T·Blrd'., 126 N. Boyd St, Portland. Sun: comedy 
night; weekdays: special events: Frl & Sat rod< & 
roll, dance. 773-8040. 
Zootz, 31 Forest Ave, Portland. Wed: cham·free; 
Thurs: cutting edge dance: Frl: live national acts: 
Sun: request night; Man: a~ernatlve/grunge guest 




PortI.nd Photog.aphlc. 85 York St, Portland . Open-
Ing reception Feb 11 from 3·8 for 'Portland 
Photographlcs, The FirstTen Years," a retrospective 
exhib~ion covering all photographic genres and In· 
cludlng works by Sam Abell, William Albert Allard, 
Jacll Bungham, Katie Fagan, Semie Meyers and 
Rose Marasco. Showing through March 6. Hours: 
Mon.fri 8:3Q.5:30. 774-6210. 
Raffl_ Cal. Book.tore 355 Congress St, Portland. 
Opening reception Feb 4 from 5-7 for paintings by 
Sara Crisp. Show runs through Feb 28. Hours: Sun 
12·5, Mon-Tues & Fri 9:15-5:30, Wed·Thurs 9:15-8. 
761·3930. 
around town 
D.nforth G.llery 34 Danforth St, Portland. "Refiec· 
tlons from Downeast," the works of artists Leslie 
Bowman, Susan Dowley, Katie MacGregor, Elizabeth 
Ostrander and Ken Schiano. Show runs through Feb 
6. Gallery hours: Wed·Sat 10-5. 77 5-6245. 
Lewl. Gallery Portland Public Library, 5 Monument 
Square, Portland . Experimental photography exhibit 
featuring work by Donna Lee Rollins shows through 
the month of February. Hours: Mon, Wed & Fri 9-6; 
Tues & Thurs 12·9; Sat 9·5 . 871·1758. 
Phoenix Studio 630 Forest Ave, Portland. Reverse 
paintings on stained glass by Bil l Jacobs. Showing 
through Feb 28 . Hours: Tues·Fri 1()'5, Sat 10-4. 774· 
4154. 
Th. Photo Gallery Maine College of Art, 619 Con-
gress St, Portland. The photos of Mona Jimenez 
show through Feb 12. Gallery hours: Mon·Thurs 8:30 
am·9:30 pm , Frl 8:3Q.5, Sat·Sun 11-4. 775·3052. 
Pine Tree Shop and Bayview Gallery 75 Market SI. 
Portland. Group show of gallery artists Including 
carol Sebold, CarolContl, David Clough, Tina Ingraham 
and Greer Morton. Through February. Gallery hours: 
Mon·Sat 9:30·5:30. 773-3007. 
PortI.nd Chamber 01 Com....,c. 145 Middle St, 
Portland. The work of Maine artIsts Tim Calleny, 
Mami Lawson, Martha Oatway and Steve Sechak. 
Show runs from through Feb 22. Gallery hours: Mon· 
Fri 8-5. 772·2811, ext 223. 
Portland Musoum of Art Seven Congress Square, 
Portland. Hours: Tues. Wed, Fri & Sat10-5, Thurs 10-
9. Sun 12·5. Admission: adults S3.50, senior cit> 
zens and students with ID $2.50, youth 6-18 $1, 
children 5...,d under are free. Museum admission Is 
half·prlce 10-noon Saturday. 773-2787. 
*Artlob You loIt.: Monet, R_I •• nd Other Me. 
t ... Works by European masters of the past two 
centuries from the Joan Whitney Payson Collection 
and other private lenders. 
*An .. 1 Adams: Th. E •• ly V •••• Seventy-seven rare 
photographs, Including some of Adams ' earliest 
work at Yosemite. Showing through Feb 7. 
*The Scott M. Black Collection A sampling from 
Scott Black's 19th- and 2Oth-eentury paintings and 
sculptures, Including works byChagal1 and Toulouse· 
Lautrec. 
Th.saamen'. Club 1 Exchange St, Portland. 'Down 
East Flair: A Holiday Art Show, " the work of Annette 
Lavallee and HeatherK. Baker. Through Feb 14. 772· 
7311. 
Th.SblnGaliery 20 Milk St, Portland.'ArcMectural 
Constructions: spectacular buildings In clear and 
black glass by George Ponzinl, shows through to Feb 
28. Gallery Hours: Mon·Sat 11·6. Sun 11·5. 772· 
9072. 
USM Art Gallery College Avenue, Gomam. "Ritual 
and Community: The Maine Grange," a photographiC 
exhibition by Rose Marasco. Show runs through Feb 
11. Gallery hours: Sun-Thurs 12-4. 780-4200 . 
out of town 
_nCott ... Museum of ArtWalker Art Building. 
Bowdoin College, Brunswick. The museum Is open to 
the public free of charge. Hours: Tues·Sat 10-5, Sun 
2·5. 725-3275. 
*Robert V.n V'8IIken Architectural Landscapes of 
the Unconscious. Showing through Feb 2B. 
* Love and Death Prlntmakers Interpret the Classics .. 
Showing through Feb 28. 
*SylYla Dyer Paintings on view through February in 
Mou~on Union, LancasterLounge. Hours: Mon-Thurs 
7 am·12:30 am, FrJ.Sat 7 am.2 am, Sun 7 am·11 pm. 
Tho C.nt., lor tho Arts et Th. Chocolete Chu.ch 
804 Washington St, Bath. Paintings by Robert 
Haml~on . Showing through Feb 28. Hours: Tues·Fri 
9-4, Sat 12-4. 442-8627. 
Corlscan R_urant 9 Mechanic 51. Freeport. Oil 
paintings and pen-and-Ink drawings byValerle Wallace. 
Hours: dally 11:3Q.9. 865-9421. 
C., 01 the Loon Art lI.ttary Route 302, S. Casco. 
Photographs of Peter R. Jacobson. Showing through 
Feb 26. Gallery hours: dally 9:30-5:30. 655-5060. 
Icon COfttempor • ., Art 19 Mason St, Brunswick. 
Grou p show featuring new wor1<s by gallery artists 
showing through March 13. Hours: Mon·Frll·5 . 725-
8157. 
O'F ... all G.tt." 58 Maine SI. Brunswicll . 'Master 
Prints," a selection of prints, lithographs and etches 
by gallery artists. "Russian Icons: paintings by 
Debby Atwell. Both show through March 17. Gallery 
hour.s: Tues·Sat 1()'5. 729-8228 . 
Art & Soul continued on page 24 
Foresters for Great Northern Paper have 
been traveling throughout the state of Maine 
for four years speaking before various service 
clubs and organizations. If your group would 
be interested in hearing one of our foresters 
speak, we would welcome the invitation. 
For more information, call or write: 
Annette Haskell 
Great Northern Paper 
Public Relations Department 
One Katahdin Avenue 
Millinocket, Me 04462 
(207) 723-5131, Ext. 1229 
~BoWATER 
Great Northern Paper 
Millinocket . filst Millinocket . Nnslruille Plnntntioll 
Are You Sick of 
Drinking, Yet? 
\ .... ~ii$n.;.uThe professionals at Jackson Brook Institute are offering 
a free workshop designed to explain why abstinence 
alone is not enough to break an addiction. 
You will learn what steps you need to take to develop 
a sober lifestyle. 
Dr. Carolina Haverty, a highly respected addictionologist, will 
explain the disease of dependency and Dotti Farr, LMSW, LSAC, 
will describe the recovery process. 
If you or someone you love has been having problems because of the 
use of drugs, including alcohol, please plan to attend. 
Reservations are not required for this free program. 




(At the Maine Mall, take the road that runs West between 
Toys 'R Us and the new Lexus dealership). 
Or, call us at the number below for more information. 
- < 
I 






February 2 -21 
The Baltimore Waltz 
by Paula Vogel 
directed by Greg Leaming 
A wild theatrical fantasy, as broadly comic 
as it is complex and poignant. After con-
tracting a life-threatening illness, a young 
elementary school teacher travels through 
Europe in search of sexual fulfillment and a 
cure for her disease, while her brother be-
comes embroiled in a mysterious intrigue 
with the sinister Harry Lime and a stuffed 
rabbit. A moving and inspiring piece of 
theater. 
Box Office 774-0465 
Performance A Seats H Seats 5tu./5 
TIWfTIV5u7 $19.50 516.50 514.50 
F8I5a9 523.50 520.00 518.00 
5u2 525.50 523.00 S20.50 
5a5 528.00 525.00 523.00 
Special performance to benefit The AIDS Project 
and The Names Project/Maine on February 1 4 at 
7 PM. Call the Box Office for details. 
How do you say, 
. :.- ... 1: :.'.' 
,, " :::.;: ;: 
'ii:I:II! .•• I:· :::' 'Hill":, •.. ,., 
.: .,. '.'.::.. ,." "' :: ... , '. :: , ' . .' :: ~: l~! j! 1: 
It's all in 
the cards 
at • JUSTMf.t 












your own hair to 
create more hair 
permanently! 
ADDrnOnALLOQJnons 
Bcmgol· n. VClssolboro. BurHngton. YT 
A Valentine)s Day Natural 
Merrymeeting Bay Pewter Pin © 
LOVELL DESIGNS 
Please visit our new showroom in the Olel Port 
displaying our complete line of Nature-Inspired jewelry. 
26 Exchange St., Portland 
828-5303 
PRESIDENTS DAY SALE 
Now thru Feb. 21 st • All Fall Merchandise 
250/0, 40% & 50% OFF 
ALREADY REDUCED PRICES 
FOR A TOTAL SAVINGS OF 50%-75% 
Mikasa Building 
31 Main St. 
Freeport, ME 
865-3158 OPEN DAILY 





Gifts of Environmental Consciousness 
49 Exchange St. ' Old Port 
Maine Mall, S. Portland 
Rockingham Park, Salem, NH 
Art & Soul continued from page 23 
art 
The T'-ter Project GaUery 14 School St. Brunswick. 
"Glimpses of the Greek Islands: photographs by 
Bruce Kennett showing through Feb 14. Hours: 
Thurs-Sat 7-8 pm. Sun 1-2 pm, or by appointment 
7298584. 
TIIomIo. Memorial Ubrary 6 Scott Dyer Rd, Cape 
Elizabeth. "Incipient Imagery, "an exhibit of prints, all 
paintings and drawings by Lori A. Tremblay showing 
through Feb 20. Hours: Mon. Wed, Frl-Sat 9-5; Tues 
& Thurs 9-9. 799-1720. 
Union <II M81n. Ylsu81 Artists, Inc. 19 Mason St. 
Brunswick. "Air Quality," an exhibit of artists' re-
sponse to aIr quality. Show runs through Feb 24. 
Gallery hours: Man-FrI1-5. Sat 12-4. 737-4749. 
W.llehIon UbNry Saint Joseph's College, W1ndham. 
Photography by Jay York shows Feb 8-26. Hours: 
Mon·Thurs 7:30-11. F~-Sat lo.5. Sun noon-11. 829-
6766. 
other 
_ Lectu .. The LIberal Arts Departmentof Maine 
College of Art presents" Art. Justice and the Earth," 
a series of lectures. readings and discussions on the 
artlst's response to contemporary Issues of Justice. 
The following lectures are scheduled for the series: 
"The Politics of Looking Back: Images, Bodies and 
Self-llepresentatlon In Working Class Struggle" Feb 
4; readings and discussions presented by poet Gary 
Lawless andessaylstAQthonyWalton March 4; "How 
to Become a Political Artist/Instant Pariah" March 
18; discussions with Lisa Hunter. President of Maine 
Crafts Association. and Michael Shoognessy, chair 
of the Art Department at USM, April 8. All lectures are 
held at'the BaxterBulldlng, Maine College of Art. 619 
Congress St. Portland. Free. 775-5155. 
CaUlllnlphera Ce1 .... lIIIon The Calligraphers of Maine 
celebrate their 11th anniversary Feb 6 at 1 pm In 
Room 425, Luther Bonney Hall. USM/Portland. There 
wHI be a preview of the 1993 Scribal Variations 
Exhibit. calligraphy bazaar, Workshop Show & Tell 
Exhibit and door prizes. 79!Hl657. 
The _k Fanta.tlc ArtIst Randy Fein presents a 
hands-on workshop on mask making Feb 7 from 1-4 
pm at Portland Pottery, 118 Washington Ave. Port· 
land. Students are encouraged to bring objects such 
as bones, feathers, stones, beads and shells. Cost 
$25. 772-4334. 
Ya .... ArtIu .. ls Iookl ng for Maine Craftspeople to 
participate 1n their jurled, retail craft coopera~ve. 
Jury dates for 1993 are Feb 9, April 13, Aug 10 and 
Oct 12. Applications are available by contacting 
Yankee ArtIsan. 56 Front St. Bath. 44~215. 
sense 
Ac ....... 1c R.adl,.. Members of the l1beral Arts 
Department at Maine College of Art present their 
works Feb 11 at 7 pm at The Baxter Building. 619 
Congress St. Portland. The reading Is held In conJunc-
tion with the college'sannual faculty exhibition. Free. 
775-5152. 
Book R .... n' MaIne author Monica Wood reads 
from her novel "Secret Language" f1Ib 6from 1-2:30 
pm at Greater Bookland, Mall Plaza, S. Portland. 
773-4238. 
IIrMkIIIR Lecture Justice Vincent McKuslck deliv-
ers "Exporting Democracy: his experience with the 
newly emerging democracy In one of the republics of 
the former S<wIat Union Feb 9 at 7:30 am at The 
Portland Marrlot. 200 Sable Oaks Drive, S. Portland. 
Continental breakfast served. Cost $5. free for 
students and World Affairs Council members. 78o. 
4551. 
BudCet Cuts and HlaJIer Education Six USM un ions 
and the USM Student Senate has organ Ized an open 
discussion of the USM community and the state 
legislators concerning the recent round of cutbacks 
and proposed budget cuts aimed at hIgher education 
Feb 5 from 12-1:30 pm In Campus Center A, Band 
C. USM/Portland. 780-5944. 
Documentart .. Grant Kester. co-edltor of the arts 
Joumal "Afterlmll8e: lectures on "The InsIstent In-
dex: Documentary In Contemporary Television " Feb 9 
at 4 pm In the Hastings Formal Lounge, USM/ 
Gorham. Free. 780-5460. 
W1m.r Lectur. Serl_ The Spring PoInt Museum 
presents "Saving the Past for our Future," a winter 
lecture and discussion series Feb 4, Feb 18 and 
Mar~h 4 at 7 pm. Presenters Include some of 
Malne's leading conservators who will discuss the 
followIng topics: Conservation of 19th Century Land-
scape Murals, Conservation of a Painting on Paper 
and Archaeological Conservation: Update on the 
Snow Squall Project. Cost $3 per lecture. The 
museum Is located at Southern Maine Technical 
College, Ford Road, S. Portland. 799-6337. 
wellness 
Dlecw.,AlchemyThe Sacred Child Institute InVItes 
you to attend a lecture and discover the art of 
transforming subconscIous lead Into gold Feb 10 
from 5:30-7 pm at The Saa'ed Child Institute, SUite 
505. 142 High St, Portland. Free. B23Q988. 
Health SC ..... lng Have }'Our blood pressure and 
cholesterol measured and get clear, practical In for· 
matlon about healthy eating at the Hea ithy Neighbors 
Heart Health Screening offered Feb 10 from 10 am· 
1 pm at the Front Street Community Center. 50 Front 
St, Portland and Feb 18 from 11 am-2 pm at the 
Sagamore Village Community Center, Cabot Street. 
Portland. Cost: $5. 874-8300 X8784. 
Heart Saver COIl'" USM Lifeline offers a CPR adu~ 
and pediatric heart saver course Feb 9 from 6-9 pm 
at the USM Portland Campus Gym. Falmouth St, 
Portland. Registration deadline is Jan 22. 780-4170. 
Medical Seminars Brighton Medical Center presents 
"A Time For You," a medical seminar series to allow 
women to better understand the physiology of their 
own body and the changes they may expect. The 
workshops are conducted in an informal setting with 
medical professionals. The next program is "Breast 
Disease, A Closer Look· on Feb 4 at 7 pm in the Third 
Floor Board Room, Brighton Medical Center, 335 
Brighton Ave, Portland. Free. Call 89H1035 for 
reservation. 
family 
Children'. Museum <II MaIne invites kIds to partici· 
pate In the following activities: Pre·school Computer 
Workshop - a variety of computer software learning 
packages for pre-schoolers and parents to leam and 
share every Tues from 10 am· 12 pm: After·school 
Computer Workshop for elementary school children 
every Wed from 3:15-4:15 pm; Create beautiful 
glitter and lace Valentines Feb B from 10·11 am (pre· 
school) and from 3:3o.5 pm (after-school). The mu· 
seum Is located at 746 Stevens Ave, Portland. 797· 
5483 to pre-register. 
Portland Public Ubrary invites children to enjoy its 
upcoming programs: Tales for Twos Feb 5 at 10:30 
am; Family Story Time Feb 6 at 10:30am: Preschool 
Story Time Feb 8 at 10:30 am; Finger Fun for Babies 
Feb 10 at 9 :30 am; Preschool Story Time Feb 10 at 
10:30 am; Tales for Twos Feb 12 at 10:30 am. The 
library's located at 5 Monument Square, Portland. 
871-1700. 
Portland Rec:r .. tlon offers the following programs at 
the Reiche Community Center, 166 Brackett St, 
Portland: Mom's Sticky Fingers, My Messy Hands 
Feb 6, 13, 20 & 27 from 11-11:45 am; Toddler 
Tumbling Feb 6, 13, 20 & 27 from lo.10:45 am; 
Kid's Only Aerobics on Wed evenings from 5:15-6 
pm; Parent's Night Off Feb 12 from 6-10 pm. Cost: 
$7-$12. Registration requIred. 874-8793. 
Theater CI ..... The Theater Project Invites student 
to participate In two Young People's Theaterclasses. 
"Smokestacks. Pumps and Dumps: an envlronmen· 
tal theater piece Introducing students to Improvlsa· 
tlonal techniques for creative live theater, Is open to 
students In grades 6-8. The class meets F~ after· 
noons starting Feb 5 from 3:30-5 pm. "Short Stuff,· 
open to students in grades 1-3, creates a collage of 
short theater pieces based on nursery rhymes and 
children's poetry. The class meets Man afternoons 
starting March lfrom 3:3o.5 pm. The Theater Project 
is located at 14 School St, Brunswick. Call 729-8584 
for Info and regIstration. 
~ 
sweat 
African Dane. CI ... The Casco Bay Movers Dance 
Studio offers an African dance class for all levels of 
dancers Feb 6 from 1·2:30 pm at the studio at 151 
st. John St. Portland. Cost: $10, 871·1013. 
Aquatic Fltn ..... Aerobics USM Lifeline offers a lo. 
week session of aquatic ~tness and aqua-aerobics 
starting Feb 8. Aquatic fitness classeS are Mon. Wed 
& Fri at 6 am at the Riverton Pool. and Mon, Wed & 
Fri at 6 pm at the S. Portland Municipal Pool. Aqua· 
aerobics classes are Man, Wed & Frl at 6:45 am at 
the Riverton Pool. 780-4171 for registration . 
Maine Handicapped Skllng Is registering teams for 
its annual SkI-a-Than fund raising event to be held 
March 20 at Sunday River Ski Resort In Newry. 
PartiCipants receive a complimentary lilt ticket, T· 
shirt, lunch and a barbecue dinner. Prizes are awarded 
to some of Individuals and teams raising over $1,000 
In pledges. Individuals or companies interested in 
coordinaUng a team should contact MHS Ski Center, 
Sunday River Ski Resort, RR2, Box 1971, Bethel, ME 
04217. 824·2440. 
Maine Outdoor Adventu .. Clubbrings together people 
who enjoy the outdoors. MOAC offers trips and 
events to people of all skill levels, beginner to expert. 
Upccmlng: Feb 5·7. Rangely camp skIIng & 
snowshoeing (828-1532); Feb 13. Haystock Notch 
cross-country skIIng ( 874-0(97); Feb 13-15, Lake 
Moxie camp cross-country skiing & snowshoeing 
(772·2311); Feb 13-15, cross-country skIIng at 
Millinocket Lake (777-1767). For updated trip Info, 
call the OUtdoor Hotline at 774-1118. For club and 
membership Information call 781-5033. 
SpeedskJotln, The Maine Speedskatlng Club holds 
weekly practice sessions at various rinks. Practices 
will be Feb 14, 21 and 28 from 6 :1o.7:10 pm at the 
North Yarmouth Academy Arena, Yarmouth. Cost 
$13, $10 children. Hockey or ~gure skates are fine. 
926-4808. 
St ... A ... obIc. PlIII USM Lifeline offers a lo.week 
session to shape, tighten and define your muscles 
starting Feb 8. Classes are Mon. Wed & Frl from 
6:15-7:15 am and 5:30-6:30 pm at USM campus 
Gym, 96 Falmouth st. 780-4638 for registration. 




Friday, February 5. 8;00 pm 
Classical guitarist Eliot Fisk has attained musical 
nirvana with his instrument. He displays 
remarkable control and technical mastery. His 
mentor, the late Andres Segovia called Fisk "one 
of the most brilliant, intelligent and gifted 
musical artists of our time." 
'What's difficult is trying to come up with new 
ways to describe how good he is." 
Brian Bedford 
One-Man Shakespearean Show 
The Lunatic, The Lover & The Poet 
TIck." $20 
Monday, February 8, 7;30 pm 
Brian Bedford, Tony Award 
winner and Shakespearean 
veteran, brings a one-man 
tour de force of the Bard's 
best to Portland. Bedford 
weaves a portrait of 
Shakespeare, the. man, in 
this one-man show. Included 
are scenes from several plays 
Dallas Morning News PorU.ad HICb School Auditorium 
including 'Twelfth Night," 
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26 01500 Bay ~y 
MA!~rX 
welcomes Laurie Hughes 
5 years experience in all 
phases of hair care. 
(Including specialty braiding.) 
• February Special: " 
All Redken Permanent Waves 
$40.00 
Walk-ins Welcome! 
13 Royal Ave., Freeport 865-9214 
Hours: Mon.-Thurs. 9-6:30, Fri. 9-4:30, Sal. 8-3 
• • • Show someone in your life 
that you care ... 
VALENTINE'S DINNER at 
• • 
Local~ 1 mile north of Route !!O2 
on Rl 85 in Raymond. 
Reservalions'Accepled • 655-7841 
Visa & Me Accepted 





Dinner 5-9, rues - Sal' Dinner 5·8, Sunday 
Reservations AppreciaJed 




• CALL IN PORTLAND: 
A Live Call in with 
Mayor Charles Harlow (1 hr.) 
• BACKYARD MAINE: Dream Gardens (112 hr.) 
• SEBAGO MAGAZINE: Cabin Fever (1/2 hr.) 
• OPEN SPACE LECTURE: 
Urban Linkages ... 
New Trail Networks. (1 hr.) 
Programs prem~re frl 1-' Opm, and are repealed Sal.- Mon.1-4 
& 7-lOpm and Tues ., Wed., & Thurs. 9am-noon. 
Cab~ Channel 31 In Portland, So. Porlland, Cape Elizabelh, 
falmoulh, & Scarbcrough. Channel var~s in Gorham. 
"How long does gelling thin take?" 
Winnie the Pooh 
484 STEVENS AVE., PORTLAND 772-3961 
I 'Iripp's---or- SPECIAL 
:1 FAMILY EYEWEAR 20 On 
FREE Ultra Violet 71: 
Shield and Tint -
I with purchase 01' Off Total B ... I 'J wirh IhlS cowpon I 
I eyeglasses Moltlh of February Only I 
With Coupon Expires 212M)3 Voted Best Ethnic o..J.' 
I 600 Congress St., Ptld. 7n-8368 W 1992. ***112 Maine Sunday r I 
II F",ParkbtgforCuslo",.,. T.AeleJ,ramh· BaeernandRWiene Sservtaed·U rant __ . ' II ill Cong"" BllilJiIIg Pukillg LoI TO __ 
I on High Slrllhut 10 011"10,, I 88 Exc'i:ngt SI. " Portland" 773-3431 I 
t 
iPRESTIGIOUSLY-IMMACULA1E T -SAVE 20°/; - - - - - or-- --i 
I Professional Auto Detailing o.i I ON ROLLER .REEFING I 
: $ 25 off ~ : SAVE 1~~~·:r;1 cm~ : 
II detailing special liON NEW HOOD SAILS! : 
$ CALL: (207) 828-0003 I (reg. 1001 I FAX: (207) 774-7035 I 
I Complete reconditioning package inside and out. I l=>ortlan.d Sail I 
I Includes double carnuba wax and Scotchguarding. I and RIGGING CO I 
I I - SAIL\L.KFR!' I 
Todd A. Burnham 823-5991 58 Fore Street, Portland. 828-0003 Expres 2128/93 
~-------------------+-------------------~ I wijh this coupon . expires FabrUOf)' 27, 1993 I Knitting· Spinning' Weaving· Supplies' Instruction I 
I S I HAIRCUT Withh~~s~:~:'~1srUldef I , 0(' I 
I FOffirst-timers. WE USfANDRECOIv'MEND I 15°1
0 
OFF ~!t?"et 111 I 
I ~ Welcome formef m t· I f( .JJ LtV I 
I customersS8 a fiX· I Sh" \ Cfjr/)lfn I 
I ESSENTIALS I New tpment , WUv o.i I 
I Tan 10 visnsl $24 • Former I of Sirdar's ~ I customers $22 • Perms start $30. NOW 20°/. OFF 
I I Color Soft 2000 & Balmoral Luxury Yams 
ve 
: : wtth thiS coupon expires 2/12/93 I 
lJ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ lL ~4~S ~ 2:. ~b~~ (acr~f~ ~ ~aza2: ~s:::a~o-:: ~-~~I 
I 
I the andersen stUdio 
I 
I 20 - 50% sale 
I only at 
I 125 john roberts rd. #4 
south portland 50 Maine Mall Ad .• So. portland, Maine 04106·774-3712 
I TANNING SPECIAL 
I bird and animal scuiptules.bowis and vases of o..i. l 
I fine stoneware mode In maine for over 40 yeors. ~I $39.90 per month - unlimited 
I open: 8:30-5.00m-f 773-8415 I $6 00 . ·t ~
I receive qddltlonal 10% off with this coupon . I or . per VISI ~  
L--_____________ ....Jl ___________________ ...l __________________ --
Art & Soul continued from page 2S 
our 
towns 
Bean SuIII*' The Riverton SChool P.T.O. Invites you 
to attend a baked bean supper Feb 6 from 4-7 pm at 
the Riverton SChool Gafeteria, 1600 Forest Ave, 
Portland. Supper includes baked beans, hot dogs, 
cole slaw, rolls and cake. Cost: $31n advance, $4 at 
door. 
Beans Again Enjoy three kinds of baked beans, hot 
dogs, cole slaw, hot biscuits and homemade pies 
Feb 6 from 5-6:30 pm ata Pl'bllc baked bean supper 
sponsored by The Triangle Club of Casco Lodge #36 
AF &AM. The supper Is held at the dining room on Mill 
Street, Yarmouth. Cost $4, $2 kids age 5-12, Free 
for kids under 5. 84&4724. 
etc 
Amn .. ty International Group #355 holds Its monthly 
meeting Feb 9 at 7 pm at Merrill Memorial Library. 
Main St, Yarmouth. Interested persons are welcome 
to attend. For more Info contact Group Coordinator at 
846-1046 or write to P.O. Box 364. Yarmouth. ME 
04096. 
Dlv"",e Perspectives Topical group discussions on 
Adult Children and Divorce and Intimacy and Bound-
aries Feb 10 at 7:30 pm at WOodfords Congrega-
tional Church. Support group for people facing pmb-
lems in divorce meets year·round Weds at 7:30 pm 
In Woodfords Congregational Church, 202 Woodfords 
St, Portland. Dona~on of $1.50 requested. 774-
HELP. 
Drum Clinic Bang on your drum all day at Alan 
Dawson's drum clinic Feb 5 from 2-3:30 pm at 
Corthell Concert Hall, USM/Gorllam. Cost $10. $5 
students and seniors. 78()'5126. 
Enrtched Golden Age C.nt .. lnvltes men and women 
60 and over to dally luncheons at 297 Cumberland 
Ave. Portland. Meal at noon. The following programs 
are offered at 12:30 pm: Valen~ne part)! with card 
exchange and entertainment, Feb 10; slng-a-Iong 
with Janet Moore and origami, Feb 17; February 
birthdays with music by Beau & Daile Feb 24. Dona-
tion: $2.50. 774-6974. 
Lots of land Kennebec Valley CoHouslnp; holds an 
Informational meeting Feb 4 fmm 7-9 pm at Allen 
Avenue Unitarian Church. 524 Allen Ave. Portland. 
The group has purchased 190 acres of land In 
Readfield and their goal Is to establish environmen-
tal stewardship and sustainable agrlcultutre. This 
land is affordable to any Income and aIIailable to all 
ages and family types. You could be a resident and 
help design your own community. 772-3245. 
March on W •• hlngton Planning and organizing mee 
Ing for the march on Washington for LeSbian. Ga 
and Bisexual Equal Rights meets Feb 8 at 7 pm at 
amPl's Center. Room B, USM/Portland. 874-2949. 
P .. cUl.1on Work.hop Michael Wingfield teaches an 
Afro-Caribbean percussion workshop Feb 6 from 3-5 
pm at Casco Bay Movers Dance Studio,151 Sl John 
St, Portland. The workshop Introduces rIlythmlc idI-
oms used In Afro-Caribbean music. Bring congas. 
bells and claves If you halle them. Cost: $15. 871· 
1013. 
Pottland Taxpayers Aoaoclatlon meets Feb 7 at 1 
pm to discuss propert)!tax Increases. The meeting Is 
held atTheltalim Heritage Center, 40 Westland Ave. 
Portland. 
Trout Unlimited holds its monthly meeting Feb 9 at 
7:30 pm at Verlllo's Restaurant. 155 Riverside Dr. 
Portland. The pnogram features a presentation on 
fishing the Yellowstone waters and the Green River 
In Wyoming and an update on the status of local 
waters. Newcomers welcome. 84&3121. 
help 
ACOA Open MeetlICS Sundays from 6 :3()'8 pm at 
Jackson Brook Institute, 175 Running Hill Road . S. 
Portland. 883-5006. 
Adol...,ent Recovery Teens In recovery from addic-
tion meet Thurs from 4-5:30 pm. 773-3000. 
Adv ..... cy .. ReI."al Service. The Nelghborllood 
Improvements Program at Portland West Neighbor-
hood Planning Council provides advocacy and refer-
ral services to Portland's low-income residents In 
such areas as food, housing. educa~on government 
assistance programs and more. 775-0105. 
The AIDS Project (TAPI sponsors the following 
support groups: HIV-negative partners ofHIV-posl~ve 
persons. Mondays from &7:30 pm; HIV-posltive 
persons and all Who halle been affected, Tuesdays 
from 10:3().noon; HIV-posiUve persons, Thursdays 
from 5:3(). 7 :30; women with HIV /AIDS, IWIce-a-month 
from 1:15-2:45. Groups meet at 22 Monument 
Square on the fifth floor. Other support groups: 
mothers, sisters and loved ones of HIV-posiUve 
people. every other Wed at 6:30 pm (group begins In 
Januaryl; women's support group. second & fourth 
Tues of each month. Call TAP for 10catlons.The 
groups are facilitated byTAPcase managers with the 
Pl'rpose of making a space for those affected by AIDS 
to share their feelings and concems In a confidential 
setting. 774-68 77. 
Alphli One Peer Support Meeting for Individuals with 
disabilities and other Interested parties. Two month Iy 
meetings: third Thurs of everymonth,l-3 pm at 1700 
Broadway West, S. Portland; third Tues of every 
month, 5-7 pm at 100 State SI, Portland. 767-2189. 
Alliane. for Mentally III of Maine, a statewide 
organization representing families with mental II. 
ness. now offers family respite services for those 
caring for adults with mental illness. This free service 
allows families to have time away from theircaregiving 
responsibilities. For more Informa~on call 622-5767 . 
Alzheimer'. DI'ea.e Support Group meets the sec-
ond Mon each month at 7:30 pm in West SCarborough 
MethodlstChurch , Route 1. SCarborough. 883-2871. 
A.R.T.S. Anonymouo A 12-step support group for 
creative people In recovery meets Mondays at 7 pm 
at St Luke's Cathedral. Use Park Street entrance. 
Battered Women'. Support GrouPII For information 
about these free and confidential groups call The 
Family Crisis Shelter at 874-1973. 
The Center for Grieving Children is a non-profit 
organization to help children grieving the loss of a 
parent. sibling or other loved one. Support groups 
meet Wed & Thurs nights and are divided by ages. 
Free services to children & families. 874-2878. 
Children Affected by HIV /AiDS meets the third Sat 
of the month from 1-3. 761-1872. 
Crohn'. 01 ..... and CoIlti. support group meets 
every third Thurs from 7-8:30 pm in Room 3, the -
Dana Center. Maine Medical Center, Portland. 878-
8234. 
Chronic Fatigue Syndrome" Abromyalga support 
group provides monthly education programs. re-
source information and group discussions held In a 
supportive health care envimnment. Support group 
meets the third Thurs of the month in Classroom #4 
of Dana Health Medical Center, Maine Medical Cen· 
ter, Portland . 839-8776. 
Depressed/Manic Depre.sed (DMDI meets every 
Mon from 7-9 pm at the Dana Auditorium. room 2. 
Maine Medical Center, Bramhall St, Portland. 77 4-
HELP. 
Dy.functlonal Families Adultchildren seeking recov-
ery meet Tues . 773-3000. 
Eld .. Abuse A group of Individuals, concerned about 
issues affecting the elderly, halle started a group in 
Portland. 773-0202. 
ElderCa,. So. Maine Area on Aging offers a ten-week 
series of caregiver Information and su pport groups in 
the Portland and Biddeford areas beginning Feb 15. 
Cost: $30. Call 775-6503 for info and registration. 
· Empow .. rnent Group for Women is now forming. 
Aimed at helping women face and overcome anxiety 
symptoms, low self-esteem, depression, etc., via 
assertiveness training, role-playing, spirituality and 
Joumaling. 874-0158. 
Family Members with Mental IIIn ... ? A support 
group-The Alliance for the Mentallyill-meets the 
second & fourth Wed of every month, from 7-8:30 pm 
at 12 Cedar St. Portland. 772-5057. 
Filth ... United for EqUIII JUltica Support group for 
non-custodlal parents meets every Man from 7·9 at 
Williston West Church, 32 Thomas St, Portland . 874-
2928. 
feeling Ally. New social group formlngforthose age 
35+, separated. divorced o(widowed, who would like 
to meet new people. 2841922. 
Gambl ... Anonymouo meets Thurs at 7 pm In the 
Arst Floor Conference Room, Brighton Medical Cen-
ter, 335 Brighton Ave, Portland. 77 4-HELP. 
Grandparents Support Group holds regular meetings 
the last Monday of each month to discuss grandpar-
ents seeking custody or visitation and raising grand-
children. 883-4553. 
Grt.vlng Support Group for bereaved people healing 
from the death of a loved one meets Tues evenings 
from 7-8:30 pm. 775-0366. 
H.rpe .... Can we help? Central Maine HELP group 
meets second Wed each month for information, 
sharing, mlltual support. Call 72g.0181 X358. 
Homel ... Hotline provides Information on aVOiding 
homelessness at 1-80Q.438-3890. 
HOPE Support Group supports health through mu-
tual sharing and Interaction In facilitated groups. 
HOPE groups are a safe, nonJudglng and healing 
environment for those experiencing stress. personal 
traumas, addiction, grief loss, Inner-ehlld recovery, 
spiritual exploration md physical wellness issues. 
All are welcome. 767-4369 or 743-9373. 
Ingraham Volunteer. Help aIIaiiable by phone 24 
hours a day. 774-HELP. 
Juvenile Dlabet .. Foundation meets second Tues of 
each month at the Diabetes Center. 48 Gilman St. 
Portland. Dr. John Devlin speaks on how exercise 
affects diabetes management Feb 9 from 6:3()'8:30 
pm. Foundation needs volunteers to help make this 
the decade of the cure. 8541810. 
Maine l .. blan/Gay Political Alliance meets every 
Wed at 7 pm in the offices of Burnstein, Shur, Sawyer 
and Nelson, 100 Middle St, Portland. Get InvolVed In 
efforts to gain civil rights for lesbians and gays 
statewide. 767-4496. 
M .. rymeetlng AIDS Support Servlc .. offers ongo-
ing support and info on HIV and AIDS. It currently 
sponsors an HIV+ support grou p meeting the first & 
third Wed of every month , from 7-8:30 pm; as well as 
a family/friends support group Which meets the first 
& third Man of every month, from 7-8:30 pm. 725-
4955. 
Need to Talk? Dial Kids Hotline is forteens Who have 
a problem or need to talk. The hotline Is open from 
· 2:3()'5 pm Mon-Fri. Teens calling in talk to other 
teens Who are trained to listen and help. Calls are 
kept confidential . except When the caller Is In danger. 
· Topics discussed on the hotline range from family 
and school to sexuality and rela~onshlps, peer rela-
tions, birth control, loneliness, substance abuse & 
suicide. 774-TALK. 
Out for Good a lesbian discussion/support group 
meets Thurs from 7-9 pm In Saco to discuss topics 
relevant to lesbians. Meetings are non-smoking. 
Donation: $1. 247-3461. 
Art & Soul continued on page 29 
Learn to Fly! 
Private Pilot Ground School 
12 Thursdays, beginning February 11 
7-9 p.m. 
Ftbrllllry 4, 1993 27 
Tuition: $170.00 (textbook required) 
Instructor: Chuck Behounek has taught flying since 1968 
• Completion of this course qualifies you to take the FAA written 
examination, given at the end of the course for an additional fee. 
To register or for more information contact: 
Community Programs 
University of Southern Maine 
68 High St., Portland, ME 04101 
780-5900 
o University of Southern Maine 
The Old World bread recipes we use for 
our crusts, the garden fresh ingredients 
and the "truly-out-of-the-ordinary" 
flavor combinatiOns we offer have 
/IJIJIJ.II 
WWW~ •• 
made us the only place to go 
when you want the ... 
NO.1 PIZZA 
IN NEW ENGLAND 
- Choose from 16 combination 
pizzas 
- Or build your own ... 
Choose from five Heart-
Healthy pizza crusts 
., New York-Style 
., Chicago Deep Dish 
., Sourdough 
., Six-Grain Rye 
., Whole Wheat 
688 Forest Avenue 
(Woodtords Corner), Portland 
Monday-ThursdB.y llam-9pm 
Frlda,y.saturda.y llam-lOpm . 
- Next, add your choice of 30 
different toppings &:: our 
special blend of cheese. 
- Try calzones, take 'n' bakers, 
sandwiches, slices &:: salads. 
Sunda,y noon-9pm 
You've NEVER had pizza THIS good. 










FOODEE'S would like to offer you: 
$2.00 off any 16-inch or deep dish ., •• 
-=-IZZ..A. 
OB $1. 00 off any 
10 or 12-inch pizza or calzone 
Not valid in combination with any other offer. 
Coupon expires 2/20/93. Cash value 1/20¢ 
--------------------------Call ahead for take-out! Telephone 207-774-4100; fax 207-874-4922 







long stem red 
$27.99 
cash & carry % ~





Center! IIWe Have What 
You"re Searching 
For ••• And Then Some!" 
PORTLAND 
• VIDEO EXPO. 
Offering a huge 
selection of videos, 
magazines and toys for 
the discriminating adult ••• 
Newly Remodeled 
& Newly Expanded! 
Also in KITTERY 
• VIDEO EXPO 
666 Congress St - 774-1377 
Open M-Sat 10-11 
Sunday 1-11 
Route 236 - 439-6285 
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outrlght The Portland Alliance of Gay and Lesbian, 
Bisexual and Questioning Youth, offers support and 
Information for young people age 22 and under, in a 
safe environment, every Friday from 7:~9:30 pm at 
72 Pine St (Andrews Square Building), Portland . For 
Information, write or call: Outright, PO Box 5028, 
Station A, Portland 04101, tel. 774-HELP. 
P.rent. Support Group sponsored by Parents Anony-
mous meets Tues at 6:15 pm in SI. Elizabeth Center, 
87 High St, Portland, and Fri at 10 am In Family 
Resource Center, Presumpscot St, Portland. Volun-
teers are needed to help staff a Parent Helpline now 
in use. 871-7445. 
People With AIDS Coalition of Maine offers a special 
meeting for those recovering M's Living with HIV or 
AIDS, Tuesdays at 8 pm, at The Living Room North, 
377 Cumberland Ave, Portland , 871-9211-
P,O,S,S,I.B,L,E. Partners of Survivors Stop Incest by , 
Learning and Educating offers phone support, wor\<· 
shops and self-help support groups. Portland group 
meets bimonthly, 547·3532. 
The Rape C,III. Center announces a free, facilitated 
support/discussion group for women survivors of 
sexual assault or child sexual abuse, This confiden· 
tial group meets Weds from 12:30-2 pm. The center 
offers crisis intervention, advocacy and support groups 
for survivors of sexual assault and abuse, Including 
family and friends of the victims. All services are free 
and confidential. Comprehensive training Is given to 
volunteers, who are welcomed, If you have been 
sexually assaulted, call the 24-hour hoUine at 774· 
3613. For more Info on volunteering, call 879·1821-
Recovery for Women Support group for women 
healing from abuse and oppression meets Wed at12 
pm and 4 pm. 773·3000. 
Recovery, Inc, Fear, anger, anxiety or depression 
can be brought under control. Self-help groups are 
free and open to anyone age 1B and older, Weekly 
meetings are held Saturdays at 10 am at Brighton 
Medical Center, 335 Brighton Ave, Portland; and 
Mondays at 7 pm at North Windham Union Church, 
Route 302, Windham. B92·9529. 
Recovery Network Support G,oup Experienced facilI-
tators present meditation followed by speaker/dis· 
cusslon time for people recovering from addictions, 
abuse or codependency every Wed from 7-8:15 pm 
at Woodfords Congregational Church, 202 Woodford 
St, Portland. Patterned after 12·step groups. Dona-
tions accepted. 878-2263. 
Reaolve 01 Maine Infertility support group meets the 
second Tues each month at 7 pm in the Dana Center, 
Maine Medical Center, 22 Bramhall St, Portland , 
774·HELP, 
SeeIng Differently SUpport group for people facing 
health issues or emotional challenges meets Thurs 
10 am·12 pm atWoodfords Congregational Church, 
202 Woodford St, Portland, 774·1183. 
SIDS SUpport group for bereaved parents who have 
losta child to Sudden Infant Death Syndrome meets 
Feb 9 & 11 at 7 pm in Classroom #5 (2/9) and #3 (2/ 
11) in the Dana Center, Maine Medical Center, 22 
Bramhall St, Portland . 871·4226, 
50S Altematlve non-religious recovery su pport grou p 
for alcoholics meets Sundays at 7 pm in Westbrook 
Universalist Church, 719 Main St, Westbrook. 775-
4850, 
So. Maine Area Agency on AgIng offers a trained 
advocate in Portland, at 237 Oxford St every Friday 
from 10 am·1 pm, to assist older residents and their 
concerned family members and friends with ques· 
tlons about Medicare, Medicaid, Insurance, housing, 
social services. consumer issues and others. 775-
6503 or 800-427-7411, 
Survivors 01 Suicide Support group for bereaved 
family members and close friends meets Feb 8 & 22 
at 7 pm In Classroom #lln the Dana Center, Maine 
Medical Center. 22 Bramhall St, Portland. B71· 
4226. . 
TRUTH Support group now forming for families and 
friends with loved ones incarcerated In Maine's 
prison systems, Lets get together to support one 
another and change conditions in the priSon sys· 
tems. For more info send your name, address and 
SASE to TRUTH, PO Box 2046, Windham, ME 04062. 
Vete,ano' Support Service. provide vets with the 
opportunity to socialize & gather in relaxed setting, 
Dinner served Thurs nights, open to the public, 
Located at 151 Newbury St, Portland, 871·0911. 
Women', FONm serves as a resource and support 
center for women on the USM campus (Power's 
House, 86 Winslow SI, Portland) and offers educa-
tional services emphasizing a feminist perspective 
as well as producing and sponsoring events . 874-
6593. II. 
real uzzle Bu Don Rubin 
String 
beings 
We'd like you to string 
this tennis racquet by 
connecting the first 
and last names of the 
31 professionals 
printed around the 
rim, 
Can you solve the Real Puzzle? There is a $20 
gift certificate from Alberta's for the first-prize 
winner. The second-prize winner receives two free 
passes to The Movies at Exchange Street. Winners 
will receive their prizes in the mail. Drawings are 
done at random. Contestants are ineligible to win 
more than one prize in a four-week span. Only one 
entry is allowed per person per week. 
All entries for this week's puzzle must be ""';ved 
by Wednesday, Feb, 10. The solution to this week's 
puzzle will appear in the r",b. 18 issue of Casco Bay 
WttJdy, Send your best guess to: 
Real Puzzle J161 
Casco &zy Wukly 
551 A Congress Street 
Portland, Maine 04101 
This week, Bill Wilkerson and a friend will dine at 
Alberta's. R. J. Regier will take in a movie at The 
Movies at Exchange Street. 
Solution to Real Puzzle #159 
Ro"",ntic SymrJ!cmy. Bruckner New World Symphony - Dvorak 
TIt. S""""'" - Haydn R .. urrl!Ction Symphony - Mahler 
TltIlS Sp4k. z.",tltustro· R. Strauss lR TrwiR"'· Verdi 
SC ..... from CIIildhood • Schumann Coff .. Cantata - Bach 
Die FltdmnAWS • J. Strauss Ptei' Gynt - Grieg 
Otdipus Rex· Stravinsky FinlRndill- Sibelius 
Symphoni< fimtast~ - Berlioz Tol", of Ho{fm1lnn • Offenbach 
argon Symphony - Saint·S .. ns FunmD MJJT(J. Sonata - Chopin 
Ring oftlte Nibdll1lgs - Wagner Unfinished Symphony· Schubert 
Otorol Symphony· Beethoven TItt Four S""O"' • Vivaldi 
RcyaJ Fireworks Music· Handel lR Bolt.",. - Puccini 
TIt. PlRnets - Holst ScltmerlUAd. - Rimsky-Kor5akov 
Don GiorJIInni • Mozart Boris Godon"" - Mussorgsky 
(D .. Rubin's ""ole, BRAINSTORMS, ..... recmtly pwblislwl by H...".r and Raw.) 
BEST BAGELS IN THE OLD PORT! 
I 
,. I h" r> 




$ 2 for 2 Bagels with Veggie Cream Cheese 
NO SUBSTITUTIONS - MOM AUNAYS SAID 
"EAT YOUR VEGGIES" 
879-2425 • 15 Temple Street • Portland 
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Corner of Ample Parking 
Washington & Allen Ave. 878-3339 == 
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You may think that all fitness centers are the same. The 
same equipment, the same atmosphere and the same 
deals. But you'll find a world of difference at World 
Gym. World Gym Portland is run by people who know 
what quality is and they demand it for the members. 
The members really own the gym. 
At World Gym you pay one price for a membership ... 
aerobics are included and there are no hidden fees, 
You love to work out, but you don't live to work out, 
and World Gym understands that. 
. :' :: ,:: :~: :' : :' : ; 
f ~ : :- " 
_& 
You can fit a work out into any schedule! With 35 
different aerobics classes available for any level, free 
baby- sitting and a free courtesy phone to check your 
messages there is no plaGe as convenient as World 
Gym, This is simply the most spacious, organized and 
cleanest fitness facility in the area! 
At World Gym we take you seriously. 
Exit 8 • 854-5000 
30 Casa> Bay l'kdly 
~.4 II F: 
URE 
ELL 
OVER 100,000 READERS CALL 775-1234 OR FAX 775-1615 
bulletin board 
ADOPTlON- Art doaler mom and attorney dad 
101'G to wok:omeyeur baby to our loving and 
secure hom., Picture a lile Iilled with every 
opportunity: art, music and travel. beautilul 
homo, cozy lakelronl cottage. playful pooch 
and clo .... krit oxb!nded family to sh.ro 10", 
laughter and fun. E>cpenooo paid, C.II collect. 
Rena and Michael, (202)888-1594, 
ADOPTION: A New England couple "';ohes to 
share our cozy homo in tho country and our 
vacation homo altho ocean with your baby, Wo 
"';lIprovidoloYeand happirllllBand opportunity 
• 1 wo'growtogothor, Exporseo paid, PI .... cal 
C~ & Da .. arr,1ime aI l-BOO-982-3678, In 
compliance with TItle 22, Chapter 1153, 
ADOPTION: From diapora to diplom .. , we're 
readyl We're. woII1Iducated, gentle couple 
who would pro'lide .lovil'G, teCure home for 
yeur baby, PI ... call Cliff and Madelyn, 
(BOO)392-531 a .nytimo, 
FEAR/ANXIETY OF FlYING? Fer inlonnalionon 
upoomil'G eliot by member of Ina_lor Psy-
chology 01 Nt Travel, coil 883-0227 aftlr &pm, 
HOUSE RENTAl NEEDED BY 311 or<lft- (OUr 
hou .. oold!) Praloooional couple, wil. dis-
abled, f.mily dog .. want Groat. Portland 
... for"'"....,iIra, Spaciou. &Y.UU, $5501 
mo, preferred, 883-3223, ' 
NO JOB? NO MONEY? No placo 10 Ii ... ? We 
con help, Call n5-5884, 
RESPONSIBLE. ARTISTIC YOUNG COUPlE 
with Io'iI for arimaio and gan!onil'G _ to 
rontorcarotakehoUlOorlarm in country, 775-
4959, 
WHEN WAS THE LAST TIME YOU HELPED 
...... life? Do ~ this _ by donoting bfood 
at tho Rod Cmu. Fermoro information call III 
at l-B0Q-.f28-0734 or 17!;-2367 
-FREE HAlRCOLOR-
models Meded for advanced 
salon wori\shops. 
For more Inlormatlon, call 
Panache Salon 
Portland" HaJreotor Specialist. 
772-5767 
rldeshare 
PORTLAND -, SOUTH PORTLAND- I Ii'll! at 
Wocdfonl'. Corner, PortI.nd, work.1 BCBS, 
Mon,-Fri,, Bam-12pm, Share gas. no driving, 
I'm blind, C.II Bruce, n5-2493, 
help wanted 
• 
$500 WEEKlY. NEW! EASY! Stay home,.ny 
houno. Easy Aoeombly", $40,900; Easy Crafts." 
S~,450: Easy Wood Aooembly", $98,755; 
Photography", $36,600, NOlOllil'G , Ful~ gu.r· 
.nteed, FREE information, 24·hour hotline. 
801-379-2900, copyright IME011402, 
3 MONTH OLD EMILIA. LOOKING for loving 
nanny, part-time, while Mommy & Daddyworlt 
PI .... come play with mo! 767-1098. South 
Portland, 
ACTMSTS! MAKE A CHANGE! Personable, 
enthusiastic people needed to join MPA'S 
grassroolscamp.ignforUni ..... ,H .. ~hcare 
.nd • hea~ environment. Paid trainil'G, C.II 
Curtis, ~1-4400, 
help wanted 
ASSEMBLERS: Excellent ir<:ane, .. IY WOlf< 
.... ,mbli"'l produeta at home, 7 days, 24 hr, 
"rvr:o, Info 1-504-646-1700, Dept ME·5C86, 
AffiNnONSCARBOROUGH WINDHAM AND 
GORHAM RESIDENTS- PART TIME J08- Earn 
$20-$30 per _ for 4-5 hou .. delivering 
Pe~ ..... nd Magazines, Walkil'G.nd dri .. 
ing routoo avail.b1e, C.II Advanced Doli'll!ry 
883-1735, 
CRUISE SHIP JOBS- Up to S9OOlwwklv, Free 
roomlboan!, now hi ril'G okilledlunskillecl, m en! 
women, No .. porience -.ary, 818-960-
9144, ext C9Q9, 
EASY WORK! Excellent pay! Aooemble prod-
ueta.t home, C.IIT 011 Free, 1-800-873-6365, 
.. 1.1379, 
EXPERIENCED ADVERTISING SAlESPERSON 
for local, growing Real Ettato monthly maga-
line, Flexible bllli ..... roIationthip. Call 874-
9730, 
EXPERIENCED RETAIL SANDWICH OR DELI 
prop penon, c:ah ~ ability, Mull enjoY 
public and ha ... WIt"f pIouant ~I~, 
Salaly commenourate with expononco. Pooi-
tion ..... 1I.bIe immediallly, Call 171-9065, 
FORMORE INFORMAnONANDASSISTANCE 
reg.n!ing tho inl'Oltigation of financing, busi-
..... oppor1lJmioo and work at homo oppor-
tunities. Caco Bay W!*IY uro- ~'. _ 
10 cortact tho 8et!. Bu ..... Buroou. Inc" 
Maino DiYisicn. 812 StIVllll A ... " Portland. 
ME 04103-2648, 
GUARANTEED WORK AVAILABLE- Make 
$100+ per clay for EASY homebaoed worf(, 
Phone (207)828-1428, H&J Erterpriaoo, P,O, 
Bo>l8628 Portland, ME 04104-8628, 
IF YOU FEEL YOU HAVE Management Poten-
tial.nd.re not progrMlil'G rapidly onoUOh at 
your ~nt job, we offer an oxtenoi ... train-
l"'l program and oxcoIlort advancement op-
portunities lor tho .. willing to work han!, 
Start part-time ifyeu wish 10 .. not to ieopar-
di .. ~r prooent pooition. Send _me to: 
P,O, Box PR, Biddefonl, ME 04005, 
RESPONSIBLE, DEPENDABLE. ENERGETIC 
ponono for cloaning aerYico, rooidential.ndl 
or commercial. Excellent cha...rer.nd work 
references required. Exper~deeirable. but 
not,necoasary, Pi .... call ~1-Q204, 
help wanted 
SALES POSITION- p.rt-time, Good opportu-
nily for energetic, physically Ittpe",,"- PI .... 
call 171-0578, _kd.ys only. bet_n 3-6 
pm, or drop us a note with previous work 
history to: FutonFurniohil'Gl,343 Forest Avo" 
Portland. ME 04101 , 
business opps 
EVERYTHING YOU NEEDTO START your own 
ceramic business. Over 300 molda, kiln, pour-
ing, reclaiming machines, slip, paints and 
extras, S1500 firm, C.II854-4053, 
SELF-EMPLOYED? JOIN. 340,OOO-member 
nationwide buoine .. aooociation .nd enjoy 
more than 120 bonef~s, includi"'l medical 
pl.n.t .Nord.ble raIoI, C.II rop ..... ntati ... at 
799-2163, 
positions wanted 
CONSCIENTIOUS MAlE, 26, with _ed fe-
ine will offer childcare. dom .. tic oervicoo.nd 
.. nt for accomod.tiona in Maine, John Colo, 
973 Kingston A ... ,. Piodmort, CA 94611, 
child care 
·ONL Y ON SUNDAY" - I will walJ:h your child, 
ag .. 4 & up, AND give himlhor music foIIOna 
while yeu go to cllortMlrunch or • quiet 
Sunday dri ... , Begimil'G 2fl, For detailt call 
Granny Gwen (GG), 774-5308, 
BEARS & BLANKETS Liconoed Homo Dayca". 
owned & operated by liconaed ",rsea, Sale. 
fun, homo-like onvironment, Lots of TLC, Off 
outer Forest A ... 797-l;397, 
CONSCIENTIOUS MAlE, 26. with opayed r.-
line will offer childcare, domootic aorviceaand 
rent lor accomodationo in Maine, John Colo, 
973 Kingston Avo" Pied mort, CA 94611, 
EXPERIENCED MOM WILL BABYSIT in my 
South Portland homo days or niohtl. full or 
p.rt-time, Plea .. call 767-4840, 
~::.:~~:~~~ .... :.:.:.:.:.:~u.~:~.:.:~~.~:-:-:.:~.!~.:~.:.:~.:.:.:.:.:.: .. ,«~.:.:~.:~«-:-:.:~.:~~.:«.:.:.:.:.:-:.:.:~-:-:{.:~.:.:-:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:{.:.:.:~.:.:.~:.:.:.:.:~.:~.:.;.;.: :.:.:~.:.;.:{.:~. 
~~ 
if. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR :.; 
~ 
t Maine Coast Artists, a leading non-profit Art Gallery, 
* 
located in Rockport, is seeking a full-time Executive 
::: Director with excellent communication, organizational, and 
~i interpersonal skills, Experience in development required. ;:: 
~ Primary responsibilities include: fundraising. grant writing, financial management, and coordinating activities of 5 
~ person staff, volunteers, and directors. Other responsibilities ::: 
~ include: preparation of press releases, newsletters, show 
~ 
announcements, and direction of annual membership drives, 
~: Please send resume with references and salary 
~ requirements by February 24 to: <, 
::: 
:-: Executive Commiuee, MGA ~ :.: P.O. Box 147 
I Rockport, ME 04856 
child care 
MOTHER OF TWO WOULD LOVE to care lor 
your children. Supervised in- and outdoor 
play in • h.ppy, heatthy environment, Full· 
lime rate: $45 weekly, 772-4177. 
apts!rent 
BUXTON- Furnished officiency, 1st lloor. 
sunny, idea. for one person. S370/m·o. in-
eludes .11 utils, Con ... nient to Gorham & m.1I 
.r .. , 799-5988, 
SCARBOROUGH DAYCARE-Licenoed and CPR CAPE ELiZABETH- Small lBR, no pets, no 
certified, wi.heslo babystt inl.nts, toddlers, I .... , 1 pe"",n, S3951mo, 799-8513, 
or pro-ochocl children, C.II Bev, 883-5827, 
roommates 
AVAILABLE 311 ! Sharehuge.sunny3BRhou .. 
in Westbrock. ON-.treet parkil'G, storage, on 
bUI route. C.1s O,K, $2451mo, + lfJ utils, 856-
7315, 
EASTERN PROM, OVERLOOKING HARBOR· 
Sh.re .paciou., .un",.pt, with prof ... ional 
4011 woman Lots 01 plants. cat, .nd room for 
yeur thingo, E'SY"9oing, environmenlilly 
.wareNISproforned, Parking, $3251mo, +utilo, 
775-4941. 
G MIF ROOMMATE NEEDED IMMEDIATELY! 
Laoge. cheery 2BR near O.ks, No IIIbstanco 
.bu .... , smoking okay, $250/010, .112 utilt, 
Joan, 775-3420. loa ... mOO801ge, 
GF. 25, SEEKS NIS ROOMMATE to ohare 
IIInny, &paciouo 'pt in N, Y.rmouth. 2Omina, 
to Portl<r1dA.owillo Bikil'G .lkiing trai la, yanl. 
dock,IIorago.$35OImo. + 112util .. 657-3&19, 
MAINE MEDAJSM AREA- R_noible. quiet, 
prolession.V grad lIudent, NIS mon .nd/or 
women wanted to oh.re .paciout 4BR hou .. 
in quiet nolQhborhood, No pots, S206,251mo, 
+114 heat & utilt, Call Rick, 775-3875, 
PEACEFUL ROOMMATES TO SHARE WEST 
END VlClori.1n. ea.co Bay view lrom rooftop 
dock, fireplace, WID, $2OOImo, , firelaecurily, 
114 utilt, c.n 1-645-3435 or 1-875-5319, 
PORTLAND- Prafnaional, NIS, GM looking 
for. rooponaible. cl .. n roomm.te, 2BR hom" 
2 catl, a cocksrspaniel. WID. parking, yanl, 
$35OImo, includ .. util., Tim, B74-0462, 
PORTLAND- ResponSible, ".y-going 
housemate wanted to ohare laoge hou .. with 
2 others, WID, parking, plenly of otorago, 
$V5Imo, .113 utili- No cato, 7n-7317, 
RooMATES WANTED- To share .p.rtment 
Parking, bUBlilll, utiliti. included. $65 perl 
wk, nJ-8201. 
SOUTH PORTLAND, A ... ilabloimmediately· NIS 
'MWnan to share modern sunny apt close to 
... rytIoing, $2751mo, includes heat 761-9714, 
USM, MAINE MED AREA- NIS MIF to share 
modem 2BR 'pl , 4th floor, carpetIng, sky-
lights, nice views, ofl·street p.rking, S2751 
mo, includ .. all. h)772-7999, w)874-2371 , 
WEST END· GM seeks GMJF to sh.ro newly 
"",torad 2BR tOMlhou ... pt, $300/mo, .112 
tol , 874-0675, Ioave mllSllaQo, 
WOODMONT Sl, USM AREA- Beautiful, laoge, 
Spacioul 11t floor of hou .. , NIS. must like 
cal., Duiet, beautiful otroet. $300/mo, .1 a 
utils, Call Tyler. 774-1183, 
YARMOUTH- MALE WANTED TO SHARE nice 
3BR home. WID, largo y.n!, Muol be respon-
sible .nd neat, $300/mo, includes .11, 846-
4952, loa ... a m .... o., 
BOOK OF LOVE deadline 
i.s Friday, February 5 
DANFORTH 169- Sunny 1 BR, newly redeco-
rated, quiet building, superintendent on pre-
mi ... , Heat, utils incl. $4251mo, 879-2478, 
GORHMWSMAREA-Duplex,2BR.1-112 bath, 
ba .. me'" Pets .Iov.ed, Oil heat Gr .. t location. 
$675lmo, tlltiio, Avail. 3/1. CaH 839-8041. 
LAROSE GARDENS, Westbrook/Gorham line-
1-2bedrooml, RINNAI GASHEATERS, Clean, 
modern untto with dishwaohe .. , disposals, 
parkirYll,coin IIUrdries, professional manage-
mont $475-$560, C.1I874-7n4, 
NORTH ST,- Duiet. IIInny 1BR, ViOWl, park-
ing, I.undry, $4501mo, ho.ted • I .... & de-
pooit, PIoaae call772-1273.~er 5pm, 
PORTLAND- USMIME Mad Atea, 1 BR eflie, 
Hd'MI ftoorI. IIIndock, yon!, freshfy p.irted, 
Quiet, non-omokor, no dogs, $381) incl. heat & 
HW, 767-2844n8O-4M2, 
ROOM FOR RENT- Largo. furrialoed. in quiet, 
COllYOlliort South Portland noiohborhxod, NI 
S,comlort1blohom •• ~ontranco.cable, 
phone, parking, $270lmo, includ .. utilt, 774-
6405, 
ROOM FOR RENT- No dopoott nooded, Daily, 
~, mortloly, Including cabil, phone .nd 
uHlitiOI, Vouchoro _mo, 775-5884, 
SOUTH PORTLAND. WILLARD BEACH AREA-
Sunny, _ & quiet 2 BR, parkil'G, WID, 
_-oocupled buildil'G, Avail.bIe 2ft 5, $5751 
mo, pllll, 799-0287, 
SOUTH WINDHAM-1BR, heated, DIW, gar-
bag.dispooal.firop'-oIonge,gan! .... Iaun-
dry,l morth Ir .. ront Nopoto.lOC,dop, $5001 
mo, Avail.ble 3/1. C.II after Spm, 892-3914, 
VIEW OF SACO RMR- Nlce2BR. heated, lots 
of storage, WIDhoolwp, porkil'G, laogek~hon , 
$4951mo, 642-3770, Keep trying, 
WANTED TO RENT: Looking for 1BR, top 
fkxlr, quiet. lun"", water view, year-round 
rental for single, mature female. NIS, chem-
free, No pets, K.thy, 282-2050, 
WEST END- Sunny, 2nd floor, 2. BR in 2 
f.mily, Parking ,y.n! •• vail.ble 3/1, S525lmo" 
heat & HlWincluded, Dep, & 1 .... ,865-1129, 
eves, 
WESTBROOK- Sunny, modern2BR, 2nd floor, 
.unporch. .tor.oge, parking. on bu.·line. d .. d-
~nd, 5 min, walk to to'Ml, S550/mo , .utils, & 
deposit 856-()138, 
houses!rent 
PORTLAND- CI .. n.nd COl'! cott.ge by brook 
.nd Longfollow, Wocd; electric ral'Go, "frig-
erator, WID included, oil heat, peace .nd pri-
vacy, Fer appointment, 773-5144, No pots, 
oDlces!rent 
IMPECCABLE OFFICE SPACE- E>ccellent lor 
therapistorconau!t>nL Spacoforgroupofl 0, 
S201day, C.II St .... "642-5094, 
oDices!rent 
OFFICE SPACE BY THE DAY- Furnished, pro-
fessional office in 4-room suite, shared wait-
ing area, appropriate for counselor, consult-
.nt etc, Park St Rert.l: 1 day/wit· $1 OOlmo" 
etc, 7n-2545, 
PORTLAND, HISTORIC BUILDING- Small of· 
fice Illite perfect lor .'ternative hea~h care 
providers, massage therapists, etc. Reason-
able rent heat included, parking, 172-6005. 
SPACE AVAILABLE FOR HEALTH CARE pro-
vider to sh.re with .. me in Old Port with 
adi.centparkil'G, P.T- W, F, Sal $300lmo,: FT, 
$4OO1mo, Call 174-9666weekdays,865-9316 
_kendo, 
SUBLET- PROFESSIONAl OFFICE SPACE, 
600. sq,ft" heat included, top floor. quiet 
$30OImo, 142 Hioh SL C.II n5-6558. 
THERAPIST WANTED TO SHARE bright, at-
troctivo, Portl.nd office space, Soci.1 worker. 
physical therapist, etc. $BIhr, or bOlO ralt, 
Everything included, Some roforrals, Dr, 
Robinson. 773-5573. 
BEST AND SINCE 
THE DEAD SEA SCROLLS 
Historical, Old Port office 
space offerin9 big 
business amenities at a 
small, sinde office 
prices. Recepl/ 
Secretary. Conf8rence 
Rooms, Fax & Xerox 
plus more, from $300 up. 
call n2-8667 
and ask for the Landord who 
was around when they 
copied the book of Isaiah. 
art studios!rent 
STUDIO SPACE AVAILABLE nut to working 
oculptu .. studio, 11'><22', wlaink & shared 
batlYoom, S170lmo .utiis, 70Merrill St,. Port-
I.nd, C.II 854-49151879-0324 , 
STUDIO SPACE NEXT TO 3 ARTISTS, 2nd 
floor, near Art Museum, great natural light, 
heated, S1501mo, 773-1814 _aye, 8-4, 
STUDIO SPACE SUBLET, CONGRESS ST" 
Downtown Portl.nd- Approx, 8'><20', morning 
light SB5/mo, , including heat Call N.ncy, 
773-3274, 
real estate 
1-24'x36 ' RANCH,$79,9OO; 1-24'x36' CPRE, 
S85,900, Both on 112 .cre Windham lots with 
public water. Close to shopping, 1 C>tr. Home 
W.rrariy included, Call Artllor Gilbert, REI 
MAX V.cationland, 892-7300, 
BUYERS REPRESENTATION IS BETTER· Get 
the facts first, I can show you .11 properties, 
including loreclosures, with IowdO'Ml financ· 
ing, Kevin Whittemore. 773-6400, REIMAX 
Coastal. 
CUMBERLAND. 6 BLACKSTRAP- WoH-m.in-
lained, unique custom 5 BR home. Private yet 
COII'oOOnierton 3.41 acres. 2-<arg.oage, oil heat, 
grsat schools, $229,(XXJ, by owner, 829-3537, 
CLASSIFIED AD ORDER FORM BY PHONE: 775-1234 BY FAX: 775-1615 
categories 
a bulletin board 
a IoBt & found (IrH) 
a rldeshe,. II'"' 
a help wented 
a business opportunltlae 
a poeitlona w.m.d 




a ... on.vntnt 
a a1 atudlos/,.nt 
a buslne811 ,.ntai 
antal_tate 
a .... dfor .. 1e 




a business services 
0 ' ftnenclPl 
o stull 'or sale 
Oyerdeale 
o giva away (Irae) 
Owented 
a arts & crafts 
o theatre arts 








a legal notices 
o dating • .,.,Icee 
the sure sell 
25 words .. , $11 perweek 
additional words ... 50¢/wordlweek 
BUY 3 WEEKS, 4th IS FREEl 
WHEELS DEAL: $25 run 'til it sells! 
get It to US 
By Phone: 775-1234; or for long distance 
1-800-286-6601 (visa/mc) 
By FAX: 775-1615 
By Mall: The SUre Sell, 551 A Congress St. 
Portland, ME 04101 
By Hand: 73 Oak St., Portland 
Off Congress, behind the Magic Muffin 
deadline 
Monday, 6PM, pre-paid 
fine print 
your ad: 
Phone #:, _____________ _ 
Name.: ___________________________ __ 
Address: _____________ _ 
o visa 0 me expo date ________________ _ 
Oasol!ed ads must be peid la I'l advance with cash, personal 
c:I19::I<. rnonov oodeo; I.1sa or Mastercard, Lost & Fould ~em. listed 
lree. Oasol!ed ads .... non-rol..,daIlIe, CBW _ not be Iable lor 
""Y tvI><>aaIilicaJ emlI1I, orrissJons, or ctmgeo In the ad..nlch do 
not ailed the ...... or conlon or Iltlstantlalv change the mearing 
oJ the ad, CoodIt wi be lo",ed """"' .. able enor has been # 
determi1ed wfttln one we9< of p!i)lcaticn • 
Numberofwo~s.: ___________ _ 
Number of weeks,_· __________ _ 
First 25 words 
$11 per week: $, _________ _ 
+ add, wo~s @50¢ea.:'$>-----------
Buy 3, Get 4th FREE: .$ ____ _ 
Wheels Deal 
$251 run 'til it sells: $ __________ _ 
Total: .$- ___ _ 
• "" .. \ ~ •• t:l ... .. --. ., ... 
February 4, 1993 31 
Weekly. Wellness • Directory , 
PronoUllcillg English as • 
Second Language oft'ered in 
small groop or in~ividual 
classes beginning soon. 
Individualized pr~rams based 
on a P./lOnetic anillysis of \'Pur 
speeCh and accent offeree by 
• lIome • 
Personal Fitness 
- Training-
Compufuized Diel Analysis 
Body Composition Testing 





~='7-"C::-::-:~~""""-:-"7C~ ':';'IWladom" Way 
- WIsdom Colloquy -
BI-wo:ekly Semlnan 
r;jcolmmendng February 7. 1-3 p,rn. 
SHIATSU 
ACUPRESSURE 
Genlk relaxing, h(o/ing. 
An txpaienu of dup balance 
~ ACUPUNCTURE 
WITHOUT NEEOLES 
destructive patterns in your 
life. overcoming rear 
and living life joyfully, 
Call McKenney Counseling 
Service todayl 





W. itt1ll AnIutroog, M $" CCC-SP/L 
!ipudrLonglltlgt /'oJiwilogist 
liaIIstd I1Itd c.rtflBi 
879-1886 
Call 823-8602 for dates, 
Regfatratlon: $5/semtnar, 
Parish House, Williston-West Chureh 
32 Thomas St., Portland. ME 04101 
Starts April 24 
Polarity ReaUZAtion Center 
Brunswick, ME 
1-800-497-2908 Codependency, Smoking , . 
Gary McKenney, LS .. C. 772·3889 . L,,....,,.,.,.-;-:-:-:-=:-::-:--:-:-:--:-:-:-:--:' 
Rcuonable. Negotiated Rliei 
LESBIAN 
THERAPY GROUP 
Ongoing lesbian thmpy group 
.ccepting new members in February, I:;;',,:: '('~'.'i:": ;,11 
Dealing with a variety of issues, 
Tuesdays, 5:30-7:30 p,m. 
$75/monthly. CaU 775·7927 
Meet 'Those Challenges 
Infonned & Empowered 
• 12-weelc Groups. 
The Chinese Healing 
Arts Center 
Dr. Zhao Mei 
Traditional Chinese 
regimen for nourishing 
physical and mental 
health 
• Qi Gong Class 
February 6, 10:30-12:30 
Call to register 
775 1142 142 High Sl *535 - Portland 
.. ::::.:.,::.: -.. : ..... . . -:,. 
. . ~ '. . - .~ - ." 
Claiming & Using Your 
Power During Divorce 
A Power Workshop 
for Women 






Massage for Muscular Dystrophy 
Give your Valentine the gift of massage 
and help to heal others at the same time! 




• Individilal & Group 
Counseling 
Dru Myers, 
LSAC. NCACII, NCADC 
774-4564 
Pamela M, Leone, Ph,D, 






IfY~u are think~g about self-~mprav~t, try anyone?f t!ze various ltealth practiti~ found in Casco Bay Weekly's Welbzess Directory, 
Ifkeeplng your bUSiness healthy IS your Intent, then advertzse In the Weekly Wellness Directory, Call 775-1234, ask for Slteila, Michael, or Rodney. 
real estate 
CUSHING- Prime 27 aere satt water farm. 4BR 
cape, big barn. Gardenersdelight greenhouse, 
fruit trees, berries, perennials, more Magnifi-
cont water views, $255,000, 354-8128, 
DOYOU HAVE AHOUSE FOR SALE? Why not 
advertise tt through THE SURE SELL 1 Calf 
775-1234, 
DRAMATIC SAVINGS- Foreside Common, 3-
112 BAs, 2 baths, firepl.ce, private p.tio, pool, 
courtl, "-condttioning , Reduced 2ft fer quick 
sale, C.II owner, 781-4591. 
FLYNN IS IN ! $59,000-2 South Portland hom .. 
thatrepr ... nt. roal value, Don1 wait, theHme 
is now! Jeff Flynn, ERA Home Solie"" 774-
5766, 
FLYNN IS IN! $69,900, GORHAM- Picture-
perfect Norm.n Rockwell farm-olyle home 
with a Currier & Ivesgarage,seI: among green 
foelds orsnow-covered cou ntoyoide- depends 
on wtoon you buy! Jeff Flym, ERA Home 
Solie .. , n 4-5766, 
FLYNN IS IN! $69,BOO, SOUTH PORTLAND-
3BR family home, new furnace, newwirdows, 
needs decorating, Donlo~ on your hands .nd 
let this go by, Jeff Flynn. ERA Homo Solie,., 
774-5766, 
mobile homes 
S27K OR BEST OFFER- 1990 6Ox14 2BR 
Burlington home, Very clean, Scarborough 
.du~ park, Mobile Homo Broke .. , Unlim~ed , 
883-9474, 
FL YNN IS IN! STANDISH, S22,ooo- Mobile 
home OM roadIy to go! R ... oppor1lJnity, PriI-
tine aetting, Jeff Flynn, ERA Ho:ne Solie .. , 
114-5766, 
FLYNN IS IN! All oHe,. considered, AlL!! 
Intown condo, 2BR expansive lloor plan. J've 
been told to create some excitement here! Or 
el .. ! Help me keep my good name! Jeff Flynn, 
ERA Home Sell""" n 4-5766, 
GOURMET DREAM in this immaculate, gor-
geoo04BR colonial. L.rgolorm.' diningroom, 
new decks, ree. room, walk-up attic. Super! ! 
$123,900, Am lindquist, ERA Home Soller8, 
774-5766, 
NEW CONSTRUCTION, SO~TH PORTLAND-
C.pe, 2BR with unfinished dormer & bath, 
deck, oil heal Potenti.1 for 2 fun batho, $95,(XXJ, 
C.II today! KMI Rea~, 799-5016. 
NEW WINTERIZED, Lake front cottage in 
Burrilam, Privacy, well landocaped, 2 BR, 
k~chon, livil'Groom, bath & bunkroom, Dock 
• nd many IIICtras. $98.000, Call813-791-£062, 
OUTSTANDING 4 BEDROOM GAMBREL sttu-
ated amorYlj lawn and trees on 1.45 acres. 
F.mily rocm.newdeck,g.rago, Immaculate& 
totally charming ! $134,900, Ann Lindquist, 
ERA Home Soli.,., 774-5766, 
STANDISH- S89,999. Now C.pe, RanCh, or 
Spl~ to be built on 2 acres, Builder will pay 
cIosil'G coIIB, No down p.yment required, A 
low monthly paymont of $511 ,02 p&L C.II u. 
or your broker, 892-0662, 
FLYNN IS IN! $28.000, STANDISH mobile on its 
own land! Here io. chance to start out owning, 
not .. nting! I have -. thia homo! Beli ... me 
when I Bay "What.n opportun~!!· Jeff Flynn, 
ERA Homo SoIIoro. 774-5766, 
BOOI" OF 1.0\ E: 
,,:>-1 ;!:n 
SUNSHINE! 
Loaded with windows, morning room, 
you'll II AHHH" when you see this home. 
List $27,495, yours for $24,995! 
....... ALSO ........ 
• new 2 BR Fleetwood, $13,995, $1,400 down 
$132 for 180 months, APR 9.5% 
.16' wide Norris, $26,995 
TIMESHARE: For sale or rent in Ki .. immee, 
Florida at Westgate Vacation Villa. 2 miles 
Irom Disney Work!, .Ioops 6, lully oquipped, 
nod time, C.1I284-8411, 
WASHINGTON AVE,. 176- 8 UNIT brings in 
S3,2OOImo, $200.000, C.II for more inform.-
tion. Tues,-Sat. Bam-4pm, 773-8025 or Sun,-
Mon,, 799-5696, 
WHERE THERE'S A WILLS THERE'SA WAY! 
$99.995, Scamorough, "'go 4 bedroom, ,75 
.e"2 car g.rage, cape, SHANE WILLS, ERA 
Home Sello .. , 774-57661767-1903, 
WINDHAM- Charming older Windham home. 
t5 acres, 2BR, b.th, spacious living room, 
kitchen w/deck off 8unroom. New2-car gam-
brel garage- perfect for business ventures, 
Industri.l·zoned, Converoientto Portland, C.II 
892-<1184R74-3800. 
Mark Stimson 
SElll!R 11,,"5 MOVED 
We must sell this stylish ,ubuman 
shingle townhouse. Spacious. one owner 
and designed with ""'hite<:t1U'a! f""ures 
that include ,kyliles. French doors. 
brick hearth ond private patio, Tennis & 
vi .... , of the woods,S 112,000, 
COUNTRY QUIET NEAR TOWN 
Picturesque sening on 3.5 acres, Enjoy 
the souods of your own Slream and the 
feasts from. magnificmt and spa:ious 
·cooo" kitchen. 111gb ~uaIity 
construction. vaulted ceilings. cedar 
wood and tile nocn -upscale living, 
SUS,OOO. 
Joyce Coughlan G,R.L 
Member - Platinum Club 
37 Depot Rd. F.lmoulh 
846·3228 781·4220 
land lor sale 
FL YNN IS IN! S25,000- U acre building lot 
Close to Portland, close to my he.rt, Live here 
and commune with nature- grape nuts is the 
cereal 01 my choice l JeN Flynn, ERA Home 
Sollers, 774-5766, 
body" soul 
One mile from turnpike on Route 202 ·Learnil'G to see with the eyesoftheheart.nd 
going towards Auburn. the Soul" -"To go throuOh • transttion that 
LUV 
HOMES 
ch.nges my day·to-day .ctione- Openings 
will keepoponil'G," DRAWING TO SEE- Classes. 
Daily 9-6, Sunday 11-5 CALL 799-5n8. 
Rte. 202, Auburn, ME APSYCHIC·VALENTlNE·-AstrologicaIHoro-
1 049 W h· t St scope Roadil'G loryour ·Sweeth .. rt", your-as rng on . ..If, fam ily member, friend, co-worker, even 
207 -786-4616 yeurpoto", Truo inoight into Spring.nd Sum· 
'-------______________________ .1 mer, 883-3223, 
body" soul ' 
CONTRACEPTNE BLUES? The tried & Irue 
cervical cap is here! FDA approved. Comfort 
Sponlane~, Effecti .. , Afford.ble, A barrier 
method renaissance. Forinfonnationcall Casco 
Bay Midwifery .nd Well Women Care. 799-
4467, 
DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE- K.ren Auoton, 
M.A.. L.M, T., Liconsed Massage Therapist. 
AlIevi.to chronic b.ckaches. headaches, neck 
and shoulder stiffness, sciatica, stress. im-
prove flexibility. muscle tone, circulation, ath-
letic perlorm.nee, By 'ppointment 865-1l6n. 
DISCOVER YOURSELF in • women's therapy 
group with J.ne Gair. Rei .... oid pain .nd 
.nger. Free your spirit from the shaeldes of 
shame, C.1I774-8633, 
EUROPEAN PSYCH IC-Jonathan M.rks, MSD-
Predicting & analyzing past happenings • 
preaentproblems.nd luIure events, 112-hourl 
hour sessions. Psyct'ic, Tarot & Counseling. 
Portland,77!;-2213, 
FREE ACUPUNCTURE CONSULTATION! Call 
tho Portland Center 01 C'assic.' Acupunclure. 
775-0058, for an .ppolntment 
GAY MEN'S SUPPORT GROUPS- CO'll!ring 
pos~ivog ay identily, oomil'G out, homophobl., 
personal growth, Ten "";oro, Mondays, 
10:30am-noon; Thurod.ys, 7:30-9:0Op,m, C." 
773-0191 , 
HOLISTIC BODYWORK AND MASSAGE for M/ 
F. Relieve stress,learn relaxation, reduce body 
tension and stiffness. Call Keith Brame at761-
1924, Sirictly non-se,u.1. 
OPENINGS AVAILABLE IN ON-GOING Mi,ed 
Therapy Group (Tuesdays, 4-6pm), Lead by 
Stephen Aronson, PhD. Insurance reimburs-
.ble, For info, 772·3176, 
PERSONAL CAREGIVER (MALE): CooIOng, 
cleanil'G, shopping, oompanion; avail.ble part-
time,50 mile radius of Lewiston-Auburn. Call 
369-0259 after 5pm for interview appoint-
ment 
REBUILDING AFTER YOUR RELATIONSHIP 
ENOS- Group for gaylatraight meniwomen 
who .re putting their lives back together and 
tryil'G to heal. C.II C.rrie, 773-9525, 
RITES TO CELEBRATE! FROM MENSES TO 
MENOPAUSE- A weekend experience for 
women: April 2-4, Call C.rrie PeIt""n, n3-
9625. or B.rb.ra H.re Nocn.n. 772-1 896, lor 
brochure, 
SH IATSU OR SWEDISH MASSAGE, Shi.tsu is 
J.pan ... -slylo m'uage, Spoci.lintrod uctory 
offer of 20'10 off regul.r lee, Keith Hintz MST 
828-2023, Portl.nd licen .. , 
SUPPORT GROUP FOR CHRISTIAN MEN who 
struggle with hemooexu.1 thoughts, feeling s, 
andlor behavior1, T olal confidenti.,~, Led by 
trained counselo,., No I .. , Giw usacall! 828-
1025, 
SUPPORT GROUP Iormale partners ollem.le 
survivors of sexual assault andlor incest. Par-
ticipants m.y begin any ..... k, 1st .nd 3rd 
Mondays of ewry month, 7:30-9pm, 501 
Cumberl.nd Ave" Portl.nd, $7/oroup, C.II 
David Murray, LCSW.t n4-9382, 
TAl CHI CHUAN is.n .ncient Chinese Marti.1 
Art. based on montal .nd phyoical bal.nce, 
One learns to blond with.n opponents force to 
control ij, TAl CHI is. fluid system b.sed on 
meditation in movement Excellent for spiri-
tu.' growth. radi.nt physical hea~h .nd un-
equaled in reducing the effects of stress and 
tension in ones life. Beginners throUOh ad-
vanced classes, including Push-Hands. Visi-
tors welcome. For information call Gene 
Golden, 772-9039, 
TEXAS RIO GRANDE RIVER EXPEDITION-
Revilali,e yO'", mind & body, Learn p.ddling 
skills in beautiful nalural,urroundings, Plenly 
of warm sunshine. Now booking four trips in 
M.rch & April. Bigelow Boaters, 80x 845. 
Glen, NH 03838. (603)383-4468, 
WOMEN'S SUPPORT GROUP- A .. fe place to 
bring your isoues, C.II C.rrie al 773·9625, 
STOP SMOKING 
LOSE WEIGHT 
Main. C.nt.r for Hypnorltempy 
racquelya Kahn. R, Hy, 
1-aoo-834-64 70 
business services 
AMERICANIFORIEGN OR FOR IEGN/AMERI-
CAN video transfers, P,O, Bo, 1479, Scarbor· 
ough, Me, PhonelF.x 207-883-5575. 
ANDY'S PLUMBING, 767·5233, Complete 
kttchen .nd b.th remodeling, irot.lI.tions, 
.nd rep.irs, Old and new construction, Elec-
tric heat conversio~ to oil or 018. Insured, 
Master license, freeestimates, reasnablerates. 
Residential and commercial. 
BRIDES- FOR VEILS, headpieces, access0-
ries, brid.1 and showerfa",rs, but most of all, 
individual attention, savings a~ oriOinaJ de-
sigrm. call Norma of 'Just Because' Creations-
883-4544, 
BUILDER- Residential, commercial, custom 
hom .. , All ph .... 01 remodelil'G, .dditions, 
Insured, free written estimates, wor1l: guaran-
teed 1 yr, 25y .. , experience, ArioD, Pike, 883-
5932, 
CAN BUILD THAT SPECIAL PIECE of furntture 
to lit your needs, Also cabinets .nd remodel-
ing, Can help yeu WOlf< within yeu r budget, 
C.II Roy, 173-0372. 
CARPENTRY- ALL PHASES, no iob toc small 
or lallJe. 20years experience, references avail-
.ble, reason.ble rat .. , call Bob Thompson. 
175-8309, 
CONNOLLY'S PLUMBING & HEAnNG SER-
VICE- Remodeling, electric tooil conversions, 
Bumham Boil ... inst.lled, Fullyiroured, Qu.l-
ity work at reasonable rates. References from 
satisfied cuslomers, 883-2213, 
DIRTY, HARD· TO-CLEAN BATHTUB? R .. tor. 
any bathtub, Easy cleaning. no toxic odor, no 
mesa, no peeling, no down time. lifetime 
warranly, Poly-Tub R .. toration, 774-8184, 
business services 
ECONOMY DOWN- will barter for some ser-
vices. Light truckino. rubbish removal, land-
scaping, tree work, oaraoe, barn, attic demo-
lition. Fall cleanup, professional movino. Call 
761-0193, 
ELECTRICIAN- CALL "FORREST" .t Town & 
Country Electric for lowest prices in town. 
Speci.,Iy: fu ... to br .. ker paneis, Licensed & 
insured, Contractors- CALL US! 172-5257, 
ELECTRICIAN- CALL ·FORREST" .t Town & 
Country Electric for lowest prices in town. 
Specially: luses to br .. ker p.nels, Licensed & 
insured. Contractors- CALL US! 772-5257, 
ELECTRONIC TAX FILING is f.st easy and 
accurate with CU Finarw::ial Services. $30 Fed-
eral. Many area credit unions participating 
with Us areolfering 24-hour Relund Anticipa-
tion Loans (RALs), Call us at 775-V 41 to find 
out how 10 qu.,ily for • RAL or for • lax 
p.ekage, Packages c.n .Iso be picked up ., 
Shop'n Sa'll! superm.rkets, 
EXPERIENCED MOVER will move small or 
I.rgeloads locally or 101'G-dislance, car.ges 
and attics cleaned also. Excellent local refer-
ences .nd low rates, 774-2159, 
FROM THE BASEMENT TO THE ATTlC- Tum 
unused space into livino space. Building & 
remodeling,.11 phases, Insured, 797-6809. 
GLIDDEN ELECTRICAL SERVICES (GES)-
Anything electrical: residentiallcommercialJ 
industrial wiring, service changes, liohting, 
ceiling fans, outfetslphone jacks, computer 
cablino, etc. 10 years expenera. Insured. 
Perry Glidden, M.sterElectrieian, 1-800·283-
9896, 
HANDYMAN MAINTENANCE-Home improve· 
ment projects, repairs, decl<s .nd light truck-
ing, Sm. II jobs our specialty, Sonior citizons 
call for qu.'~ work .t reasonable rates. C.U 
727-4034, 
HATE TO WALLPAPER? From baths to b.'~ 
rooms, we'll tackle ~ Ioryou, Y .. rs 01 experi-
ence, free estimates & many references. Call 
Harbor H.ng-upo now. 773-3340, 
HEAL TH INSURANCE- AT LAST, • seriouo 
discountoflered to the .. ,I-employed through 
the National Association fortho Solf·Employed. 
No employees required, C.II Gonlon Glidden, 
642-3274, 
HEAliNG PROBLEMS? KEITH'S SERVICE, 
767-4531, Gae & oil rep.irs, mairlenance 
inolallations, lrooble-shocting , Some .ppli· 
anceo. odd iobs, Ke~h Gaudet, Iormerly of 
Gray OiVRidge Oil. 
HOUSE & OFF ICE CLEAN I NG- AIIon!able oates, 
fr .. eslim.tes, W .. kly, monthly, or speci., 
occaBsiona! Newctients currently scheduling, 
655-5419, 
INCOME TAXES PR EPARED· Momber N.tioool 
Association of Tax Practitionerl. lawrence 
Barker, 1576 Broadway, South Portland, C.II 
761-0137 evenings and _kends, 
K&S SERVICES- B.throom remodeling .nd 
repair, ceram ic tile, carpentry ,linoleum, ptu m b-
ing, heating, No job too big ortoc sm.lI, M.ny 
referonceo .vailable, lroured, 767-3378, 
32 Casco Bay Wtdiy 




CHARLES B. MELCHER 
PHOTOGRAPHER 
Remanufactured Toner 
Cartridges for HP, 
Apple, OMS laser 
printers, and Personal 
Copiers. Most cartridges 
$49, all come with a 
100% guarantee. Mention 
this ad and save $10 
on your first order. 
Hand-Tuning 
to Your Speci[lCa/wfIS 
Snowboards, too! 
$9.95 
Tues~Fn, 6 a.m.-6 pm 
Sat 6. m. ~Noon 
Thun Nile 10 10 p m. 
Professional 
teP==t Instruction 
Jazz • Blues • Rock • Theory 
Beginner to Professional 
17ym tmingex~nre. 










Call 1-800-244-8822 TODAY! 
lei X56·6191 
280 Longfellow Slreel 
Westbrook. Mrune 04092 
TIMOTHY A DEI'lLlPP 
PROFESSiONAL LAND SURVEYOR 
MidtMl MtJ \ofCltmd 
EXTRAORDINARY PORTRAITS 
501 Cumberland Ave. 
Gift C,rtij'lCat.u Avculabr. 





Boundary. TOPQgraphic and 
COflSlrUClion Surw!ycng 
A ...... Three Dollar Dewey's 
Income Tax .\ssistance Residential I COlllmercial 
INCOME TAX PREPARATION 
QIDCK REFUNDS 
WITH ELECTRONIC FILING 
1-2 Day Check with Refund 
Anticipation Loan 
Other Filing Options Available 
Many Returns Completed 
While You Wait 
• Reasonable • Prompt 
• Experienced • ConrulentUd 
For estimate or appointmenl, call 
John Hudson at 772-1199 
7 a.m. 10 10 p.m. ·7 days a week 
DIPIETRO'S MARKET 
SOUTH 




• Tax Planning 
and Preparation 
• Computerized Monthly 
Accounting 
• Financial Statements 
• Accounting Systems 
• Consulting and Planning 
GoodlnelMcAreeTT1r 7475 
. 
EMERSON & FRAZIER, CPAs 
Individuals· Partnerships· Corporations 
879-1690 
Iniual One Hour Consultation Free of Charge 
This Valentine's Day Don't 
Dodge Your Duty. 
FLORIST 
INC 
Roses delivered directly to your Valentine. 
67 BRENTWOOD STREET 775-3160 
PORTLAND ME We Deliver 4:00 - 10:00 
In South Portland & Cape Elizabeth 
16" Pepperoni Pizza· $5.99! 'I •••••••••• I! 
799-2839 385 S. Portland I::~ 
DINING EXPRESS 
Delivery 7 Days per Week 
From 16 of Portland's Finest Restaurants 
Fast Hot Quality Food Delivery 
Portland and Surrounding Towns 
Call Us At: 774-5500 
Immediate Delivery in Portland 
and Throughout New England 
Custom and Scheduled Routes 
Call us today for information about 





• and other life eupport MtViceo& 
If you've ever cleaned up for 
the cleanmg peopie ... or worse. 
cleaned up after them ... 
You need me in your life 
Katherine Clark 
772-8784 
Loring Short & Harmon offers delivery from office 
supplies to coffee to cleaning supplies. Supply 
orders placed by 2:00 p.m. will be delivered to your 
location the next business day. Call our friendly 
people in customer service or fax us an order. 
Telephone # Fax# 
797-9750 878-9787 
Orders over $50.00 Will be delivered free. There IS a $2.50 
handling charge on orders under $50.00. 
business services stun for sale -~muslc 
LASER TYPfSffiING· Bold bUll"... carnl. 
reopectableresumes. bOlhant brochu .... funky 
flye .. &.wesom •• dvertlaements Your_-
faction la key Low pn<es Free .. tlmlt .. Call 
M.rk, m-llBS6 
AmNTION FERRETS OR other comp '''-
male Feraale.l fabulous terret condo Some 
WIN carpet. 112 bath. 4-111DI)'S of lush IlY!ng. 
aoking$150.BD 797·3499 
COPIER· TOSHIBA B04910' S950 Thread wheels 
6OO(}jd spool. of as&Ortod colors. $5 each. Callm·8607 _________ _ 
wheels 
HONDA PRELUDE SI. 1989· Red •• utomatIC. 
NC. tiH·whseI. AmlFm cassette. 4 .peakers. 
newr .. rb,. ••• unroof.35.000 miles. perfect. 
S12,500 firm CalI642-5035 
February 4, 1993 33 
Reading them is 
only half the fun! 
NEED ELECTRICAL WORK DONE? Best deale 
on aervK:e chan~ ... ·Fu ... to Bf1ak .... • Cell· 
Ing lana· you buy.I • .....,bleand hang Any· 
thing electrical. no job too big orsmall. Quality 
worht vel)' reasonable rates Free estimates 
MIStIf Electrician. lneurod GIfI)". Electric. 
773-5897 
FOR SALE· 4 CEMETERY LOTS AT 3-WHEELELECTRIC CAR·2y .... old. Rascal. 
BROOKLAWN 10'l10 bslowcurrent aale pnce new $3000. aaklng S1500 or B 0 879-1837. MAZDA 626 LX. 1987- Darl< blue. 5·.pood. 
Call n4-5779 I .... m .... ge. orc.n 773-5209 ovenl'1l' sunroof.excellentcomltlOn $4195 Ca1l781· 
For the Personals to 
work, you need to 
call and respond! 
NEED HELP? Certilied Paralegal can help WIth 
will •• power of attorney. liY!ng WIllI. hY!ng 
trust •• bankruptcy. divorce. worn processing. 
taxes Carolyn Parnl. 7n-5620 Reasonable 
rat8II 
PERSONAL CARE COMPANION for elderly· 
Part·time Cooking. hght clea"ng. etc Fie,· 
Ible hours Roforl!OO!l available Call 774· 
8889 
QUAL ITY ELECTRICAL WORK DONE rea .. n-
ably by Maaler EIect""an Free estimates. 
fully loourod •• OMCO upgrad ... remodels. 
additlona. new constructtOn. re8ldertlallcom-
merclal FASULO ELECTRIC. 871-9269 
THE PEOOLERS HOBBY Cycle & Ski· MI)'ata 
bicycles aales & servoco Cuatcm. rebuilt, all 
terrain bikes. mount.,n bikes. Naugtty for 
lees· new rebulH fitness equlpmenl SUp·R· 
Edge tolal ski tUning syalem Results total 
ski .ngle contlOl on bluOlc, 767-5335 
Eallmlt .. Layootl Trod .. Ba rtere. 767· 
6335 
TUCKER'S lIGHTTRUCKING· Mall1tenanca & 
fumftUrs mOY!ng' Pailting. house cleaning. 
odd jobs. land9caplng. tr .. work, rubbish 
,.."oval. handywor1t Cleaning attica and base-
ments F,. eaIImat ... low rat.. Call 761· 
0193 
TUCKER'S TRUCKING· Local or long dIStance 
General trucking & prof ... ,onal moY!ng of .11 
types Rubbish removal. baiements. attICS & 
garageacleaned. fre",htnauting 8to24 fOOl ... 
available. Best rales around Prof ... ,onal ser· 
VICe Fall cltan UP. call 76Hn93 
TUCKER'S USED FURNITURE. 235 Congress 
Sl. Portland. 761-0193 Salling used furnl· 
tu .. CASH PAID Open dally. dell'IOl)' .. ""CO 
.v.llabl. ConslOnme'" welcome. AttICO. 
ba .. ment. & g ... g .. cleened. 
WINTER IS HERE' So call on ua. we do WInter 
clea",ng. hglt trucking. ru bblah removal. yarn 
raking. I.ndscaplng.lawn Inst.llation. attics. 
basements & garag .. cieaned Call775-7972 
financial 
MONEY FOR COLLEGE· CALL HIOO·228· 
3734 Are you looking lor financial aid to help 
pay college bill.? Do you need help filling out 
flnallClal aid and IIChola .. lip form.? If ... 
pi .... make plans to call the F,nanoaAuthortty 
of M.lIle·. Financial Aid HoUlllelt 1-8JO-228· 
3734 on Momay.am Thursday ......"ng. from 
5 OOp m to 8:00p m. dunng the monthe of 
Janual)' am Februal}' The call and the IIlfor· 
matJon are free 
stun for sale 
88' BLUE W/cORAL AND BEIGE DESIGN 
COUCH and Queen AlIne thall. $500. 80" 
mauve biue and bOIOe couch, $300, 2 oak end 
labl ... $150. CroSCIlilined antique wMecur· 
t",.. wlballoon valances (2 pair. 7rJ. 6 pall. 
62') $2O/pall 883·2829 after 6pm 
ANTiOUE DINING SET T.ble.4 thalrs. gl ... • 
top hutch. I.~ buffet, solid cherry. S7OO; 
Salamander heaW. 150.000 BTU. oxcelient 
comltlOn. good lor garage, wo/bhoP. etc. 
S200 fll1l1 642-<1260 
GUARANTEES ARE ONLY AS GOOD ao the 
company thai offers them Watch out for 
·money back" off ... from unl<nown compa· 
n_ 
KOHLER-CAMPBELL UPRIGHT PIANO .... 
callen! Instrument. S970. Sharp mICrowave! 
col'lYllClion. large capaCity. Sl10. bathroom 
towel heat atand. never used. onglnal pack. 
age. $40 799·9646 
LOOK LIKE A PRO· OffICially IlCeneed NFL. 
NHL. NBA, MLB and college app.relam noy. 
.HIOS Free catalog New Engl.nd Sports Con-
nection. 55 Lorraine Tlfraca. Dept PS. 
Middletown, Ct 06457 
MATTRESSES & BOXSPRINGS & FRAMES· 
New liqUidating complete Inventol)' TWin-
Full· Cu...,.. King Cellular telephon ... Iso 
Call for detail •• 772-5737. n6-8122 
ONE DOZEN LONG-STEMMEO ROSES and 
onepoumgoormetchocolates S2495De1,v-
erod In GlSlter Portland Call" Juat Becau .. ". 
797-5091 MC and V ... accepted 
RAVISHING RECALLS. 101 CONGRESS ST · 
A now & used clothing con.lQnment .tors 
Jewell)' & accesaones Open' Tues.-Sal. 
10am-5pm Accsptlng larger women'. cloth-
Ing Pnces are negotiable Let's m.ke money 
together I Cash or conSIl! 11m ent. Can 874-ll306 
SEARS BEST HEAVY DUTY large capacity 
washerldl)'.r. hke new C.II "'nlngl. 865· 
9316 
SPEAKERS- JBL LX44. \Ioted moat .ccurate 
mld-s11!ld .peaker umer S800 by Stereo Re-
Y!ew Formerly used In rscornlng atl/(j,O 3· 
way. crisp soum $700 new. S300 or B 0 
879·73n 
TUCKER'S USED FURNITURE· 235 Cong .... 
St In Portland BUYing & soiling anbqu .. and 
used fu""ture. dellvel)' .. ""CO avail.ble. a 
little bi1 of "'1)'t111ng 761-0193 
WAKEM'S USED BOOK EMPORIUM· 1 00'. of 
paperbacks. Half the pnce of new Buy 12, get 
1 free U S RL 1. Scarborough. 883-4686 
WOOD STOVE· Vermont Casting. Model-R .... 
lutl Excellent comlbon. 2-<1oor $500 767· 
3514 
wanted 
BUYING USED FURNITURE & ANTIQUES that 
are In good condition Top dollar paid. also 
hou .. hold Item •• baby clothes and fumitull 
Call 76H)193 
arts .. crafts 
COUNTRY WOOOCRAFTs- 229 Cong .... St 
Portland. 871-135ll Large .. Iection 01 wood 
producte, also basket weaVIng .upph ..... ..,. 
clls.nd palntl Open 10-5 Mon.·Sat Classes 
Available. 
music 
FOR SALE· SPINET PIANO by G Stock. ExcsI· 
lent condItIOn. $1000 874-0074 ........ n5-
7822 day. 
ernie ook 811 1. III/do 8 11 1'1'11 
BLAZER S10. 1986.4'4. Tahoe pacl<age.all. 
loaded. excellent cond~lon. 100.000 mi. 
mostly highway. no rusl $4.500 Call week-
daye after 7pm. all day weekends 283·1115 
BUICK SKYHAWK 1985- Auto trans. ps. PB. 
good COnd~lon. runa ..,per. S1500 883-5976 
BUICK SKYLARK. 197!). newbJak ... newdueJ 
exhaust, new tIres. new waterpump radltor, 
some rust. needs some work but runs well 
Asking Sl .5oo or BO Great deal l 642-5335 
eYe. 856-5356 daye Owight 
CHEVY BLAZER 4X4 1984· Full·.",. 305. 4 
&pd. mint condo new tlreaipalnt $4500, Will 
consider PIckup in t .. de. Call n5-8105 or 
rn-<l373 
CHEVY CAVALIER. 1989- Gtay. new AmlFm 
cassette stereo & tires. exhaust St,marn, 
sporty. cream puff No ru.~ a beaubful car' 
$3.900 or B 0 883-9042 
CHEVY LUMINA 1990- 4 dr. automatIC, EulO 
V-5. ale. crul". am·fmlcaseette 4 .pkr. palpb. 
f,ont whoel d, ... nlt·wt.e",sporty. well main-
tained. $6000. 892·3104 
CHEVY SILVERADO 4x4. 1992- Short bed. 
"lCk·up WIlled hner EWI)'optlon, laney wheels, 
super clean. low miles Paid S22K. must sell 
St6.9OO 883-3883 
DODGE DAKOTA, 1988·4 cyl. 5·&pood.long 
bed. ste/eo cassette. cloth seats. new tires. 
56.000 miles Well cared for $3.900 1·737-
8763 
FORD TEMPO Gl 1989· 5 spd. 4 dr. am~m 
taSS • pslpb. automatIC ... lbelts. well m lin-
t .. ned Great carl Call 829·3537. pi .... leave 
message 
FORD THUNDERBIRD 1988· Sil ... r.automatlc. 
low miles. loaded Incl 2 al.rm systems. ale. 
power wlmowsllocks. one owne/. perfect 
comltlOn $8500. negotiable Call 846·1337 
8'1' L'J",,,A " I (Y\1~S:MY8R"n4flt '. gA.fl.R'f e 11.,,1 
I e1plalOd to Spaz tge~~/JI I cttnt l,Ke 
hlr l,ke her b«atA~t (Jell' d(l1 « +'13 
WITh ~er S pa~ e~lS' 9'3' reds ({Ii 'f~( 
word.~ I'() r'MAy books. Sp'l2 !':J! S 
jj~1 rtuds and r-eild, Cl/l.d read, I~~/('Ilj 
for GI 5fo~ ... bov t ho w 0. I qrJ~ t> Sory.e 
tllntS a du'Je She S1ldthe bestStorllS' 
on SDfY\e'hrre5 Clbpvt \,v.1S. / 11m" bo'j 
Sa~s 5pal e.':JtS 91,91 OhQ h", sp" z 
e~es spa7- I"to me She tS hpj- ( I" 
Sh! salt! Wh-<~5 II. fa~ I ~lI.ld INn en 17<>\15 
lIk e bo~s ) meql) II/le 'l'.,eVh liKe 1htfll L 
5<1fd "'filAr's PerftCDptl'l f:ijtS !N3' .so.ld. 
'rJ,erl I~ no pr~bJefl\" 5paz- e';jn 91S1 >1I.1c!, 
8/CD.USI spen e~e> 9/3' so.id t11t1r- Iry Na l 
f"~t S~f 's a 150 a bo.':j 
2069 
NISSAN STANZA XE. 1985- 5-.peed. 4-<1oor 
halthbacf<. 82.000 m.I ... new br ... red wi 
Qrilf\lek)urintenor,good condltton $2,500 or 
8.0.284'7421 
OLDSMOBILE 98. 1982· va. brand new In-
spection stiCker. ,.bul~ engine. appro, 56k 
miles, good condition, power, AMlFM stereo 
Also 79 280Z needs body work, both for 
S2 000 799·2736 
PONTIAC GRAND PRIX SE. 1991· Red. fully 
loaded. ready fore,Cllernent 31 fuel'lnjected 
engine. 13.000 mil .. StICker PliCO S19.8OO. 
only aeklng what's left on loan 828.0024. ask 
for Jon 
SAA8 9OOS. t991' MetalliC .11 ..... w~ .. ther 
Interior, 36,000 ml, power windowaldoors, 
.unroof Stili underfactol)' warrartee. perfect 
com Asking 514.900 Please call 563-1971 
VOLVO 244DLA, 1990· 1 OWNER. loaded. 
excellent condition throughout •• ervlce 
record ••• "b'g. AlC. power Window., 
seatwarmers. cassette, automatlc overdnve 
Wholesale- final offenng S8.900 firm 642· 
3274 
Wi JETTA 199!)' ChaltOal. 4 dr. alc. palpb. 
studded tires, Alpine stereo, 8)1tended 
warrantee,mmtcond Mustsell,$8OQ) orb D.; 
775·1899 
Wi PASSAT1991-5 spd. 46.000 ml • loaded. 
aUrY'OOf, am-tm casaette, po'N'er everything 
Even the seats heat Upl S12,500 Will negob· 
.te 865-<1549 
learning 
REDUCE STRESS. BURN CALORIES ON A 
HORSEI Theve/yfinest Instruction Intheartol 
ndlng, lum Ping. dr .... g .. Indoor arena NEW 
BOSTON FARM. GJaY, 657-3274 
animals 
adult services 
·SOULMATES·· A unique on·hne dating ser-
Vice Theexcltlng, safe and convenient way for 
Singles to meet that special someone l Place 
youlad or hsten to talking personals NA TlON-
WIDE. 24111rs • to meetYOUlldeal SoulMate In 
you", .. ' Call Now' 1-90!)'285-ll2oo. $2 491 
min 18+ 
11 BEST TRANSVESTITE. TRANSEXUAL. 
CROSSDRESSER Info. meetingpl.ca. fanta· 
SIBS, talking catalogue plus more. As seen on 
teleVISion 1·900·420-5677. S3591mln 
toucltone. o'lOr 21 Michael Salem Enter· 
p" .... 212·986-177718 
AS SEEN ON lVl The Leading Vo"," Personals 
In the Countl)" Personal ConnectlOllS Plus 
Anyllfestyles' Call now' Fun, Romancemyour 
a/ea l l·9OO·329·3279. S2 951mln .18 •• lnt1· 
Home-VidllO 
MORE THAN ADATELlNE· Fun
' 
ExCItIng I Avail-
able Portland alnglesawoltyourcall' Also. get 
horoscopes, aport.updatea l l·900-990.o580. 
S2Imln 18. Don't delay. go for ~I 
Turn the page 
for details! 
STOP CALLING DATELlNES!' Le.rn what 
Women Really Want NOW' Actual Live r.-
oolded Inte""ewa.l ·90().4!)'PICK·UP (7425· 
8). ext 174 Sl 99imln 18. 
UNCENSORED. LIVE. NO CC NEEDED I P.rty 
Line. 1-1100·627-9969. $2"",n I M.n to Man. 
1-000·729·3425. S2Imin I One On One LI ... Iy 
Ladles. 1·800·726·7548. $3 50lmln Adults 
only 
WILD. SEXY PERSONALS' Portland'. Own 
S,ngl.. Dateline. All Llleatyl.. U.. home 
phone number. or your own personal VOice 
101.,1 24·hoo/$. 7-<1ays.18. 1-900-329·3033. 





Talk UVE to America's 
Leading Psychics 












In the U.S. 
Mullt be Eighteen 
SponlOred by Int'I 
Home Video. Inc 
Cu&tomer SeMce' 
(212) 642·8438 
Is it love? 
or 
BENGAL KITTENS· Spectacular. lovmg. spot· 
ted mml·leopards. regIStered. show quality. 
top blood·III,. •• all shots $500 774-1509 
eves afier 7pm 
a mistake! 
Find out! FOR INTERNAL PARASITES. tender pads. and 
ear problems, aek Oak HlliAce Hardware.883-
5058 about Tnvermx;ide. Padkote. Mite, & 
Ear Canker Powder Available O·T·C 
HAPPY JACKTRIVERMICIDE Recognlzed .. fe 
& effecti .. against hook, lOund & tapeworms 
m dogs & cats Available O· T·C at OAK HILL 
ACE HARDWARE, 883·505B 
Call for Horoscope and More! 
1-900-446-3070 
The dl.fde 15 ndt 1,:}ll1j. In tht rrll'ddlt 
of antt\rf1ca It 15 fro?!" 0.1/ o.rou"d 
~ou. In the biowl "5 Show 11.( pen5vln~ 
5tCl~d 5'1'.11 for d~~ afld cla~s hDr /IIc~f~~ 
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women .. men 
112 THE FUN- BEING PERSUADED, other 11 
2- havHlO been persuaded SWF, 30a, oreat-
100klnO, Illustnous, vaned attnbuteslinter-
estl Favors respect, intelligence, charac-
ter, heart, In handoome SWM to share life's 
finest ,. 2432 13/8) 
22-YEAR OLD MAINIAC s .. k. same to do 
the DooOey Must have wrt, charm, and 
sensible shoes Buttllead. need not apply 
,. 2289 12122) 
24 YEAR OLD PROfESSIONAL, attractive & 
ambtious woman wlgood valu .. looking for 
the aame In a man Modern woman at work 
... ks old-fashioned romance at home Call 
me'" 2201 12/15) 
A DAY WITHOUT LAUGHTER IS A DAY 
WASTED' Happy, hea~tr/ ptrJslcally & emo-
tlOllally, optimIStic, open-minded, 32, petrte, 
prof ... "malsoaks same My loke or}'<lu,,' 
,. 217212115) 
ALL GOOD WOMEN AREN'T TAKEN I Out-
gOInO. personable, colorbhrd, romantic, ex-
hibits Silly streak occasionally, looking for real 
man lnol macho), who Isn' thrutened by a 
rul woman ,. 2366 (311) 
ALL THREE OF US WANT TO MEET YOU' 
find everythHlg }'<lU 'relookHlg for I MOYles, 
evemngs out , evenings In, you name It, 
we've got It NIS only, please No emollonal 
baggage ,. 245713/8) 
ATmACTIVE DWF, PETITE, 46, looking for 
hones~ Sincere guy I enlOY musIC, theatre, 
dll"lIno. museUms, fireplaces, walks. ocean, 
dancing, church ,. 2377 (311) 
AWARENESS IS IMPORTANT- SWF, blonde, 
blue-eyed, 5'3", nice bUild, over SO and fit, 
spontaneous, canng, slightly u,"que loVIIS 
ocean, mUSIC, claSSlC3ltocountry. simple and 
complex pleasur .... 2259 (2122) 
BEAUTIFUL BRUNETIE, 22, attraCllve, funny. 
playfu l, happy, Innocentyel deVilish all In one 
breath I Soaking handsome. athletic, energetIC, 
lun-loVing. NIS SWM, 2O-something, for fun, 
~ughs. more ,. 2271 (2122) 
BEAUTY AND BRAINS- DWF, 38, very at-
tractive, 5'4', weight proportIOnate, ~ brown 
hair, blue eyel, profesSional, mother 01 2 
boys, vanety of Interests Donl let me get 
away I .. 2342 1311) 
BRIGHT, PROGRESSIVE, NOT PERfECT, 
mUSICal, profesSIonal woman With warped 
sense 01 humor seeks articulate, open. 10-
derMtf'ldent soulmate for paSSive-solar coun-
try Ille ,. 221212115) 
BUT SERIOUSLY, NOT' SWF, 35, hnanc,,11y 
secure In the Winter I like to s~ & go out to 
dinner In the summer I spend time at the 
beach 8<stockcarraclng I also enloy boating 
& sWimming I'm ImpulSive and like to do 
things on the spurofthe moment Not mto the 
bar scene .. 2277 12122) 
CASUAL COSMOPOLITAN WOMAN. 33,"'ks 
casual coemopolrtan man, 3()-43 Inter .. ta 
lOul mUSIC, dancing, lall, WIE JOI)08f, enlOY 
traveling, readll1O, mOVIes, interesting con-
ver,aMn Quiet at fi~, great ae_ of humor 
NIS, 1JD please .. 2358 1311) 
DO YOU BELIEVE IN MAGIC' Looking to be 
madly, truely, deeply moved Me I'm 29, 
phySICally, mentally &oplrltually alive You 
Rebel w~h a cause, adventuroul, intellec-
tual , wholesome, Itnaoclally secure, SIn-
cere .. 2361 (311) 
DON'T ANSWER THISAD"I flfty-Ish,out-of-
CirculatIOn _wed SWF, who'. ternfied thll 
ad Will be ans_ed I Loo~ng for companion-
ship NIS, /OOS, golf, bridge, good books! 
muSIC, good sense of humor .. 2360 1311) 
DWF lOOKING FOR SENSITIVE, humor-
OUI, fun-lOVing , romantic male. 30-40 I 
enJOY dancing , mOVlea, plaYing pool, qUiet 
dinners, and pOSSible relationship Be ad-
venturous and call' .. 2359 1311) 
DWF, 31 , BLONDE HAIR, GREEN EYES, 1701, 
5'S" lenloy auto ralClng, football Peraonallty, 
not looks. comes f",t Loo~ng for friendship 
& fove No head gam.. ,. 23251311) 
ECLECTIC THINKING & FEELING Single 
woman, 33, not IntO lines. bullshlltlng. Im-
ages, but Sincerity, laughing, free-splnted 
Not boond by COnveltlOO, color or cu~ure 
Must be thinking, 30-40 . .. 2371 (311) 
ECLECTIC, INDEPENDENT MOM- Petrte, ac-
tive, 43, With fun teenager Educated , well-
travelled MuSIC StOVle Ray, PSO. Travel 
dreams Jamaica. Smlthsonlan, Mo .... es· CIn-
ema Paradloo, Howard's End, Med" Mother 
Jones, MPBN, Act,Wles Racquetball, walk-
Ing .. 219512115) 
EVERYTHING BUT THE GUY' Loo~ng to 
share M"ne With YOU WoonJOY WCLl, mov-
I", PICnCI, hiking. tra,"", and Sundaya W.'re 
prof ... lOOIIls, NIS,ard looking for more Call 
,. 2284 12122) 
fASTEN YOUR SEATBEL T AND start your 
englne l Are you ready lor meet:11l'J a nICe, 
professIOnal, cute 25 year old? NIS ecught 
who IS settled professionally and emobonally, 
for fun, dat .. , Inendshlp & maybe more Ex-
c""vo speed optional ,. 2467 (3/8) 
fiND THAT SPECIAL SOMEONE Thur1day 
night at the Seaman's Club, Irom 5-7 pm It', 
the Personal Connection l 
FOUR ATTRACTIVE. PROfESSIONAL FE-
MALES who loY! to have fun would like to 
meet lou r llnancially secure males to counter4 
balance our poroonallbes .. 2354 (311) 
fREQUENT SKIER, SUNDAY RIVER- Energetic, 
outgOing, attractiVe DWF soaks SIOWM, 38-48, 
NIS. to explore the trails ,. 225812122) 
GOOD DANCER AND ENJOYS PooL- DWF 
looking lor s/oWM who likes children Suc-
cessful prOfesSlOnal ln30a,IIkeasummersun 
Attractive and seeks same .. 2208 (2115) 
HI, YOU GORGEOUS SM. 20-25 ' Me: New to Portland, attracti .... fun, 5"1. 11 01, BWl Look-
109 forfun, friandship and more. .. 228312122) 
IF YOU CAN MAKE TIME FOR LAUGHING, 
playing, adventure, danCing, f"endsh,p and 
more, and want to do so WIth a desirable, 
energetic, fit, outdool'5y, prol"'IO",I, leml-
nlstNIS, 43, then Iet·s connect CBW Box 178 
.. 23881311) 
INTRIGUING, INTELLIGENT SWF, 40, who 
IS politically aware, non4repubhcan, inde-
pendent, wrtty. likes the outdoors, Van 
Mo",son" photography, SkIIng , s"lInO, 
dog8, mOVies, books, and Is looklng for one 
good man" 221012115) 
JEANS, MIN IS, OR SWEATS, H EELS or sneak-
ers, outdoors, country or rock Flexible, slen-
der, attractive DWF. 33,_ honest Sincere, 
attractive OWM.34-40, forfnendshlp and lun 
,. 2324 (311 ) 
LET'S HIBERNATE TOGETHER I Smoker' 49 yea,. young I Like warm places, warm hearts. 
hate Winter You're under 49, hard worker, a 
leader, don't wear surts & ties. like country 
musIC and me' " 2186 (2115) 
LET'S TACKLE WINTER. YOU & ME- Attrac-
tive, fit, DWF, 32, reqUires quarterback. 2Os, to 
watch Sunday football with Tall, handsome, 
humorous, tlghtends Kick off '93 nght Donl 
pass. scramble Call nowl ,. 22ti212122) 
LITERARY AMAZON. 37, 5'11 ' , seeks equally 
strapping . well read and great-hearted man to 
meet on the held of honor Must have the 
courage to be happy ,. 22ti9 (2122) 
RENAISSANCE REDHEAD LOOKING for her ro-
na""nee man- age 35-49 Must be Intelligent, 
witty and attrac11V8. I enlOY fine art, good food, 
m~, books, outdoors, SWlmmn}J, hiurlQ, 
tiravellng CBW Box 170 .. 2216 12115) 
RUBENESQUE WOMAN , ENFP, SEEKS fun-
lOVing man DWf, 45, 2 cherubs Love ski-
Ing, hiking. reading and stimulating conver-
sation VivaCIOUS, Interesllng, and wicked I 
Hope you are NIS, LID. optimIStiC, honest. 
happy .. 2375 1311) 
SEARCHING fOR A REAL MAN- Solid, so-
ber, smokeless, sexy. 54 -60, seeking same 
She DWF, secure, selective, SpOrtive, sen-
sitlve,snuggly, sagacIous, salubriOUS, san-
gUine, sCintil lating , Silver-throated song-
bird" 2261 (2122) 
SEXY, SASSY. SULTRY and sl ghtlt sadIStIC 
soaks sensual,secu ro, se/ectI..." sane and sl~ htIt 
SInful for SIZzling sonata ,. 2333 (311) 
SWf GINGER ROGERS SEEKING fRED 
ASTAIRE to dance to new adventures Be 35-
45 .. 23621311) 
SWf, 23, VERY PRETTY, educated, good per-
sonality, outgOing, caring, sense of humor, 
seeks SWM, 22-28. very attractive, compat 
Ible, athletic. easy-going, fun Write & send 
photo CBW Box 179 .. 2429 (318) 
SWf, 33, fUN, fRIENDLY. Intelhg.nt, sensi-
tive, WIth great sense of humor. looking for 
Similar guy to enJOY great conversation and 
laughter CBW Box 172 .. 224812122) 
SWf, 35, PETITE, NIS With vaned Interests 
... ks tall, . I,m SWM pro lesSional, 30-42 Be 
honest, thoughtful, romantiC, out-gOlng, and 
don' play games I'm waiting .. 23571311) 





The Seamen's Club 
375 Fore Street 
Portland 
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HANDSOME, HUMOUR, HUNKY, HEY! 
Maximizeyour pleasure, combine sen-
sitivity with wit and artistic as well as 
musical stimulation. This is one of 
those gifts like rainbows coming your 
way_ 'Z!' 2466 (3/8) e·: 
WCU9B.91HE PORr The Seamen's C'luh 
Each week, a Casco Bay 'v\Ieekty personal ad 18 chosen as CBW's 
"Person of the W_" and is awattled a pnze package 
MOVIE MANIAC, NO BUTTER- SWf, 31 , pro-
fessional who's not afraid to 11l1li hfe NIS 
Enfoys all sports and making others laugh. 
Let's meetoveracupol Lipton" 219412115) 
NEW KID IN TOWN- Recently relocated, 
fun -lOVing 81 attractive female loves dance, 
travel , mOVies, books, banter, phllosopnlz-
Ing & other funny people,seeks sexy, happy 
guy .. 242313/8) 
NO SNEAK PREVIEWS' Mld-thlrtl" eclec -
tiC SF seeklrIQ "hteratecarpenler" With sense 
of humor Must be as happy at 5eil as on 
land and suffer scrutiny of multiple Slb-
IIngl .. 246313/8) 
PIZZA LDVER- AttraClive SWF. 27 •• ,ng 
fun, attractive. fnendly, mature guy for com-
panionshiP and pOSSibly more EnJOY mUSIC, 
mOVie-golng, nlghtllf •• dancing and beaching 
It Take a chance, call m.1 .. 2454 (318) 
PRIME USA NY SmE WOMAN, late 3Oa, 
tall & thin, ... ks shallow game-playln' man 
who looks good and smells good and ~ very 
bad .. 2374 1311 ) 
SINGLE WHITE fEMALE- SWf, 29, has much 
to offer In life Should you b. happy. 20s-
309, and want someone to share It, call me 
,. 2468 13/8) 
SLIGHTLY Off-BEAT, intelligent, indepen-
dent, college woman, 22, fairly new to Port-
land , seeks open-minded, educated. slightly 
off-beat 20s man for friendship/relation-
ship .. 226512122) 
SLIGHTLY OFf-CENTER. excited about life, 
seif-assured, well-educated, attraClive SWf, 
40., 10VIIS diverSity. travel. openness. physi-
cal f,ln ... , Independence, looking for secure 
male who ISI1 t working out hiS JSSU8S WIth 
tender Side ,. 2217 (2115) 
SL 1M, A TIRACTlVE, GREEN-EYED SWF seek-
Ing fun, fnendshlp and maybe more Must be 
dark. professIOnal, N/s between 40-SO, full of 
energy and ready for action I ,. 24481318) 
STAR LIGHT, STAR BRIGHT, where the heck 
IS Mr Right" Attractive profesSIOnal, SWF, 
30, NlS, Brll!r Inllliligent, honest. canng, ht. 
heaithy. d,,,,,,,,,fied Interesta, ... ks TIOIH, 
SWNG 100ce guy), 30-somethlng. ambitIOus 
prof ... ,onal B. my Valentine I .. 23841311) 
SWF, 38. CREATIVE, SENSITIVE, fun-lOVing , 
Independent, looking for Inendshlp. poSSIbly 
relationship Must beemotlOnallysecure, pro-
fessIOnal, great sense of hu mor, fam lly-ort-
ented and love life ,. 24261318) 
SWf, PETITE, ATTRACTIVE, 27, NIS, NIO, 
outgoing wrth a zest for IIIe seeks to meet 
successtu I professlO nal who appreciates co u n-
try liVing I enJOY golhng, exerCise, adventure 
and quiet timea Prefer2B-35 .. 220512115) 
SWf, SLiGHL TY CRUNCHY PROFESSIONAL. 
aCllve, athletIC, soabenllghtened. understand-
,ng SWM baby boomerto hang out With Must 
not be afraid of doublo-d lOmond tiralls, expen-
mental recipes. or toiling It like rr IS Wnte me 
With yourstory CBW Box 176 .. 23431311) 
TEACH ME TO LASSO ORother unusual s~n and 
I'll sng you a romantic song Ta~nted , Int.lle 
gent.~lm f ,37 .... ksstable, kind, hteratemate 
Height rot mportant. .. 222312115) 
TWO SEVENTIES ALUMNI- Healthy, robust, 
self-actua li zed , seeklnO male counterparts 
lor fun and ? Muslc,laughterand POSitive 
outlook mandatlry SlOg Ie, NIS, LID, NIO 
,. 2182 12115) 
WANTED- WELL-STUffED SHIRT- Playlul 
pIxie seeks Independent, energetic T-shirt 
wearer If you've got a really umque one I 
wantll bad I Non-harley men, 30-42, tall Be 
nice" 23791311) 
WELL-EDUCATED. PRETTY, SHAPELY, 5'2-, 
athletiC, eclectic, affectIOnate DWF, 42. seeks 
DWM, 40-50, N/S, college-plus educahon, 
muscular, fit, active, selt-secure, ethical, Opti-
mIStiC, Witty ,. 2344 (311) 
WHAT'S THE SOUND Of ONE HAND CLAP-
PING? SWF _,ng SM. 19-24. to find the 
answer MUSIC, theatre an:! mOVIe fiend Cre-
ative,spontaneous, open-minded .. 23301311) 
WICKED SEXY, WICKED NICE. Wicked In-
.hape In brain and beauty, 35, cosmetologISt, 
seeking one WiCked doctor 1 need an appoInt 
ment Wicked bad ,. 2280 (2122) 
WINE, ROSES. LOVE LETTERS- I deserve 
spOI ling, pampenng. affectIOn, male atten 
tIon DWF, 37. Independent, fun, athletIC, II 
S, LlO, anractlVe. open-minded, hoping for 
dependable, reliable , real Strong , ptr/SI-
cally & emotionally, romantIcally obsessed 
,. 23831311) 
men .. women 
"THE BOSS" ADM IRES CARING, alfectlOn-
ate, fun-loVing femal .. while thIS DWM . 50, 
seeks someone With something between 
h.r ears. good dinc.r, Ilkes2l4-footed anl-
mals ' ,. 2196 (2115) 
22 YEAR OLD NONPROFESSIONAL unstable 
eollege student looking to meet women of all 
ages, race. and hf .. ty~ If you are open-
minded and non-matenallstlc, please call me 
.. 24491318) 
27"AND LifE JUST STARTED AGAIN- OWM 
looking for22-3O, DISWf likes to nde motor-
cycle In summer and loowmoblte In Winter 
ErlIoy camping, cancelll'J. OIghts out Must be 
outgoIng and adventuro", ,. 24531318) 
43 YEARS YOUNG, A MAN 01 few words 
looking tor a woman to share mind, body, and 
heart ,. 2365 (311 ) 
A SWEET YOUNG SANTA, 29-112, seeks 
adorable elf to share fun times with dUring 
the off-season Friends have deSCribed me 
as an honest, senSitive, gentle, fun -lOVing 
and romantIC guy Nice girls are encour~ 
aged to apply I Who else can you trust but 
Santa? ,. 2281 12/22) 
ADVENTURE IS WHAT I LIVE fORIIf}'<lu like 
ttoe outdoors, excitement, fun, ard romaoce, 
then this trapplnQ young lad IS lor you I Come 
on, whathave}'<lu got to lose?" 220712115) 
ADVENTURER, OUTDOORSMAN- AthletiC, 
handsome. strong, educated, wanderer , 
dreamer, late-twenties, seeks daring, beau-
tiful , WItty womal1 for coffee, campfires, 
mOVies, poetry, pizza, moonlight and trav-
els ,. 2267 (2122) 
ADVENTUROUS ATHLETE, SWM, loves tOSkl, 
skate and scuba dive The Canbbean IS my 
second home Seeking SWF who 10 ..... to fun 
and sun" 219712115) 
FREE FOUR-WEEK PERSONAL AD WITH PERSONAL CALL® 
How to respond to a personal ad: 25-Character Headline: Includes spaces, be creative! 
Just call 1-900-370-2041 any1l1Tle, 24 hours a day, from any touch-tone 0000000000000000000000000 
phone! Enter the four-d'9~" nurrber of the ad you WIsh to respond to, Ws1en 
to the greeting, then leave a response (An advertiser may not have recorded 
a greeting by the tme you call You may still leawa message on lhat per9OO's Your Ad: first 25-words FREE with Personal Call® 
flne)The date at the end olthead 1S1he last day to reply to that ad You may 
also choose to "browse" through aN ads in a specific ca1egory (companlorw 
and ot ... ,., notava~able to "browse'1 Calls cost $1 49/rnn You must be 18 
or over 
To respond to a CBW Box #, address mail to Casco Bay Weekly, 551A 
CongressSt., Pott/and, ME04101, making sure to pnntthethree-dlg~CBW 
Box • clearly in the /ower left-hand comer of the envelope 
How to plaCl your personal ad: 
To place a FREE ad with Pereonal CallI!>, fil out the coupon and mall or 
FAXn fl75-1615)to us Ollaxlng, please photocopy the coupon first and then 
fax n The newspnnt doesn't reproduce well) The deadline for placing 
personal ads IS Friday at noon_ FREE pereonale ads are 25 words or less 
(Including headline), and run four weeks. O1hers, C~nlons, and L051 
Souls ads are 2-week ads and run at a cost of 50¢ per word Personal Call«> 
ads with more than 25 words cost 50¢ per additional \NOrd We'N send you 
a four-dlgn" nurrber~o appear in your ad) and a security codeforexc/uslw 
access 10 your responses through an 800-IIne a1 no cost to you Ads without 
Pereonal CaNI!> cost .50 per word plus mal~ forwarding or P a Box charges 
CfNJ Box #Sand P.O. Box .sC05t$20 pertwo-week ad Ads maybepeid 
for with Visa, MasterCard, local check or cash 
How to use your Personal call® mailbox: 
Alter you rec6lW your" number and pnvate security code, you may 
record your personallntroduct.,n Use your 1n1roducllon to teU more about 
yourself than your ad does Give your first name, but DON'T gIVe your last 
name, phonenurrberoraddress Makesureyou ask your callers to leaw1heir 
names. phone numbers and the best 11n18S to call them AJI,ntroduct.,ns are 
reviewed by caw and go on line WIth", 24 hours 
Guidelines: 
Personal ads are avlliable for Single people seeking rela1lonshlpo Ads seeking to buy or ..,lIse.ua! 
&erV1C88 will be refused No full names, street addr885eS or phone numbers wdl be pubhshed Ads 
containing exphcit sexual or snatomlcallanguage Will not be published We reserve the nght to edit, 
rafuee or recategorlz-; any ad AdvertIMr'S must be over 18 years of age 
category/Rates: 
FlU ,-WEEltADS 
o women " men 
o men "women 
o women" women 
Omen "men 
SOeIWOIO, t-WEEK ADS 
o others 
o compantons 
o lost souls 
COnfidential Information: 
rNa cannot pnnt your ad without ito) 
phone: ______________ _ 
nrune: _______________ _ 
address: ______________ _ 
city _ _ __________________ _ 
state: ________ Z1P: _____ _ 
Rrst 25 words & headline FDtt 
With Personal GaI((8): _----''-'nu.:= -_ 
add'i words @ 50c each: _____ _ 
Without Personal CaI! (8) 
all words @ SOc each: _____ _ 
others, (ost souls, or 
compantons @ 5O¢/Word: _____ _ 
CBW Box or P.O. Box ladd $20): _____ _ 
Total : _____ _ 
men .. women 
AFFECTIONATE, INTELLIGENT. smiley car-
penter, 33, ... ksbnght,attoolw, NIS woman 
of pnnclpie, 27-37 I'm fun, funny, emotion-
ally direct, conSCientious, un pretentious, good 
cook. aVId reader, muSIC lover Vaned Inter-
ests IndO.,. and out Seeking warm, ~nd 
heart, active mind and body .. 217612115) 
ALL GOOD MEN AREN'TTAKEN, but are qurte 
rare DWM, NlS,5'11', In-shape, prol ... ,onal, 
good-looking (I'm told),soaksslmllar s/oWF, 
32-45, forlnendshlP. ~ughter, trust. romance, 
and poSilble long-term relationship Children 
welcome SatlSly your cunoMy' Call mel I 
promise you won~ regret d' " 2270 (2122) 
ALL LADIES Who don'ans .... r Pe"",nal Ads 
and wonder where all the nice guys are-Here's 
your chance to meet that spec"l someone I I 
bell8Y8 In the adage "Treat 8Omeore ttoe Wtrf 
you want to be treated" Call me and be my 
queen .. 2200 (2115) 
ALMOST SANE COLLEGE STUDENT, SWM. 
26,5'8-, BrIBr, handsome, very intelligent, 
ptr/Slcally fit II -,port no spare tire), ex-
trem.ly honest wrth ,oIf and othe,. Seek-
Ing prettylattractlve, s/oWf, 25-35 You 
should allO be lit. Inelhgent, very honest. NI 
S, lnterested Ins88Ing ONE person for fnend 
shlplrelatlOnshlp,danclng, mOYles, talking, 
etc" 218012115) 
ANYONE BE MY VALENTINE' SWM. 28. 10", 
hockey, loY! God, Iookilg for SWF, 20-35, who 
would spend time & aha,.. wth ""I subject. I 
love Well Call or _ to me .. 2441 (3/8) 
ARE YOU SEEKING NEW MEANINGS to our 
new world & ou,,"IVIIS? Are}'<lU see~ng new 
concepts lor relationships & pleasure' SWM, 
25, NlS, 5"1 Call me .. 2348 (311) 
ATIENTION' Animated. arty.academlC,about 
40, big on bicycling, boullabal"', Bill Evans, 
craVIII d.bona", delightfully dOVlIISh damsel, 
DO B 1957-1967,deolnng empathetic, fnend-
ShiP, tirankly foreverl .. 2185 (2115) 
BIG BAD WOLF loo~ng for Little Red Riding 
Hood Come out, come out, _everyou are ' (Cape optiOnal.) .. 2350 1311) 
BIRTHDAY PRESl:NT, PLEASl:1 PaSllonalII 
about mUIlC, driven by d .. nny HIp SWM to 
be37, would love to meetSWF, 24-36, who is 
creative and arll8tlC and enloys IIIe to the 
fulleat ,. 23781311) 
BLUE EYES, 5'10-, 29, attractive, working 
hard, ptr/Slcally fit . .. eks SlDWF, 22-33 
phySically l it, honest, interesting , likes 
dance, dinner out, canng friendship hrst, 
then relatIOnship .. 227912122) 
CHIPPENDALE WANNABE, BUT'l'm toostr/ 
I have the body I'm .. eager to meet that 
special woman I'm 25, a student, love to 
workout Looking for SWF. 18-25. not tailor 
than I am, who 10VIIS to workout and eat 
Chinese . .. 2387 (311) 
CUPIO'S CORNER SWM, 24, chem-Iree, 
who'scup Isu9ually half-full Interests Include 
Jonathan LIVingston Seagull, nature & muSic 
Looking to meet Inllllligent, honest. atractive 
& funny SWF Getthe"hotchocolateo" forthis 
sweet valentine that melts In your mouth and 
not In yoor hands I ,. 225012122) 
CUTE SWM. 24, Bf/Ill, 205#, 6'2' , enloys 
muSiC, danCing, sports. looking for SWF. 21 -
35, wrth .,m liar Interests for friendship or 
relationship ,. 23561311) 
DESPERA TEL Y SHY, 34, corrtemplatlve. artIS-
tiC Champion Christ's true teachings, not 
man-made rellglOusdogma Soa~ng pro-des-
tined 8Oulmate, authentic hfe, meamngful-
neos.lntimateechtude, mutual d ..... tlOn. Photo 
favored .. 216512115) 
DO YOU NEED A SPANKING' hi average-
looking but passionately nurtunng poet and 
artist. 5'9', 41, seeks a slender, Intel1lgent 
cefullylUbrnlSllve woman, 23-38, Wllhng 
to com m~ herself to a IoYlngly dominant. non-
oppr088lve older man II you long for both 
pampenng arw:l occasslonal erotiC dlSClpltre, 
write. detailing }'<lur fantasies Lettmlphotos 
before meeting CBW Box 171 
DO YOUR FRIENDS DESCRIBE YOU AS 
Very attractive, fnendly, commUnicative, a 
warm nost, elegant butdown-to-1larth, fern,.. 
nme? 35-45 Ifso DWM,47,5'6-,8lIcel-
lent health, frHlndly, outgOing, fun-loVing, 
clean-cut, hkes beachwalks, summerSW1ms. 
sun-soaking, danCing, Videos, dining, talks 
about hfe's purpose Portland environs 
pl .. se ,. 216812115) 
DOWN-TO-EARTH CHRISTIAN OWM. 35. NI 
S, frt,stable, great cook, honest, great hstener 
Efl/OY theater, symphony, festivals, outdoo,., 
looking for SWF, 24-40, wrth same ",tereats. 
.. 24SO (3/8) 
DOWN-TO-EARTH REAL GUY- I like fishing, 
camping, walks on the beach, moVies & din-
ner, qUiet nmesand tiravel Looking for outgo-
lng, canng, secure SWF, 21 -32, who knows 
whatahe wanta I .. 2209 (2115) 
OR FRANKENSTEIN CREATEDtwo monste,. 
The VlI~ge,. destiroyed one The other has 
placed thIS ad You can give me the life the 
doctor left out ,. 2244 (2122) 
DWM,31,5'10', 1601,hea~tr/, happy,slmple, 
I,k .. sports, hiking, camping. sense 01 humor, 
easy-gOlng,"'ks SoUWF, 24-32, wrth Similar 
Interests ,. 2364 1311 ) 
DWM, 34, 510', 1701, SHY ATFIRST NIS, LI 
0, ",y-gol1g, g o-wittl-the-fIow-type. Can have 
a good time doing almost anything EnJOY all 
sports Yoo should be financ,,11y secure and 
ptr/s",11y fit. .. 2253 12122) 
DWM,39, VERACIOUS COGITATER, VOraICIOUI 
bibhophile, tempting lf1OeOlous, droleri8tic, art-
affected, 'Mlter-onented. father, INfJ, seeks wry 
Imtell~ent, attractive 30mh femal~ equal and 
seperate. ,. 23471311) 
DWM, 5'8', 39, canng, affectionalII. BrIBr I 
hke mOVJel, outdoor actiVities, mU&1C, Seek 
S/DWF for good times, With some Interests of 
herown Bath area ,. 217412115) 
DWM, SO, ONE WOMAN MAN- Open, honeat 
and sincere. see~ng long-lasting relationship 
With eame Needs to be down-to-earth, fun-
lOVing, good aenae of humor .. 2451 (3/8) 
DWM, YOUTHfUL 52, TALL, SLIM and con-
sidened good-looking .... ks short. thin and 
conoKlered good-looking lomale, 40-52 We 
both are senSitive and canng, like to share, 
loveto laugh NIS only, please .. 24471318) 
DYNAMIC. SOON-TO-BE 50 OWM, likes al-
most everything, WQuld like to meet lady fr .. 
to do almost anything .. 2446 (3/8) 
fUN & GENTLE BUT FIRM & NICE- Recently 
r.located. good-looking, hard-working DWM, 
38, 5'6", medium bUild, ... ke attractive fe-
male for fun, maybe more .. 23351311) 
GOOD MAN SEEKS GOOD WOMAN- WM, 
mld-2Ooomethlng. secureand motivated, new 
to state of Mame, am In search 01 a special 
someone I enJOY moYa, blqclll"lg, outdoors, 
and COnversationS with good people All re-
aponseashallbereplledto Int.r .. ted?PI .... 
coltact. CBW Box 169 .. 2190 (2115) 
GOOD-LOOKING, HAPPY, TALL, athletiC 
g.ntleman, 30s, secure, SUCCeMlul ptr/SI-
clan seeks warm and tender lady, 25-32, 
splnted, slim, Into outdoo"" Intellectual 
purSUits, haVing kids QUiet moments, hec 
tiC fun both to be celebrated You support-
lYe, understanding, pattent,lnterestlng Me 
mIldly absent-minded, gentle, kind. enthu-
SiastiC, creative, almost comical , well-lIked, 
solid Maine man Please wrtte Photo ap4 
preclOted CBW Box 173 .. 2251 (2122) 
HANDSOME, HUMOUR, HUNKY, HEY' Maxi-
mIZe }'<lur pleasure, combine sensrtlvrty wrth 
wit and artlstlCa9 well as mUSlcalsbmulation 
ThiS IS one of thOle gIfts like r.unbows coming 
}'<lur way ,. 2466 (3/8) 
HAS YOUR PASSION FOR lifE been too long 
supreosod byacareer' SWM,39, seakscorn-
panlon to off-set the momerrtum 01 prol .. -
slonal hfe TIme can be elUBtve arxt there 18 
muchto share warmth, humor,and acceasto 
the Inner-II Ie of another ThIS tnm NIS ... ks 
the like qual~I" of a flealble. high-energy 
woman. .. 2179 (2115) 
HIPCATSl:ARCHING fOR EARTH MAMA- HIp 
Cat IS a 24 y 0 profesSional muslC"n Earth 
Mamashould be between 21-30 Earth Mama 
lSIlOll)' mentally and phyaieally, heaithy, curvy, 
shedoeon'smokeortakedrugs Earth Mama 
loves mUllO, loud and OVII and ooft and sappy, 
all types She Iovee soul musIC, unde,.tands 
that ~ "IS", understands what ·18" IS Earth 
MamaloVIIS to get lost althe moVl", .Ione or 
otherwise She dlgl great coffee, watching 
people, ShoPPing at Terra-firma Earth Mama 
IS spirilllal, but she doesn' take herself too 
seriously She" affectionate, paSSIOnate, has 
a great sense of humor, IS for the most part 
unconventional and slightly twisted Earth 
Mama finds the length of this Personal ad 
amuSing She's soulful, liberal, positive. 
healthfully cyrocal Earth Mama you're the 
best" Come to me, HIp Cal needs you We're too good to eonqu~rthe world alone. Rock on 
Sister, stay true ll .. 23371311) 
HOPELESS ROMANTIC DREAMER- 31. fun-
Io'llng, humorous, witty, Intelli'lent. attractIVe. 
playful, affec!,onate AND sel1Sl!lve; seeks IQ-
phistlcated older woman for romal'1D!, close-
"',and who knows? Pu",ue' " 244213/8) 
I AM 34, 5'10', GREEN EYES. 1 SOl. Single, 
old-fashioned country boy from midwest loY! 
anlmall, ... king fun-loVing girl from 20-30 
yea,. old .. 2355 (311 ) 
INTIMATEL Y PLEASURABLE, attractIVe 
WM, 28. free dally. some eves, to fulhll 
life's lacking pleasures No commitments. 
questlon8, or pressures SeekJOg energetic 
and spontaneous fun, fnendshlp and ro-
mance .. 2198 (2115) 
IS BAT POLLEN HYPO-ALLERGENIC' Can 
dentlslJ perform wedthngs? Where do bagels 
go at "IOlt' Does c_ migralll? Let', ook 
foranowars together .. 232t (311) 
LET'S DO RURAl/lJRBAN COMBO- Tall , 
handsome, nice guy, 42, liVing semi-rug-
ged butclassyoutdoorltfeln N H mountain 
reecrttown, very active, open-minded, wlde-
ranging Interests, looking for slim, very 
pretty, mid-lOs woman who could (Ulti-
mately) thnve In a log cabin and mix rt up 
culturally" 2204 12115) 
lifE IS NOT THAT SERIOUS' SWM, 24, 5'8' , 1651,aetlve,athletie, sense of humor. looking 
for fun, attractive SF for skIIng, camping , 
romara, ard some good clean fun Let's 
~ugh .. 2215 12115) 
LOOKING FOR BRAINS- SWM, 27, profes-
Sional, athlellC, liberal, attractive, looking for 
SIllWf, 21 -39, who IS very Intelligent liberal. 
open-minded. attractive & athletiC Let's get 
together .. 2183 (2115) 
LOOKING fOR THE GROUNo- Bearded bi-
sexual, IItellectual stL<lent, sonoual, open, 
creat:!'"" Impulsive, ttun, mature, masculine 
SeoIting woman to help kesp feet to floor 
Donhmoke .. 2166 (2115) 
LOOKING UP IN SPACE- Blue eyes, 510', 
1551, attractive, mature, physically fit, hon-
est, seeks SWf, 22-33, ptrJslcally fit, honest, 
communicative, who IS Interested In Sign lan-
guage, lriendshlp ,. 246413/8) 
MAKE YOUR fANTASY REAL' Let's lust 
once play pretend as adu~s DeSign that 
date you aiwaYI wanted Share expenses 
I'll role-play whoever you want Go ahead, I 
dare}'<lu .. 2339 (311) 
NICE GUYS fiNISH LAST- ThlSOWM,33,5'9' , 
IS not ready to b.last. Canng, honest, father of 
4, _ s/oWF, 25-40, who wanta to finish 
f,,.t wrth me I like dancing, playing With 
children. weekends Make that call that could 
change your Ille .. 220212115) 
NJB SEEKS NJG- "Nice JeWish Boy", 23, 
5 '9', handsome. I ntelilgent. charm lng, seeks 
ION Ice jeWish Girl", 2Os. attractIve , for ad-
venture, romance, and to placate my mother 
.. 2221 12115) 
NOT WOOFING I Mature writer, mature dog 
seekino mature matching females Must de-
SPIse Rush LImbaugh, enJoy mUSIC, theatre, 
movies lfilms'), the wntterVspokenibarked 
word Must be housebroken. .. 2276 12122) 
NOVICE NATURIST SEEKS GUIDANCE and 
hand to hold In SOCial situatIons Please 
help me blossom In thIS newly lound free-
dom Recreational oppOrtUnities desired 
,. 2193 (2115) 
ONE MAN AN 0 A CA Tlooklng for one woman 
and a klfty (optional) SWM, 35. tall, blonde 
Cat IS neutered and I'm not
' 
.. 221312115) 
ONE-WOMAN MAN looking for one person 
for la8tlno relationship No expectatIOns 
50-65 years old Steady romance I'm 65, 
170# Love to travol & . ,ght .... e If earn .. t, 
please call .. 218712115) 
OUTGOING,ATHLETlC, attractive, NlS, SWM, 
profesSional, 28, with vaned Interest!, has 
made New Year's resolution to meet attrac-
live, mature, honest, frlendly, humorous, en-
ergetic SWf, 24-36 .. 2173 (2115) 
OVER-RATED ATTRACTIVE MAN. always la-
beled untouchable, but need someone to pose 
a challenge Ho peless romantIC With a thing 
for the outdoors, quiet times, wresthng, and a 
good laugh ,. 228212122) 
PICTURE THIS- DWM, 37 ,In search of a lovely 
lady who likes a good time and loves to have 
her photograph taken" 2220 12115) 
QU IET, PASSIONATE,HONESTSWM, 28, With 
Wild sense 01 humor soaks woman, 24-32, 
who loves mu~c, moVIes, outdoor stuff and 
Just plaIn lun Help me make Winter pleasur-
able" 224512122) 
ROMANTIC GENT, 61 ACTIVE. affable, attrac-
nve. good-natu red. seoks higlrhealed ladymate 
for romance, culture, adventure,ltfe-shanng 
Hopefull, attractIVe, relationship-minded, 
chem-freeladl" Will apply .. 2353 (311) 
SAM,5'T , 1751,seeksSIDWF, 20-25, who's 
Interestmg Asian customs I'm very shy, 
please don't make me nervous Please call 
.. 243413/8) 
SAVE ME FROM BEING ALONE- 36, 6 , enlOY 
moVies, fIshing, dining out, homebody acttVl4 
ties Will answer all If you are a Witch with a 
capital "B". please don~ call .. 2338 (311) 
SBM, HIV •. 39. seeking honest, full-time 
relatIonship WIth a woman who would enJoy 
good food, a variety of muSic & qUiet times 
.. 225712122) 
SCORPIO INTENSITY' Attractive, muscular, 
ch,ldl ... , 36. emotionally available s"lor 
Soaking gentle, Intelligent, and fertile woman 
to celebrate Ilf,', 10Ys Within a lOVing, honest, 
and SUpportive mamage If you are available 
to date and your goals Include a commItted 
partnership for the parenting years, write I Al l 
answered CBW Box 168 .. 216712115) 
SEARCHING fOR HAPPINESS- DWM ,30, 511', 
1001 No matter what o:Js say. we areall search-
Ing for the same thHlg haPPlness l If you are 
searching for thIS. Iet·s talk. ,. 2334 1311) 
SEEKING VERY ATTRACTIVE, Iltelleetu.l, In-
dependent older woman, 39-50, Interested In 
PUrsUing friend shiP .companlonshIP. and com-
lortable, casual, Intimate times With anractive, 
humorous. athletiC. NIS. profesSionally em-
ployed SWM, 28, 5'10-, BrlHz. Not looking for 
steady relationship I erlIOY dancing, night-
clubs. dining out, frtneos, beach. camping, 
moVies, read Ing ,. 2345 1311) 
SEVEN SCORE GODDESSES have shares In 
Inspiration, but of these scorea, only one 
truly Will you be the one' Pagan. 28. seeks 
mat ... 23891311) 
SIN GLE ATTRACTIVE MALE, NIS professIOnal, 
expenerJ::ed adventurer seeking same Inter-
ested In open-mInded, attractive, athletIC, edu-
cated. finanCIally secure. playful ad venturess 
Must like Velvet ElVIS .. 2370 1311) 
SINGLE COWBOY who sings lor hiS stew 
looking for cowg irl to cudd le and coo, will 
not be tied by lassoo, a smile and Wink will 
do .. 2278 (2122) 
SPIRITUALLY GROUNDED, emotionally 
available SWM, 36, loves nature, changing 
seasons, and real people Handsome, ath 
letlC. educated, and outgoing Seeksattrac-
tlve, mteillgent, and heart-centered SWF, 
26-35, for friendship and Intimacy. Wlillng-
neas to play, laugh, cry, grow, and explore 
deeper meanings of Ille preferred It you 
have fallen and CAN get up, I WQuld like to 
hear lrom you ,. 21751211 5) 
SPONT ANEOUSAND UNCOMMON. earty40s, 
6'3" prolesalonal, educated. secure, keen ...... 
of humor, mlSChIOvous, ... ~ng s/oWf,32-
42, With Similar quam,.. to .hare adventures 
With .. 244413/8) 
SUBMISSIVE PROfESSIONAL SWM, 36, 511 -, 
155/, athletiC Interests Outdoor and 
snowaports, walks. cooking and moVl .. Seek-
Ing SWF. tall. big legs. athletiC and dominant 
.. 22ti3 12122) 
SWFANYAGE,ANYCOLOR I only want one 
(Two 10 even better ) I'm handsome,short, but 
s_ ,. 2363 (311 ) 
SWM SEEKING SWf, easy-going and not 
bitchy I'm a night-shift worklr, good lob, 
smoker, drinker, looking for lastmg rela· 
tIonshlp Trying to quit CIgS, need support 
.. 2376 (311) 
SWM, 20., SEEKING LONG- TERM relaUon-
ship EnlOY water and snow sports, camp-
Ing Would like to learn country-danCing 
Blonde, blue ey .. , thin, 5'9-, 165/, ener-
getIC ,. 24221318) 
SWM, 22, INTERESTED In meeting a .pec,,1 
lady, 19-29. who IS attractive, Int.llIgent and 
possesses a sense of humor I need to learn 
lOme english .. 217712115) 
February 4, 1993 35 
SWM, 22, SPONTANEOUS & fUN. would .-------------------..:...-----. 
like to meet beautIful, ssxy chlropracter to 
mampulate my mind as well as spme Ath-
letIC, tnto massage an sports, seek same 
.. 23731311) 
SWM. 24, TRIM, CUTE, ACTIVE, seek all 
women to worship Can you be my Queen? 
Dave. PO Bo. 1305./161. BrunsWick. ME 
04011 ,. 2320 (311) 
SWM, 25, NAVAL AVIATOR- I'll teach you 
how to dance. then we'll work on flymo 
Don~ kid yourself, I'm the one
' 
Give me a 
call ,. 23691311) 
SWM, 40. OUTDOOR-TYPE, likes running. x-
country skIIng, Skating, long walks NIS, easy-
gOing, enlOYs hockey & pasta Lookng for 
SWf.25-40 .. 2424 13/8) 
SWM, 6', 2001. ATIRACTIVE. would like to 
meet a Portlard-area woman, NIS, 305, above-
average Intelligence I turned down big money 
and stability with a major computer company 
to go It on my own for the last 12 years I've 
never mamed, but at 40 I yearn for a WIfe and 
famlty Uyou need asplntual man, I am not he, 
but I can talk from the heart tlke no man you 
have ever met My life-style and Inlllrests Will 
appeal to women who are stilI tomboys at 
heart .. 2288 (2122) 
SWM, ATTRACTIVE, ptr/Slcally fit, sense of 
humor. In search 01 attractive F. 27-36 Inter-
eats sports, walks, VCR, dining out, dnves to 
nowhere ,. 2274 12122) 
SWM, DAZZLING BLUE EYES, a warm smile, 
WltIy, 31. very honest and caring Loo~ng for 
a IoYlng woman. 2!1-33, to hold and love CBW 
Box 177 ,. 23461311) 
TAKE EASY TO Sl:ffiE AS ATIRACTION-
SWM, blue eyes, 155/, 29 SWF, 22-33, ac-
tive, ptr/Slcally fit, sports, share honest, open-
mtnded, secure, dinner out. Interests, 80me 
new, art"t, posrtlveluck .. 23721311) 
TALL, RUGGED, HAPPY, youthful physicIan, 
40, "'ks Intellectual. pretty lady, 25-32. to 
love and have happy kids With Please wnte or 
call CBW Box 175 .. 226413122) 
THAT SPECIAL SOMEONE YOU SEEK could 
be waiting for you at the Seamen's Club on 
Thursday nlghta from 5-7 pm Ws the Per-
sonal Connectlonl 
TIRED Of LOSER & USER- SWM, 23, aver-
agllooklng , BriBI MOVies, exercises, read-
Ing, wa lks on the beach are favorite things 
Want senous romantIC relallonshlp, 18 33 
SWF ,. 2328 (3lt) 
TRUE BLUE IS fOR YOU- SWM, 21. chans 
atlc, tall, dark-haired, sensuous blue eye 
• loves to have fun In any way, like to danc 
, and can be romantIC Call m 0 ,. 2340 1311) 
VERY ATTRACTIVE. INTELLIGENT, htne .. -
onented SWM, 30, 6', excellent shape, var-
Ied Interests looking for very attractive 
slim female, any age, lor Inendshlp & lun l 
,. 2181 12115) 
VERY HANDSOME, eonslderate, fl'l'nc,,11y 
secure, very panent, and stili looking for the 
woman I'w yet to lind Love, where are you? 
DWM, 48, prol ... ,onal .. 218912115) 
VIRILE 23 YEAR OLD- Not currently "tied 
down", but would enlOY bOing so Open to any 
heterosexual relaUonship demandlll'J stability 
and stamina Any questIOns'" 24691318) 
WHY SHOULD BEING NICE make rt hard to 
meet women' DWM. 27, 6'1". 1851 I'm a 
millionaire who enloys all outdoor sports and 
City nightlife with many Sincere friends Seek 
someone outgoing and attraCtIve 1stand only 
ad ,. 224312122) 
women (~ women 
ATTRACTIVE, SPIRITUAL, L 30s, creative, 
learned, androgynous, Independent, com-
pasSionate, smoker seeking hea~hy, light-
hearted, handsome "NO man able to connect 
easily WIth people and lIve Btmply WIth 
Mother Earth ,. 243913/8) 
B,WF LOOKING fOR FRIENDS to .hare fun 
tlmeaWith Newto area Noage limits Must be 
clean Discretion a must I am very cute Call 
for more" 218412115) 
f lESTY BIWF, 23 .... ksa playful, NIS, Intelli-
gent, creative, motivated, athletic, funny and 
crass woman for fnendshlp With lots to offer 
Go ahead, call' ,. 228512122) 
OUTDOORSY TYPE, GWF, 31, tall. attractlvs. 
fern Intne, professIOnal, good sense 01 hu mor, 
love of outdoors, sporm-onented Seek same 
for a friendly rel~tlonshlp NIS ,. 23291311) 
Love Not Professed 
Is Love Lost! 
TOTALLY INEXPERIENCED BIWf- I'm very 
cu noos and also very nervous It's my hfelong 
lantasyto koow IntlmaC! With a woman You, 
too'ThenglVOmeacall ' " 23411311) 
men .. men 
A SENSITIVE NEW AGE GAY' NlS. 35, sober, 
cute. short, enVlronm entally aware With SOCial 
conSCience, seeksSlmllarsmart-mlnded How 
about 0 C In Apnl' ,. 2438 (318) 
AMBITIOUS EXPERT SKIER seeks same 
Tall. attractIVe. WASP. 38. successlul and 
discreet Must have weekends free Just do 
It I .. 2254 (2122) 
ARE YOU HIM?? G\/M, 22,18 wondenng? 
Likes Llve's, muSiC, welghtllftlng & 
monogomy Dislikes Bars, fats, ferns & 
drug. Sound interesting? Give me a calli 
.. 2430 (318) 
ARE YOU IN LIVING COLOR? Well, I am 6'2', 
182/. Brll!r, 21, looking for 18-24. good-
looking male for friendship , good times. and 
maybe more ,. 23521311) 
ATTRACTIVE AND AMBITIOUS GWM, 27, NI 
S. 5'9-, 1451, 18 Interested In .,ng Similar 
for fnendshlpand possible relationship Please 
be discreet .. 2437 (31l!) 
ATIRACTIVE WM, 27, 6't ·, Br/8l. mascu-
Itne, profeSSIonal and discreet Into phySI-
cal lit ness. many hobbles and Interests 
lookmg to meet others lor friendship, good 
times and maybe more You 21-33, good 
looks, mascuhne, SlOcere, discreet, fun and 
adventurous Jocks ...... you've got nothing 
to lose .. 2426 13/8) 
AXL ROSE LOOKS LIKE ME- RU 18-35' In 
shape? Intelligent? Honest? Aware that HIV+ 
ISn' negative? Exploring hie' Ready to share 
the adventure' Call .. 23321311) 
BEAM ME UP, scom, there's no real men 
down herel 21, good-looking, BnlBl. looking 
for real life forms who don~ roam the galaxy 
.. 2336 (311) 
BIWM,21, WANTS YOU I If you like women. 
but want a man as well Totally safe and 
dISCreet If}'<lu are a SWM, 18-25, call me 
I'm lUst like you .. 23271311) 
CALL. LET'S GET TOGETHER- BiWM.36.cl..." 
safe, seeks to meet others for discreet fnend-
ship and more Be 25-50, clean, safe, adven-
turous ,. 2268 (2122) 
CLASSIC HOT ROD for those spec,,1 occa-
SiOns Sleek, powerlul and responsive, With a 
finISh like silk and a seat you'll love to touch 
Heart-pounding excitement as yoo feel the big 
V8 take you through the tightest curves With 
the confident VIbratiOns 01 po\oVer wrapped 
around you ThIs nde IS oot for the old or 
squeamISh Dnnklng. drugs and dnVlng donl 
mix ,. 2380 (311) 
DOYOU WHERE BOXER SHORTS' Haveshort 
hu? Cleancut?18-24? Thenweshou ld meet l 
I'm 21,59', 1601, BrlBr, and I'm the boy next 
door .. 2351 1311) 
GANYMEDEAWAITSZEUS-30y 0 AntlnoUS 
deSIres an older, mascul ine , Emperor 
Hadnan Alkiblades seeks Socrates' WIS-
dom of the mystenes of Eros Got the PiC-
ture? ,. 2428 13/8) 
GM, 39, SEEKS GM With same Inter .. ts Nor-
mal, not looking for Mr Amenca I like walks 
on the beach, baked beans, dancing. qUiet 
times, cuddhng, mUSIC, danctll'J,cooklng, oot 
a couch potato I'm oot promlSCIlOUS 'Till 
death do we part type .. 243613/8) 
HEY I TELL YOUR FRIEND, the senSitive but 
masculine, boo~sh, str/. Clark Kent peppy. 
who'd never read a personal ad, that there's 
a super, older guy lust dYing to meet hlml 
,. 2480 (318) 
INTO JAZZIN' WITH STYLE? Looking for a 
gymlskVmaseage partner with a can-do atti-
tude' Are you Markey Mark, 25-35? Call for 
detail. ,. 2322 (311) 
ITALIAN, BEARDED, BALDING, 40, NIS- My 
week IS busy wrth work. school, volunteenng 
and down time Soaking gentle men. 3()-45, 
for hikes, moVl .. , talks, laughing, loving, play-
Ing ,. 2218 12115) 
LOOK IN' fORA fRIEND IN '93- GWM. 27. Brl 
Gr, 5'7", seeks d,screet GM, 20-32 EnJOY 
walking, talking, shanno qUiet limes, mUSIC, 
moVies. fun .. 22ti0 12122) 
M, MID-40s. FIT, MASCULINE, NIS, profes-
Sional, decent, seeking company of male 
for fun tImes In great outdoors walking, X· 
c skllno, skating Let's see what develops 
.. 217812115) 
NEED A WARM FIREPLACE' GWM, 40, 6 , 
balding and fit IS ready to light his when you 
arnve Be 35-55, secure & tnm Let's heat up 
thIS cold Wlnter l .. 23821311) 
NICE-LOOKING GWM SEEKS SAME, age 20-
38, who loves the outdoors, qUiet times, and 
IS honest With their leellngs, straight-acting, 
and not promiSCUOUs .. 2323 (311) 
ROMANTIC PREFERRED PLEASE. GWM. 
26, seeks GWM for fnendsh,p or whatever 
Mature tndlvldual deSired Mensa's wel-
come, but not required Please be stable 
and healthy ,. 2443 13/8) 
Sl:EKING SOUL MATE- GWM, 44, stralght-
acting, attractive. seif-rellant. Taurus-Leo "S-
Ing, ecclectlc tastes- MOlJlrt to muzzle load-
1r)J, worldly,traveled free-spIrit, probing mInd, 
Comprendez' if so. call .. 22ti612122) 
SPONTANEOUS ROMANTIC.affect,malll, pr<>-
fesslonal, open-mInded, geoolne male, 37, 
who enloys quiet nmes, the outdoo,., and 
dIning out, looking tor SimIlar, drug-free and 
NIS .. 216912115) 
STUD LOOKING fOR SAME- Sound con-
Ceited? I got your attentIon I GWM. 25, 
170/, 5'9', NIS, attractIVe, VIrile, profes-
Sional, hunting for GWM who appreciates 
conversations, spontaneous combustIon 
and cheesecake .. 2287 (2122) 
THIS 32y 0 OFFICER AND A GENTLEMAN" 
looking for Mr Goodbar to help make the 
Sounds of MuSIC, fa go Singing In ttoe Ram, 
and to help light Sl Elmo's f"e Yoo be Clean 
& Sober and don' be The Jerk. .. 2319 (311) 
THROW OUT THE HIGH HEELS because this 
GWM. 29, IS all man I'm playful, canng, and 
genUine I enlOY cooking. picnICS, long talks. 
symphoOiesand the opera Cuddling IS a plus 
HIV. ,. 225212122) 
WORKAHOLIC GWM. 23. seeking stiralOht-
acting and discreet GWM, 21 30, for Inend-
ship and hopelully relationship E,.,ys danc-
Ing. muSic. moVIes and escaPing for a day or 
two ,. 2246 (2122) 
YOUNG BRAVES WANTED by older GWM 
WItch doctor for ntes, ntuals and manhood 
endurance ceremontes (no drugs) Sincere 
and discreet only need apply ISo Me loca-
tion) ,. 23261311) 
others 
ATN ATR YNG CPL fOR 35 MS- Single, 
reftned WM, 48, clean, trim, healthy, seeks 
attractive, horny young white couple, to 
french her 10 act and other erotiC, sensuous 
delights" 2381 (2115) 
VENTURESOME MWC soaks IImllar couple, 
25-.40, for Vinous Indoor/outdoor actiVIties 
Looking to share fun and fantaSies. We're NIS, 
NoU, and phySICally fit. Call to expand yourfun 
and fantail .. ,. 243312122) 
lost souls 
WOMAN AT WESTSIDE CAFE with Sunday 
New YorkTnn .. , 1 124 You 10lnedbyablonde 
Me Solo, stanng a bit because }'<>U look Ilia! 
long-lost school-mate Who are you. rully? 
,. 2431 (2122) 
Write yow Chapter in the 
BOOK OF LOVE 
775-1234 
36 Casco Bay Wffldy •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• FRENCH GARDEN • 




A captivating bouquet that will bring a • 
smile to the heart. This romantic A charming bouquet of assorted • 
• 
assortment of fresh cut spring flowers Valentine flowers fill both sides of this 
is casually arranged in a handsome lovely painted basket with a heart and • 
•• white washed basket. All beautifully ivy motif. Daisies, miniature • 
bowed with red fren h 'bbo carnations, alstroemeria and other 
• A Harmons and B:n~~s E:~/usive. lovely flowers make for a long lasting • 
• Send this bouquet anywhere in the ; 
• 40.00 45.00 55.00 country. 
; 40.00 42.50 45.00 ; 
• • • • • • 
; FrD YOU SEND ME ; 
• HEARTS DELIGHT BOUQUET • 
•• A lovely profusion of color and garden Lift up your love with this whim cal .; 
fragrances in a beautiful vase, bowed bouquet of fresh Valentine flowers 
for Valentines. Nestled among this accented with a miniature mylar • 
• 
enchanting bouquet is a sampler of balloon which says "you send me". A • 
Havens candies. The perfect touch to fun and light-hearted approach to • • • ~~r~~~e~~~~~. extraordinary v~:~~nt~~sD:~quet anywhere in the •• 
• A Harmons and Banons exclusive. . country. 
; 45.00 50.00 55.00 30.00 35.00 40.00 ; 
• • · ; • •• • VALENTINES DAY IS SUNDAY FEBUARY 14th SO • 
! GIVE FLO ERS ! 
• VALENTINE BUD PORCELAIN HEART • 
• VASE BOUQUET • 
• A more sophisticated yet charming Here is a heart in the right place. A • 
• approach to Valentines Day. A whispy bouquet of dendrobiam orchids, SWEET TREAT • 
• porcelain bud vase with a heart motif pink carnations, iris and other special • 
• 
is filled with a lily, iris, tulips a Valentineflowers .Alldesigned in alovely BOUQUET . 
dendrobiam orchid and accented with porcelain bisque heart-shaped vase. A ~ C d d fl h I an y an owers ave ong been a 
• curly willow and bear grass. very Special way to send your love this " Valentines tradition. Harmons and • 
• 
A Harmons and Banons exclusive. Valentines Day. _ Bart aI rt' h H C d I • . ons ong w avens an y 0 
• 
A Harmons and Banons exclusive. Portland brings this special bouquet • 
22.50 25.00 27.50 together lor you this Valentines. It is a 
• 30.00 35.00 40.00 wonderful assortment of traditional • 
• Valentine flowers in a pretty heart • 
• 
motif container. Choose from 8 or 16 • 
P~~.~ n"''''''~ of Havens boxed chocolates. 
• A Harmon and Banons exclusive. • • • • 35.00 37.50 40.00 • 
• 
" 
8 oz. 160z. 160z. • 
( 'Candy can be purchased with 
; , "Y bo",m ; 
• • • • • ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS • 
• ACCEPTED ON PHONE ORDERS • • • • • ! BARTON'S ! 
• 584 Congress Street 11 7 Brown Street • 
• PORTLAND WESTBROOK . 
; 774-5946 I-S00-SUN LILY 854-2518 ; 
• • ............................... _ ................ .
